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economic changes
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un."""'''' Nations, which collected most of the basic

The following ~en used throughout the text and tables:

Two dots ( •• ) indicate that data are not available

A dash (-) indicates that the amount ie nil or negligible

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decrease

A full atop (.) is used to indicate deciDBls

A comma. (,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions

A slash (I) indicates a crop year or fiscal ;rear, e.g., 1950/51

Use c:r! a hyphen (-) between dates representing years; e.g., 1934-38,

normally signifies an annual average for the calendar ;rears involved,

including the beginning, and end years. "TO" between the ;rears indicates

the full period, e.g., 1947 to 1949 means 1947 to 1949, inclusive.

References to "tonsl~ indicate lIIfltric tons, and to "dollars" United

states dol1a.rs, unless otherwise stated.

Detallf and percentages in ta.blea do not necessarily add to totals,

because of rounding.

Information regarding rates of exchange BIl!:tY be found in issues of the

United Nations Monthll Bulletin of statiatlcs •
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INTRODUCTION

the world upward in 1950 and

continued to rise in 1951, though the rate of expansion, which was sharply

accelerated in the second half of 1950, tended to diminish in 1951. World

production of fooQ also rose in both 1950 and 1951, but the increases in

total supplies were moderate in comparison with the expansion of industrial

output. Food production, as well as per capita food supplies mde available
d1

production and net imports, remained below the average pre-war level in

Europe (outs ide the USSR) and in the populous areas of As ia and the Far

East.

Total industrial output increased by 15 per cent betvroen 1949 and 1950

and by 12 per cent betvroen 1950 and 1951, raising the index shown in table 1

to 74 per cent above the 1937 level. The greater part of the 1950 expansion

in industrial output was achieved in the second half of the year, and the

greater part of the 1951 expansion in the first half of the year. In the

United States, production in the first half of 1950 recovered rapidly from the

1949 recession; in the second half of the year the rate of acceleration was

above the world average and output in the last quarter was one-fourth higher

than in the corresponding period of 1949. The rate of expans ion remained

high in the first half of 1951, though it fell off markedly in the second

half. In western Europe, where total industrial output has been rising

throughout the post-war period, the rate of increase fell -progressive1;'r

between the latter part of 1948 and the first half of 1950. In the seccm0.

half of 1950, however, the expansion of production was again accelerated,

and the rate of increase in the last quarter of 1950 was maintained during

the first half of 1951, although, as in the United States, it declined

noticeably in the second half of the year. In Japan, though industrial

output had risen rapidly, by 1950 it had reached only two-thirds of the 1937

level. After mid-l950, largely as a result of sharply increased exports and



Table l. Indices of World Mining and lIanufacturing Production, 1947 to 1951

World World World
Period World excluding excluding excluding Europe Western

total United USSR USSR and Europe
states Uhited

states

1937 : 100:

1947 eeee0liOOe@ 118 91 116 82 77 79
1948 • 'II • III I'll (I> oil QI • C 131 108 126 96 90 92
1949 .06'100&& ••• 135 123 127 107 104 105

1950 o.eoo •••• ", 155 143 144 121 118 117

1951 .eel/llllleo"ee 174 162 160 136 132 128

Corresponding period
of preceding year : 100:

1948 e IIil • \11 ... til .& •• 111 119 108 116 118 117

1949 ••••• o.eee 103 114 101 112 115 114

1950 •• 'II ....... e 115 116 113 113 114 112

1951 1IIII •• e.O<5$. 112 113 111 112 112 110

1950:
quarter 106 113 103 110 111 108

Second quarter 112 113 111 110 111 108
Third quarter 119 117 118 114 115 112
Fourth quarter 121 119 121 117 117 115

1951:
quarter 118 116 118 116 115 114

Second quarter 116 116 116 116 116 115
quarter 109 112 108 111 110 109

Fourth quarter 106 109 104 106 106 104

Source: Office of the Uhited Nations.



from from. the

aC1cwmlJLai:;iO!ll of inventories, the rate of e;x:paIlS::l..on was

the level of ou't"Ptlt was 45

t1n,. "'1'.#11"1" of 1950 to more than 50

AJ.l:im::lug;.Il the rate of increase in

rose from. about 20 per in the

cent in the second I'IIn,.".i'A'T" of

did not .. t"l ..-,~ ......

cent in the third of 1951 than in the corresponding

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the eastern

Eu:t"Ol:lean countries lncreasesthat were relatively and above

the world

of industrial output in various

to corresponding periods in preceding

indicee showing the

countries relative to a pre-war year and

years are presented in 2 •

Since the early post-war period, the output of :metallurgical and

engineering industries in industrialized countries has been higher- relative

to pre-war - and bas expanded faster than the output of consu:mer goods from.

light industries. :By the end of the war, the United states had greatly

expanded its capacity for producing capital equipment.

This capacity served not only in the rapid rec'onvereion and expansion

of the United statee econO!l'4Y but also in economic rehabilitation,

reconstruction and expansion in other areas of the world. In Europe and

the Soviet Union, production of steel and engineering goods during the post

war period moved ahead much faster than the output of light industries.

Although th~ demand for capital goods declined in the United states in 1949,

and began to recede in some of the countries of western Europe in 1949 and

the first half of 1950, e1pbasis on the products of heavy inJustry re-emer~d

in the upswing of industrial production after the middle of 1950.

1/ In the year ending 30 June 1951, paym9nts on procure:ment of goods in
Japan by the United Nations High CO:lI!!lBnd, well over $200 million, were
about one-fifth as large as total exports. The dollar value of exports
was double that of the preceding year, an increase of almost $600
million .. ApprOXimately half the increase in exports went to the
cO".mtries of Asia and the Far East, almost one-sixth to the United
statee aJ?d the remainder to various countries in Latin America, Africa,
the Middle East and western Europe.
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Table 2. Indices of Mining and Manufactu~ing Production in Selected Countries, 1948 to 1951

1937 :: 100 Corresponding period of preceding year B 100
Country 1948 1949 1950 1951 Year 1950 quarters 1951 guarters

1949 1950 1951 First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Austria .•.••.•........•• 90 121 144 162 134 119 112 132 119 113 115 111 117 115 109
Belgium.•....•......•••• 96 96 98 113 100 102 115 94 95 104 115 118 120 116 105
Denmark..••.•.•.....•..• 129 138 153 154 107 III 101 110 115 III III 109 101 99 94
Finland~ •.......•..•.• 137 146 149 176 107 102 118 107 106 98 95 110 118 126 119
France •...••..•...•..••• 100 110 111 125 110 101 112 97 96 101 108 114 116 112 109
Saar•••.•..•••••••..•..• 73 90 96 116 123 107 121 107 99 107 114 122 132 120
Germany:

Western ............... 51 78 100 121 153 128 121 119 123 133 138 136 131 114 108
West Berlin 21••..•••• 28£1 19£1 28£1.39£121 68 147 16321 lZ8 147 171 173 165 160 138

Greece" " .... ., ...... " " .. " .... " ".., '" 72 85 108 125 118 127 116 118 123 133 135 129 122 109 104
Ireland.........-........ 128 146 162 16721 114 III 10521 113 114 111 104 103 106 103
Italy•••..•...•.•...•••• 92 100 114 128 109 114 112 114 111 110 116 119 115 113
Luxembourg••..••......•• 100 95 100 122 95 105 122 Sl 93 117 143 129 127 122 113
Netherlands •••••...••••• 110 123 135 141 112 110 104 110 lOS 114 lOS 113 112 95 9S
Norway e/............... 125 132 141 148 106 107 106 107 106 108 107 106 106 108 102
Portugal bl fl •••.•.•.•• 118£/ 112~1 122£/ 116£1E! 95 109 100 103 126 109 105
Spain !::.I.: . .: ......•...• 100hi 96liJ 10L.li/ • • 96 108 113 110 114 100
Sweden .••...........•..• 150 156 161 167 104 103 104 103 104 103 105 104 104 104 103
United Kingdom••.....••• 110 118 130 133 107 110 103 109 109 109 110 104 lc6 103 99

Bulgaria ~ E/.......... 190 247 304 356 130 123 117 122 123 114 125 115 115
Czechoslovakia !I....... 109 126 146 167 116 116 115 114 115 118 115 113 113 III
Germany. eastern !I 2/•• 65 77 97 117 118 126 121 122 125 122
Hungary~ 2/........... 107£/ 153£/ 207cl •• 143 135 134V 147 134 136 133 135 125
Poland a ••••••••••••••• 146il 177l( 232I! 2881/ 121 131 124 134 131 130 129 127
Romania !I 2/•.......••• 83:£/ 117:£/ 160£1 •• 141 137 ft.

USSR !I ~.............. 171j} 204.11 251j} 291.1/ 120 123 116 122 121 124 118 116 115

Canada ••...•.•..•...•••• 169 171 lI'l4 195 101 108 106 103 106 109 113 114 III 104 97
United States ••.•••••.•• 170 156 177 195 92 113 110 97 112 122 125 121 115 105 101

Argentina ............... 178 171 176 1732/ 96 103 1022/ 103 99 106 104 99 105
Chile e/•..............• 143 140 136 148~ 98 97 1l1~ 93 97 96 102 110 111 124
Guatemala k/•.••••....•• 11011 114.!J116.!J 113~ 104 102 l00~ 104 110 103 96 96
Mexico ••••: ••..••••••••• 128 137 153 . 161d 107 112 109Y 115 109 114 108 105 112

India ••.•••••.•••.•••.•. 114 III 110 122 97 99 111 98 96 101 102 107 112 114 111
Japan................... 40 53 66 92 132 125 139 115 117 121 138 146 151 145 125

~: Statistical Office of the United Nations.

!::./ Including electricity and manufactured gas.

£1 Data supplied by the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe.

£! .L93S::: 100.

~I First six months only.

~ Including manufactured gas.

£! Including electricity.

~I First quarter only.

hi 1948:::: 100

1/ 1937 production in pre-war territory = 100.

JI The USSR index measures production in terms of valu~s calculated at 1926-27 prices but for new commodities, not produced in
the base period, values have in most instances been calculated at the prices of the year in which they were first
introduced into the index. This feature of the index is likely to have made for some overstatement of the actual increases
in production. The technical aspects of the problems involved in the calculation of the index are discussed in Y. Joffe,
Planning of Industrial Production (Moscow, 1948) and more recently by B. Miroshnichenko, "Planning Industrial Production"
in Planowoe Khoziajstvo, No.3, 1951; P. Hoskin, "On Calculating the Index of the Physical Volume of the National Product",
Vestnik Statistiki, No.2, 1951, and in United Nations Economic Survey of Europe in 1951 (Geneva, 1952). In 1952 a new
index, based on wholesale prices in January 1952, was adopted, and it was announced that in future new goods would be
tnken into the index at the 1952 prices of comparable goods already in the index.

!/ Including electricity but excluding mining.

11 1946:;: 100.



The outbreak of the announcement of

in the

in Korea was

1m:relaSEld. a:rmalnerlt p:rO@:raJ:I1IIlfl's, first

United states, but aleo in Europe. increase in was

accompanied rapidly rising prices and anticipatory

speculative buying that continued into the earl,y months of 1951, far eXlceE~d:1.M

the amount required for immediate orders for armaments and involVing not

merely the raw materials and other components of armament production,

al~o coneu.mer goods as well as all manner of producer goods. Renewed

eXPansion of pri'm.te investment engendered a large-scale increase in the

demnd for capital goods and the supplies needed for their production.

COnB'l.UI:Iers ~ purchases of durable and semi-durable goods aleo increased

sharply in most oountries. There was a widespread attempt to replenish

augment inventories, and, in the course of meeting ilmI:Iediate demands and

preparing for increased orders, pl'oducers began to accumulate larger stocJm

of both goods in process and finished goods. The direct eXPansion of

output on account of armament orders was thus a relatively m,lnor factor in

the rapid growth of total industrial output when compared with the combined

effects of the increased demand for new facilities, personal consumption

goods and inventory accumulation.

Personal consumption gooos thus shared in the rapid expansion of total

industrial production in 1950. Anticipatory buying of auch goods, however,

had run ita course by the early months of 1951. In the United states sales

of both durable and semi-durable goods then began to drop, while in

countries Of western Europe, also, sales of such ae,m-durable goods aa

textiles and apparel levelled off or declined. The effects of this decline

were only partly reflected in the slOWing down of the rate of inorease in

total industrial production in the first two quarters of 1951; they began

to be felt m.ore stronely after the middle of the year, partioularly in the

United states.

Notwithstanding a large expansion in the demand for raw materials,

production of which conetitutes the bulk of' the industrial output of ma.ny

under-developed countries, industrial production in such countries in 1950

and 1951 apparently expanded much less than in. industrialized countries.

The few com:prehenaive indices of industrial production which are a'm.iJ.ab1e
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indicate that in the first half of 1950 output in several of these under

developed countries was lower than in the period i:lmJIediately preceding and,

in general, improved relatively little in the second half of the year.

Increases in output were apparently more substantial and more Widespread

in the first half' of 1951, though the rates of expansion were emall by

comparison with those achieved in industrialized countries during the same

period •

During the earlier post-war years, the expansion of total industrial

output in the under-developed areas had also been lees than ,in the

;tndustrialized countries. Mineral production, on the other band, has been

increasing more rapidly in the under-developed areas than in the

industrialized countries. It is not clear, however, whether the latter

trend will continue in view of the large-scale expansion in raw :materia~

output, J;l6rt1cularly o:f metallic minerals and primary metals, under way in

the United Statee, and in view of the concern manifested by :many under

developed countries as to the stability o:f the long-run demand :for their

raw me.terial exports.
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Chapter 1

INDUSTRY

United states

During the first half' of 1950, industrial productlon in the United

States recovered rapidly from. the 1949 recesBion,and by mid-year most

manufactures had regained the 1948 average rate of output. Immediately

thereafter the demands generated by expectation of vastly increased

governm!!lnt expenditures on a::rma.ments spurred the acceleration of output

to new heights in practically every industry,

Indicee of industrial production are presented in table 3, The

mining index, which in the second quarter of 1950 still lagged about

7 per cent behind the 1948 average, rose 8 per cent in the third qua~ter

in response to increased stockpiling purchases by the Government and to

greater producers' demands. With slight interruptions, mining output

ccmtinued to "rise. The large gains in the output of both durable and non

durable manufactures in the second half of 1950 reflect both the response

to a buying rush for conS'Wlll9r goods and the expansion of investment in

productive facilities and business inventories while output on defence orders

necessarily increased relatively little. During the first half of 1951 the

rise in production outstripped sales of all types of goods and, though

demands for the expansion of plant and equipment and for enlarged military

output continued to increase, sales, first of durable, and then of non

durable, conS'Wlll9r goods levelled off and then receded ,1/
As a result, business inventories, which had been increased by

producers and dealers in all linea of manufacture in 1950, particularly in

the second half of the year, continued to rise during the first half of 1951

(table 4). Dealers succeeded in reducing inventories s0ID6what in the third

11 This development reflects higher tax levels and a decrease in the
proportion of consumer disposable income spent, described in World
Economic Report, 1950-51, chapter 1, "Economically Developed Privats
Enterprise Economies" •



3. Indicee of Industrial Production in the United States, 1948 to 1951

(1935-39 =100)

Year 1950 quarters 1951 quarters
19Ji:e 1949 1950 1951.iY First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Total 192 176 200 219 184 195 206 216 221 222 216 218

6€1tl1$66@$&$@S990@4'(b 155 135 148 164 131 145 156 161 160 165 163 169

198 183 209 227 193 204 215 226 232 233 225 227@@$0@OOIlilGe0

Durable $1/lI0 11l @$$\!l0 225 202 237 273 209 230 245 263 272 276 268 277
goods ••••• 177 168 187 194 180 182 190 196 200 198 191 187

Iron and steel<9$Q@@@ee 208 188 239 259 203 226 236 251 257 263 255 262
~ch1na17 @ G $ OIl <!} e $> (& e G @ $ G 277 234 27° 336 236 257 277 312 328 337 331 348
Ltrm.ber G e 0 @ G <II I3l e • G Q " 9 • (II 134 119 147 151 138 148 147 156 158 156 134 154 &
Automobiles and parts. 198 207 241 238 198 240 267 260 258 247 222 218 I

Furniture fixtures 168 152 183 193 172 176 187 197 193 174 164 174
254 241 262 298 247 ~56 267 280 289 299 305 298
159 163 166 165 162 164 168 163 167 167 166 159

147 182 175 177 174 182 195 192 187 164 155
111 106 111 101 113 105 115 111 118 101 95 89

Source: states Federal Reserve Board, Federal Reserve Bulletin (Washington, D.C.);
quarterly are seasonally adjusted.
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Table 4. Selected Indicators of Industrial Activity in the United States, 1948 to 1951
(Millions of United States dollars)

Year 1950 quarters 1951 quarters
Item 1948 1949 1950 1951Y First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Business inventories (end of period):

Total. •• 55,647 50,921 60,434 70,092 51,126 52,828 55,146 60,434 65,240 69,442 69,965 70,092
Durable goods •...••••••••••• 26,313 23,578 28,617 36,286 23,499 24,709 25,210 28,611 31,247 34,047 35,024 36,286
Non-durable goods •.•••••.••• 29,333 27,344 31,817 34,407 27,627 28,117 29,936 31,817 33,993 35,396 34,941 34,407
Retailers ................... 15,828 14,502 17,793 18,093 14,909 .15,574 16,599 17,793 19,743 20,282 18,761 18,093
Wholesalers..•••••••••••••••• 8,085 ' 7,729 9,388 10,000 7,785 8,131 8,775 9,388 9,940 10,151 10,072 10.000
Manufacturers ••••••••••••••• 31,734 28.690 33.253 41,999 28,432 29,123 30,123 33,253 35,557 39,009 41,132 41,999

Purchased materials b/•••• 13,157 11,145 14,293 16,636 10,859 10,863 12,095 14,293 15,282 16,010 15,836 16,636
Goods in proces~.:••••• 7,476 6,711 8,110 11,003 6.910 7,118 7,551 8,110 9,147 9,823 10,561 11,003
Finished goods b ••••••••• 11,149 10,910 10,908 14,394 10,956 11,161 10,082 10,908 11,542 13,252 14,227 14,394

New construction:

Total••• 21,572 22,584 27,902 29,863 5,115 6,850 8,361 7,576 6,261 7,709 8,467 7,406
Private, total•••••••••••••• 16,665 16,181 20,789 20,823 3,877 5,064 6,201 5,647 4,718 5,357 5,730 5,018

Residential (non-farm) •••• 8,500 8,267 12,600 10,915 2,211 3.095 3,913 3,381 2,991 2,779 2,816 2,669
Non-residential ~/•••••••• 3,621 3,228 3,777 4,907 758 828 1,011 1,100 1,162 1,314 1,375 1,056

EXpenditure on new plant and equipment:

Total. •• 20,032 18,021 17,832 23,126y 3,619 4,183 4,512 5,517 4,863 5,913 5,844 6,506y
Manufacturing••••••••••••••• 9,134 7,149 7,491 11,141y 1,444 1,714 1,859 2,474 2,154 2,802 2,841 3,345.!V

Mining....... ".. "II .. III""" .. II ...... "" <I). 002 738 684 006.!V 146 160 180 198 183 203 199 221.!V

Railways" " " II .. 10 .. 0 III " " " " ........ II " '" 1,319 1,350 1,136 1,56~~ 232 298 285 320 303 412 377. 47~~other transportation •••••••• 700 525 437 517:¥ 79 90 123 145 125 136 120 136:¥
Electric and gas utilities •• 2,683 3,140 3,167 3,654~ 653 758 821 935 753 893 933 1,075.21
Commercial and miscellaneous 5,394 5,119 4,917 5,443Y 1,065 1,163 1,244 1,445 1,345 1,467 1,374 1, 257:¥

Source: Department of Commerce, SUrvey of Current Business (Washington, D.C.); quarterly data are seasonally adjusted, except
manuracturers' inventories of purchased materials, goods in process and finished goods.

!I Preliminary•

EJ Book value in hands of manufacturers.

~/ Except farm and public utility.

M Data for the fourth quarter of 1951 are based on anticipated capital expenditures.
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ClUB.rter of 1951, and. by the end. of the Cluarter there were indicati ons

that manufacturers' inventories were tending to level off as production of

consmner goods was more sharply curtailed.. Compared. wi th the 1949 post

war peak, total business inventories were almost one-fourth higher in

value, and manufac turers I inventories were more than one-third. higher 

durables 43 per cent and. non-durables 15 per cent. The most rapid rise

in manufacturers I inventories after mid-1950 occurred. in purchased.

materials and goods in process. The inventory increases thus reflected.

involuntary accumulations only in part; in large :measure the durable goods

inventories were evidence of the increase in deliveries of fim.shed. goods

required for the expansion of plant and eCluipment and. for the armament

progra.mme}/

Among non-durable products, declining sales of basic consmner goods

were followed. by reduced production in 1951. The output of textiles, already

above the 1948 average level in the first half of 1950, rose toa peak at the

end of the year, declined. gradually in the first half of 1951 aDd fell

sharply, below the lowest level of the preceding year, in the third Cluarter.

Production of leather goods in the second half of 1950 exceeded the 1948

average and advanced further in the first quarter of 1951, but dropped

rapidly thereafter. Processing of food, which had. not declined during the

recession of 1949, remained ata rate somewhat higher than the 1950 average

during the first half of 1951 and fell only a li ttlebe10li'in the second.

half •

Production of motor vehicles, by far the largest i tam. among consumer

durable goods, began to decline in the last quarter of 19,)0, following a

record annual rate of output of 6.2 million passenger cars in the first

half-year and a further increase to an annual rate of 7.6 million cars

in the third quarter. Motorcar output was reduced. progroessi vely in

1951, to an annual rate of 4.3 million in the fourth quarter. After the

In so far as these increases in inventory were carrled over from 1950
and early 1951, they also represented. a capacity to maintain production of
durable goods for perso:oal consmnptlon above the levels dictated. by
SUbsequent allocations of controlled. materia1s.



of

of

other metals

the Defense Production Administration allocated reduced

proportions of the of metals used in the base

(the firs t half of 1950). Inventor! es , Wi th

early lieUvery of cars a t the of

In the case of other types of metal goods for consumer such as

radio and television sets, refrigerators, and vacuum cl.'OOIl6r'1:!

metal supplies were also lim1 ted , but was first

affected by a decline in consumer demand inventories of

remained high .. The output of tric refrigerators was at a record level

in the first half of 1950 and though relatively little reduced in the first.-
quarter of 1951, had declined 60 per cent the quarter and was even

lower in the fourth quarter. Production of vacuum. cleaners and washing

machines began to decline in the first quarter of 1951 and, in the second

half of the year output was little more than three-fourths that of the first

half of 1950. The production of furniture and fixtures, l:1tUe affected

by limitations on the use of metals, declined steadily in the first half of

1951, but levelled off and recovered slightly in the second half.

Output of goods in demand for the expansion of industrial plant and

equipment or for ~nts, on the other hand, moved steadily upward.

production rose to a poet-war record annual rate of 90 million tons in

second half of 1950, 95 million tons in the first half of 1951 and

milllon tons in the fourth quarter, and the industry operated at well over

100 per cent of nominal rated capacity during moat of the year. Although

domestic supplies were au.gm.ented. by net imports from Europe, a system of

allocating steel BUpplies to users was established in mid-l95l, and
•progress!vely reduced allotments vere made for c1 vilian products ,in

succeeding qua;rters.~ Production of industrial machinery rose steadily

in 1950 and 1951, though total output dropped temporarily in the third

~ Early in 1952 there were signs that certain types of steel were no
longer in short supply, and in :March the first quarter allocations to
manufacturers of consumer durable goods of certain carbon and chrome
steels were increased by 10 per cent.
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quarter of 1951 as a result of a sharp decline in the production of

consumer electrical equipment and appliances. Nev orders for both electrical

am. industrial machinery continued to outrun production in 1951, and unfilled

orders were still rising at the end. of the year}..! In the field of rail

transport equipment, orders for steam locamotives continued at the very low

level of one-fifth, or less of the 1948 average, but orders for diesel and

other locamotives, much more important in vol1.mJ.e, rose rapidly, surpassing

the 1948 average before the end of 1950. Production of railway freight cars

also rOBe rapidly from low levels, almost regaining the 1948 average in the

second quarter of 1951 and, after a temporary decline, reaching a new high

level in the fourth quarter. OUtput of commercial automotive vehicles

recovered to the 1948 average level during 1950 and expanded rapidly in

the first ha~f of 1951, to a total of more than 400,000 vehicles in the

second quarter, after which production began to decline. Although the

year's total exceeded 1950 production by a SUbstantial margin, output in

the fourth quarter of 1951 - fewer than 300,000 vehicles - was below the

correspond.ing period of 1950. Production of lumber and its products

(other than furniture) rose to a new post-war high in the first quarter of

1951 and declined thereafter, reflecting the fall in resldentialconstruction.

On the other hand, production of chemicals - including producer goods and

armaments as well as personal consumption goods - continued to advance

steadily, owing largely to a rapid expansion in industrial chemicals.

The role of production for armaments in the output of various industries

cannot be ascertained directly, but its significance is indicated in general

by the fact that expenditure on defence production, reported at about $2,000

mi~on per month at the end of 1951, was three times as large as at the

beginning of the year, with production of armaments alone at 70 per cent of

the total. This total represents an annual rate about equal to the record

1!J New orders began to decline in the aecondquarter of 1951 in the industries
producing primary metals and fabricated metal products, but unfilled orders
were little changed in the third quarter and. declined. slightly in the fourth.
These industries, however, were affected. by allocations and contrOls,
especially by the Controlled. Materials Plan, which began to operate in the
third quarter.
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outlays on new plant and equipment in 1951.

Although the growth of arma:m.ent output was an. important economic

determinant in 1951, more significant for United States production in the

long run was the expan.aion of plant capacity. Total new construction expanded

sharply' in 1950 and continued to increase in 1951 in relation to the

corresponding periods of the preceding year. Residential construction, the

major component of the total - and primarily dependent on governmental

mortgage finance policy - was appreciably lower in 1951. Non-residential

construction, on the other hand, particularly for industries and public

utilities continued to rise in 1951.

Business expend! turea on equipment as well as new plant began to fall

off in 1949, and the total 'WaS further reduced in 1950. The 1950 reduc tion

was, however, fu1.ly accounted for by a decline in commercial and miscellaneous

outlays, while expenditures on manufacturing facilities increased. By the

middle of 1950, investment in new plant faeil! ties had begun to increase

rapidly in manufacturing, railways and utili ties, 'While investment in mining

facilities began to rise soon afterward. Total expenditures in 1951 - more

than $23,000 million - were one-sixth higher than .in the previous peak year,

1948. The largest increase was in manufacturing, for which outlays exceeded

$11,000 million, about $2,000 million higher than in 1948 and about $3,700

million more than in 1950.

During the six-year period from 1946 to 1951, gross outlays on new plant

and equipment by manufacturing corporations (Which accounted for 96 per cent

of the total for manufact'Uring)a.:mounted to about $48,000 million, compared

'With an estimated gross book value of capital assets in place at the beginning

of the period of about $52,500 million. In terms of 1945 dollars, gross

capital assets at the end of 1945 were valued at about $62,000 million, and

post-war expenditures on plant and equipment at about $35,000 million.

Further, if gross retirements are taken into account, the value of plant

and equipment installed since 1945 is estimated at approximately two-fifths

of the total at the end of 1951. This implies an expansion of fixed capital
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of manufacturing corporations of close to 40 per cent since 1945.'21
Le.rge expendi tuxes on new pl.ant and equipment have been made in all

branches of manufacturing. Between 1946 and 1951 expendi tuxes by corporations

producing non..o.urable goods' approximated. the book value of fixed. assets at

the end of 1945 - about $29,000 million. A similar relationship is to be

found. in the various durable goods industries, with the notable exception of

primary metals and metal fabricating corporations; these were gl:'eatly

expancled during the war, and f'ram 1946 to 1951 expenditures on additions

amounted. to about one-third less than the book value of corporate capital

assets at the end of 1945.

Table 5 which shows post-war expend! tures f'OT new plant and equipment

by manu.facturing indlolStries, reveals a marked. shif't in 1951 outlays towards

industri es manufacturing steel and. other metals. Expend.! tuxes in 1951 were
"

much larger tbanthose of the preced.ing year in every branch, and reached a

post-war record in each of' the durable goods industries, as well as in the

textile, paper, chemical and rubber product branches of' non..o.urab1e

goods industries. By the middle of 1951, however, outlays began to taper

off in consumer goods industries, reflecting both a lapse in consumer

demand and government policy in allocating materia1s • Expendi tures in the

metal fabricating, petroleum, chemical and rubber industries, on the other

hand, to rise, and new high were attained in these industries

in the fourth quarter of 1951. the end of November the in the

campos! tion of expenditures was supported by about $11,400 million in

"certificates of necessity" authorizing rapid tax amortization,§! of

about $5, 000 million had been auth:0rized for steel and. primary m.etal mining

and fabricating, $2,200 million f'or transportation (m.ostly railway) and.

at somewhat

coat to be wri tten

COlIml1E~rc:e, Survey of Business 1

the McGraw-Hill PublisMng Cam~,
on :Ph;relcal

between the begu:m.::l.ng
more than per cent

enabled of
off at the rata of 20 per cent per annum.

See Uni ted. Statea n"'nA1",-h1,..Y'l' +.
December 1951. A



Industry

Table 5. Expenditures of Manufacturing Corporations in the United States
on New Plant and Equi:pment, 1946 to 1951

Millions of dollars Per cent distribution

1946 to 1950 1951~ Total~/ 1946 to 1950 1951 Total

Total manufacturing

Durable goods industries ..•.........•..•.

Primary iron and steel .
Primary non-ferrous metals ........•.•..
Fabricated metal products •.....•.•...•.
Electrical machinery and equipment ••.•.
Machinery, except electrical •..•••.•.••
Motor vehicles and equipment .........•.
Transportation equipment, expluding

motor vehicles .•.•.••..•.•...•.••.••.
stone, clay and glass products .•.•••.•.
Professional and scientific instruments
Other durable goods industries 'E./ ..••..

Non-durable goods industries ..•••.••.•.•.

Food and kindred products .•.•••...••••.
Bevera.gea " ., ., .• ., • ., III •• ., .. " ••• oI'l I) II 61 •

Tobacco manufactures .•.•.•.•...•••••.•.
Textile mill products .•..•••..•.•.•..••
Paper and allied products ••..•.••••.••.
Chemicals and allied products ••.•......
Petroleum and coal products ••..•••.•.•.
Rubber products .•••.•.•...•••••••,••.•.•
Other non-durable goods industries £/ ..

39,267

15,730

3,105
749

1,690
1,336
2,351
2,427

479
1,297

325
1,971

23,536

3,052
1,252

195
.2,391
1,611
4,242
8,299

567
1,927

11,141

5,213

1,310
312
430
355
638
797

227
380
92

672

5,928

631
299
54

676
494

1,266
2,040

187
281

50,408

20,943

4,415
1,061
2,120
1,691
2,989
3,224

706
1,677

417
2,643

29,464

3,683
1,551

249
3,067
2,105
5,508

10,339
754

2,208

100.0

40.0

7·9
1.9
4.3
3.4
6.0
6.2

1.2
3·3

.8
5.0

60.0

7.8
3.2

·5
6.1
4.1

10.8
21.2
1.4
4.9

100.0

46.8

11.8
2.8
3·9
3·2
5·7
7·2

2.0
3.4

.8
6.0

53.2

5.6
2·7

·5
6.1
4.4

11.4
18.3
1.7
2·5

100.0

41.6

8.8
2.1
4.2
3.4
5·9
6.4

1.4
3.3

.8
5·3

58.4

7·3
3·1

.5
6.1
4.2

10.9
20.5

1.5
4.3

Source: United states Depa1"tm6nt of Commerce, Office of Business Economics; Securities
and Exchange COIlIlIlission.

~/ Data for fourth quarter of 1951 based on anticipated expenditures reported during late
October and November.

b/ Including lumber products, furniture and fixtures, ordnance and miscellaneous manufactures.

0/ Including apparel and related products, leather and leather products, and printing and
publishing •
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about $2,000 million for petroleU1ll and chemicals.

Western Europe

Industrial productlon :i.n western European countries as a whole has

increased fairly regularly throughout the post-war period. By 1947 and

1948, the most urgent requirements for economic rehabilitation and for pent

up demands for personal COllSU1llption goods had been met. The continuance

of balance of payments difficulties directed government policy increasingly

towards the promotion of exports, as against the satisfaction of domestic

demand, which in some countries, such as Belgium and Italy, was in fact

temporarily reduced in 1948. The expansion of external markets, however,

was insufficient either to overcome balance of payments problems or to

sustain the rates of industrial expansion of the earlier post-war years.

Percentage increases in the aggregate industrial production of the western

European countries were successively lower in 1948, 1949 and the first half

of 1950, and in some countries production actually declined.

During this period total industrial production in the United Kingdom

and the Scandinavian countries advanced steadily. In western Germany,

output increased rapidly .after the currency reform of 1948, as limitations

imposed by occupation authorities were successively relaxed and removed.

Belgium and Italy, however, suffered setbacks, particularl.y in textile

production in 1948. Total production in Italy, though still below the

pre-war level, showed little gain in 1948 and 1949. In BelgIum, beginning

in the second half of 1949, and in France and Luxembourg in the first half

of 1950, total production fell below the levels of the preceding year j wi th

output of steel and engineering goods markedly off.

In the second half of 1950 there was a. general upS'W1ng in activity. The

extent to which production rose may be l'1leacured by the fact that, while

total industrial output in western Europe in the second half of 1949 was

barely one per cent higher than in the first half, the increase between

the first and second half of' 1950 ~,,'a.S fully 5 per cent. Acceleration

continued for about a year, increases over the corresponding period of



the first half to more than

to cent in the first

the increase to

cent.

from 8 per cent

half of

the PX1~CE,d:'l.np: year

per cent in

of' In the

9 per cent in the fourth "",,"'...-I.......

as

All shared in the ra.te of expansion after

were recorded in western The

France the from a reduced

in second half of 1950 and again in the first

as did tha t of though in degree. ra.te of

Un! ted was accelerated in the eecond half of

off sharply in 1951, that of Scandinavian countries

steady - Danish output in the second half of 1951 ac ...............,J

that of the corresponding of 1950. Indeed, in the

second. half of 1951, the rate of increase over the co:rr1i;Sl?OIlding ....~..... R"'"

of the preceding year dropped significantly in practically all the CO'llD.'t.rl

of weste:rn Europe, and output fell in the Netherlands as

in De:mnark.

Although light iIldustrlea contributed to the expansion of production

in 1950 and the first half of 1951, the output of heavy industries, nota'bly

steel and metal-working, was the decisive factor in accelerating the rate

of increase in the se~ond half of 1950 and in sustaining it in the first

half of 1951. Table 6 shows production trends for'steel, engineering

textile goods in 'Western European countries, by comparison both with

pre-war base and wi th the correspoming period of the ::preceding year. The

relative post-war expansion of heavy industries may be contrasted with the

lower levels of the textile indices: in all countries producing significant

quanti ties of engineering goods, the output of these products expaIlded

to a greater extent than that of textiles. Thi s is also true of crude

steel production, except in Germany, where output was restricted

increase in

but it

half of
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Table 6. Indices of Crude Steel, :Ehginaering and
Textile Production in Certain Western European Countries, 1948 to 1951

Product 193~ lIII 100 a/ ear • 100
and 1948 1~9 1950 1951 1 9 1950 1951 1950 quarters 1951 quarters

country First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fou:l;'t

Crude steel:

Austria •••• @ • 99 127 144 157 129 113 109 120 118 100 115 103 109 121 103
Belgium•••••• 101 99 97 130 98 98 134 78 86 103 134 136 144 144 114
Denmark•••••• 100 127 204 256EJ 127 160 135EJ 141 154 149 196 129 142 143
Francese@$@eo 9i li6 109 124 127 95 114 88 93 93 106 120 li4 115 107
Saar @ €I €I @ e e @ @ G )'3 75 81 111 143 108 137 103 88 112 131 140 165 132 119
Germany,

western•••• 31 51 68 75 165 132 110 133 124 133 141 106 120 100 112
Italy•••••••• 101 98 113 145 97 115 128 124 104 118 116 119 137 125 133
Luxembourg ••• 98 90 98 122 93 100 125 76 92 127 159 139 136 122 111
Netherlands •• 100 128 147 166 128 114 113 119 111 110 liD 107 123 113 109
Norway••••••• 105 110 li6 124 105 105 107 140 133 132 132 95 105 111 115
Spain •••••••• 316 434 492 11-86 115 114 99 121 110 123 94 96 104 -94 105
Sweden••••••• li4 124 130 136 109 105 105 113 .105 106 105 9~ 112 102 111
United

Kingdom•••• 115 120 125 121 105 105 97 105 104 104 105 98 98 94 94

ID;?Bineering
products:

Austria 98 152 188 222 155 124 ll8 135 127 117 117 114 121 124 li5
Belgium 126 122 115 134!!/ 97 94 119'E/ 86 85 93 115 117 122 126

$I e • Eli <$ 132 140 156 163 106 111 104 108 112 112 li3 liO 108 104 98
France ••••••• 101 118 110 124 117 93 113 94 88 89 100 112 116 112
Germany,

western•• 43 10 100 132 163 143 132 121 137 151 156 158 144 124 112
vest :Be:din 21 18 24 36'EJ 86 133 175P} III 140 156 165 170 181 148 ·.Ireland•••••• 157 184 214 232~ 117 116 106~ 125 128 III 103 100 112 112 ·.Italy y ..... 106 117 126 132 110 108 105 li3 ill 103 102 108 105 107 100

Luxembourg. .. 154 140 135 91 96 96 91 87 90 91 95 96 102
Netherlands 120 139 154 166 116 III 108 108 105 117 113 120 119 93 101
Norway ••••••• 119 169 171 176 94 101 103 99 101 101 104 100 105 107 100
Sweden £! ~. 164 168 171 185'E/I02 102 104!!/ 108 100 100 104 103 105 103 ·.Switzerland 21 139 111 121 •• 84 103 .. .. .. •• ...
United

Kingdom•••• 128 139 154 159 109 III 103 111 109 110 104 101 104 99

Textiles:

51 77 94 110 151 122 117 147 122 115 113 109 li7 124 118
93 96 114 117 103 119 103 li5 105 122 134 119 1~ 89 81

131 148 111 157 113 120 89 121 127 122 110 105 79 81
France 97 96 104 110 99 108 106 104 104 108 108 109 107 100

western 81 105 120 172 li4 148 126 124 128 124 108 100
150 174 190-W 109 109!!/ III 129 122 106 113 98

95 98 108 105 105 102 103 116 102 88
85 100 187 118 81 109 123 122 105 62

100 116 130 129 112 110 111 107 101 llO 93 89
105 112 120 107 111 108 106 107 108 109 116 113. 100 81 81 III llO III 123 101 ..

149 102 100 98 98 1PO 105 107 107 103 91
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EX;1::et)t as Den:mark: and NetherJ..ands 1948 :: 100;
western 1938 :: 100; engineertng products: west

Sweden and tzelrUmd 1938 :: 100, Luxembourg 1937-38 : 100;
L~~l~w~g 1937-38 :: 100, 1948 :: 100@

First half of

Ilata "" ...JI:Jj,P... J."' .... secretariat of

Excluding a.rnmnent production.

J.U1.;.,I.",I.l..i..I.&8 basic

Including synthetic fibres.

Including ready-made clothing.

Including shoos.



by occupation poliCy,I/

The 1937 volume of textile production in western Ruxope, in fact,

had not been restored by 1949, production having expanded above the pre

war level only 5n some of the s:rnaller countries, notably the Scandinavian

nations. Lagging behind pre-war output were the more important producers -

western German;y, Italy and the United Kineiom. The proportion

of textile output exported by western Europe as a whole was Jmlch smaller

than in 1937, and domestic supplies were somewhat larger than pre-war in

total volume though s:rnaller per person.

In the first half of 1950, 'When production of steel and a number

of engineering products dropped back in some countries, the output of

textiles continued to expand in all countries except Italy and Sweden 

generally at a rapid rate. The indications are, however, that business

inventories were accumulating rapidly, since, in general, neither retail

sales nor net exports of textiles kept pace with the rise :l.n production;

in some countries changed very 11ttle. F'urther expansion of output

in the second half of 1950 "WaS accompanied by a corresponding rise in retail

sales and , and production continued to exIWld until the second

of 1951 - in most countries. Thus, in the first half

of production almoat the 1937 level in the Un! ted

Kingdom and :1 t over per cent in ]rance and Italy, by over

20 per cent in westernG~ and by much larger margins in moat of the

amaller countries. The buying wava, however, "WaS shortlivad.. Retail sales

began to level off or turn downward by the end of the first .quarter of 1951,

falling balow the corresponding period of 1950 in a number of countries

:Between 194t3 and 1951, the index of textile production ( ~ 100)
"WaS than the indices of enginee:dng and production

in Denmark and Greece, and than the index of steel production
in and Swad.en. In where crude

output was 000 tons in "WaS

increased the year construction of a
ton mill. was also

Net,hJ'lJ"JLarJlds, where pre--war crude steel output was under
60,000 which made no crude before the

tons in



the the first half cr.f in western

as a whole wre below those in the preceding

and there was renewed cr.f In the third of'

1951, output declined in); the percentage increase

over the preceding year was sD:iB.ller in France and and was

reduced in western while vol'U1l'.ll3 of production was

at the of' the third of' 1950 in the and well

below it in Denmark and the Benelux countries.

The sequence was similar in the leather and shoe

the 1950 rates of expansion were generally not so high as in the case of

textiles, and curtaiblent of earlier in 1951. Thus, the

percentage increase in the second of 1951 over the

period of' 1950 fell in all - most in

:Belgium, France, western and the Netherlands. Production was

reduced below the level of the corresponding cr.f 1950 -

the first half' of 1951 in the United Kingdom, by the second in

Italy and in the third quarter in France, western Germany, the

Netherlands and Sweden.

The demand for durable conS'U:!IlSr goods did not turn downward in 1951

ao conaistentl,y as in the case of' scr.ft goods, though it Beems to have

slackened in a0m9 countries. As shown in table 7, production of

passenger cars continued to expand rapldl,y in 1950 and the first half' cr.f

1951, except in the United Kingdom, where steel supply waerestricted and

output declined. In western Germany, though exports took the greater

part of' the expanded output in the second balf' cr.f 1950 and again in the

first half' of 1951, there was a considerable increase in the supply for

the domestic m.rket. In the United Kingdom, supplies for the h01'lll9 D:iB.rket

increased by more than 10 per cent between the first and the second half'

of' 1950 though production declined somewhat; reduced d01'lll9stic supplies

and a further deo1ine in exports shared the sharper curtaiblent cr.f

output in the first half' of' 1951. The expanded output of the second half'

of 1950 remained as an addition to domestic supplies in both France and
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Table 7. Production, Exports and Imports of Motor Vehicles by
Major European Producers, 1949 to 1951

(Number of vehicles)

Country and period
Passenger cars COIlllllarcial vehicles

Pro- Domestic Pro- Domestic
duction Imports Exports supply duction Imports Exports supply

France:

194#-/......•.•.•.... 93,840 670 39,000 55,510 48,300 100 10,010 38,390
1950 First half •••••• 122,790 1,250 44,950 79,090 45,310 130 10,490 34,950
1950 Second half .•.•• 134,490 2,900 44,710 92,680 54,040 420 13,380 41,080
1951 First half •.•... 158,280 4,050 51,240 111,090 64,530 490 13,840 51,180

GerIlB# western:

52,020 2,630 6,960 47,690 28,800 110 680 28,230194 a ..... /II " .... 0 • III ••

1950 First half •••.•• 92,440 1,460 26,420 67,480 35,050 3,160 8,630 29,580
1950 Second half ••.•• 123,600 3,950 41,060 86,490 50,450 3,560 12,050 41,960
1951 First half •••.•• 135,210 3,960 47,770 91,400 51,440 970 16,100 36,310

Italy:

194r:J!1 • ••••.•.••••••• 38,760 40 8,290 30,510 4,380 80 1,820 2,640
1950 First half •.•..• 53,600 110 9,170 44,540 6,510 140 1,540 5,110
1950 Second haJ1 ••••• 61,380 160 9,450 52,090 6,890 170 1,020 6,040
1951 First half ..•.•. 72,330 370 12,350 60,350 8,320 90 1,090 7,320

United KingO,om:
4 a/ 206,160 710 128,970 77,9°0 108,180 1,750 46,490 63,44019 g:::. •••••••••••••••

1950 First half •••.•. 262,500 50 203,630 58,920 134,030 2,230 72,660 63,600
1950 Second half .•.•. 260,010 210 194,680 65,540 127,120 1,960 71,900 57,180
1951 First half •..... 244,510 40 185,920 58,630 133,980 2,340 7°,380 65,940

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations and national foreign trade statistics.
Data for vehicles include chassis, except in respect of imports of the United Kingdom, and
both imports and exports of France. The effect of this exclusion is a slight understatement
of domestic supply in the United Kingdom and a rather more substantial overstatement of
domestic supply in France. In general, chassis tended to constitute an increasing proPQrtion
of the vehicles entering foreign trade.

F!:./ Semi-annual average.



since only slightly; rose

appreciably in both countries in the first half of 1951,.§/ most of the

increase in output was added to dOIl'lestic supplies. French imports,

though smll, also tended to increase.

The output of other consumers t ~tal products was sharply eXPanded

in France from mid-1950 to mid-1951, generally more for the domestic

market than for export. In western Germany, on the other hand, the

indications are that production of such goods increased relatively little

in 1951, notwithstanding a mrked expansion of exports, and by the third

quarter of 1951 the additions to domestic supplies were well below the

level of the corresponding period in 1950.2.1

Steel production rose sharply in the second half of 1950 in

anticipation of large-scale rearmament requirements and as a result of

larger de:manda for private invest1Il6nt in plant and equipment and a

remrkable increase in export demands. In Belgium-Luxembourg and in

France and the Saar, where output was lower in the first half of 1950

than in the corresponding period of 1949, recovery in the second half

enabled production to outstrip the average for 1949 by a wide mrgin,

and the gain in the first half of 1951 was even larger. This eXIJ6.llded

total was exceeded slightly in the first half of 1951 in api tEl of a

temporar;y setback in production. Italian output increased by more than

10 per cent in the second half of 1950 and by an additional 20 per cent

in the first half of 1951. Only in the United Kingdom did production of

steel decline in the second half of 1950. Output recovered somewhat in

8/ In Italy, however, there was a sharp drop in demand and in production
in the second half of 1951.

2/ In the majority of western EuDopean countries there was a nnrked rise
in 1951 in import prices relative to export prices. In some countries
there was a shift in income towards profits, while mny countries
increased taxes or reduced subsidies. These were the mjor factors
exerting a limiting influence on consumer demnd in 1951. See
World Economic Report, 1950-~1, chapter 1, I1Economica1ly Developed
Private Enterprise Economies .
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the first half of 1951, but persistent shortage of scrap resulted in a

drop 2 per cent) below production in the first half of 1950 a.nd a

further decline in the second half of 1951, by about 9 per cent

(or m.ore than 500,000 tone) below the corresponding period of 195J=9-1

despite the opening of a new steel works and strip mill at Marga.m in

m.id-1951.

Total output of crude steel in 'WElstern European countries advanced

by more than 1.5 nUllion metric tons in the second half of 1950, compa.red

with the preceding half-year, and by a further 1.8 million tons in the

first half of 1951, when aggregate output reached an annual rate of some

57 million tons. Increased net exports, however, more than matched the

production gains of the second half of 1950, so that domestic supplies

of steel in western European countries as a whole were at about the

101 United Kingdom imports of scrap, largely from western Germany,
which had averaged about 175,000 long tone per month in 1949,
declined suddenly, to 98,000 in the last quarter of 1950, and
to 42,000 long tons in the second quarter of 1951. Attempts to
offset the decline in scrap imports by increasing imports of
high-grade ore were hindered by the shortage of shipping, which at
the turn of the year 'WaS heavily comm.1tted to the importation of
coel from. the Unitad states; iron ore imports, which had averaged
724,000 long tons per month in 1949, dropped to 626,000 in the
last quarter of 1950 and to 544,000 long tons in the first quarter
of 1951. Production of low-grade dottlSstic ores 'WaS stepped up, as
was domestic scrap collection, but scrap stocks declined steadily,
from 907,000 long tons at the end of July 1950 to 296,000 long
tons at the end of October 1951.

Tight scrap supplies also affected steel production on the continent,
though not so seriously, putting an added strain on coke supplies at
a time when cool had re-e:merged as western Europe ta prime raw
material deficiency. The dip in steel output in the firet quarter
of 1951 in France and western Germany is attributed to shortage of
coke. Early in 1951 a trade of United statee cool for German
steel 'WaS arranged, and production began to rise again, approaching
an rate of 15 million tons before the end of the year - nearly
the of steel in western
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1949 level throughout 1250. net exporters of

Belgium, France, western Germany and the Un!ted Kingdom - their

net exports in the second half of 1950. Belgium and Germany also expanded

domestic supplies, but in France, as well as in the United Kingdom. and in

several smaller net steel-importihg countries, domestic supplies declined.

In the first half of 1951, net exports were expmded a further half

miliion tons, but the aggregate steel supplies of western Europe were

augmented by more than two-thirds of the grOBS expansion of output.

Belgium. accounted for the bulk of the net increase in exports, its

domestic Bupplies falling to the same level as in 'the first half of 1950,

while Austria tripled ita exports, reducing domestic supplies drastically.

France also increased ita exports, but domestic supplies rose more

SUbstantially though the volUllie was still nearly .a million tons below

the half-yearly average of 1949. Western Ge:r.ma.ny mintained exports and

domestic supplies at about the same level as in the second half of 1950

while the United Kingdom. reduced exports and increased home supplies,

though not to the levelsof 1949 and early 1950. Italy and several

smaller countries also increased domestic suppliss. After mid-1950,

western European exports to the United states increased from. less than

10 per cent to 20 per cent or more of the total oversea exports of

about half the total increase during the year ended 30 June 1951 being

accounted for by greater exports to the United States. All the mjor

steel-exporting countries more than doubled the value of their steel

exports to the United States. France and western Germany increased

theirs about seven ti.J:m3Sj Belgium supplied more than one-fourth of the

total.

The reduced stee~ output of the United Kingdom. retarded production

in several branches of the engineering industry in addition to

restricting exports of steel mill products. The 1951 decline in

motorcar output was caused not by :market weaknesses but by a deficiency

in steel plate, and towards the end of the year deficiencies in the

supply of structural shapes also appeared. ~ Exports declined in every

category of iron and steel product with the exception of wrought tubes,
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the decreases ranging from 4 cent of the 1950 level in the case of

tinned platea to 38 per cent in the case of rods and bare. Many light

engineering works dependent upon particular types or shapes of carbon

or alloy steel began working ahort time as early as the first quarter of

1951. By the end of the year, attempts were being :made to augment steel

supplies by increasing imports from the United states .11/ In February

1952, the allocation scheme for distributing domestic supplies, which

had been discontinued in May 1950, was reimposed.

There are no signs that production in any of the continental

countries was retarded for lack of steel, but de:mand was strong

throughout 1951, and domestic markets as well as exports could probably

have absorbed additional steel. supplies. Prices continued to rise until

the latter part of 1951, and more attractive offers resulted in an

increased share of exports in total supplies .12/ Crude steel capacity,

esti:mated at 62 million tons per annum for all countries in the

Organization for European Economic Co-operation, provided a :margin of

several million tons over actual 1951 output. A good deal of this

•capacity, however, can be fully utilized only with adequate supplies

of scrap. Scrap utilization in the production of steelhaa been :much

higher during post-war years than before the war, and the reduction of

scrap supplies was the principal limtation on western European steel

11/ Resulting early in 1952 in an agreement to exchange tin and
aluminium for 1.5 million tons of steel.

12/ Several countries imposed or tightened export controls in order to
protect domestic steel supplies. In Belgium, where there was
pressure for remedial action because of the country's persistent
creditor position in the European PaYments Union, steel exports
were made subject to licence in 1951. In France, export
restrictions on steel and metal products were introduced in April
1951. In western Germany, in October 1951, the Federal Trade
{'n,_n~"'¥1ination Office waS authorized to control purchases and

in order to ensure completion of the Economic Ministry's
programmes, and in November export licensing was introduced. The

Kingdom reduced allocations in 1951.
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output of pa6se~r cars began its

motor vehicle output on the engineering nroallo1:;ion of the four

countries with significant automotive OU1C-ptllt 1s shown in 8.

France, western Germany and the account for we11 over

three-fourths of western European - l'lith

for more than. 80 per cent.

Production of vehicles during 1950 showed.

preceding year in all the major producing countries, surpassing by a wide

margin the advance in other engineering In 1951, production of

other engineering goods farad better by comparison with vehicles.

Production of consumer goods other than. motorcars contributed more than

the average in France, and less than the average in western Germany, to

the 1951 rise in the output of engineering goods. In Italy, a continued

increase in motor vehicle output during the first three quarters of 1951

again contrasted with the almost unchanged output of other engineering

goods.

III In western ~rmny, output 1n-1951 vas appro:d.mtely at the oojnc1ty
:restored and authorized for use. Reconstruction of add! tiona1
capacity would have required further relaxation of restrictions.
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Table 8. Indicae of Motor Vehicle and other Engineering Production in
Certain western European Countries, 1949 to 1951

(corresponding period of preceding year B 100)

Country and Item
year 1950 quarters 1951 quarters

1949 1950 First Second Third Fourth First Second Third

France:
Total engineering .•• 117 93 94 88 89 100 112 114 116

a/ 119 121 102 118 130 133 145 121 113Motor vehicle~ •.••• , ••••••
Other engineering products •• 116 87 91 ee ee 92 105 113 116

Germany, western:
Total engineering ..• 163 143 121 137 151 156 158 144 124

a/ 237 171 148 178 179 175 168 125 100Motor vehicle~ .•.•.......•
Other engineering products •• 152 136 ~1~_12§ 145 152 155 152 132

...

Italy:
108 108Total engineering .•. 110 113 103 102 105 107

Motor vehicles •.•..••.•.•.•• 142 142 158 128 123 135 126 128
Other engineering products •. 106 102 105 99 98 100 96 102

Un1ted Kingdom.:
r111---1~Total engineering •.• 109 III 110 113 104 107 104

vehlcleeW It. €I e • e e .. e • 0 • '" •• <) • Ii) 125 115 121 114 113 114 99 101 96
Other engineering products .• 103 107 108 106 105 110 106 110 110

Source: France: Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques, Bulletin de
la Statistique G6nerale de la France, Supplement, January - March 1948; western Germny:
Statistisches Bundesamt, Wirtachaft und Statistik, Decelllber 1949; ItaJ.y: Statistical Office of
the Un1ted Nations; United Kingdom: Central Statistical Office, Interim Index of Industrial
Production. 194~. Official percentage weights for the vehicle component of the engineering
indices are 17. for France, 13.7 for western Germany, 11.3 per cent for Italy and 29.9 per cent
for the United Kingdom.

~ These indices would be somewhat higher if they measured motor-car production only.
Bicycles are included in the index for western Germany, and road tractors in the French index.

£/ This index includes railway transport and aircraft as well as motor vehicle~. The figures
for motor vehicles alone would be higher than those shown lli~til the fourth quarter of 1950
and lower thereafter. Because motor vehicle production has SUbstantially lower weighting
than the total vehicle production component in the engineering index, the percentage figures
for engineering products exclusive of motor vehicles would differ little from those shown
for engineering exclusive of vehicles.



Although the influence of' a:rJ:llaJ.lent production on the en/:s1DLee:rulg

index cannot be assessed, it no doubt contributed to the rise of' output in

western Europe in 1951, notably in the United K.:l.ngdom, where its iIlJ:.pact

was reflected in the curudlad production C1f motor vehicles. Armament

demands, in addition to increased competition in e:xternal markets,

especially from German products, my also have had an influence in

reducing the proportion C1f output exported by the engineering industries

of the United Kingdom, the mainstay C1f i tEl post-war expansion of' exports.

On. the continent, however, production of' machinery and equipn'ent for

export was more important than a.r.maments and domestic invest.ment in

sustaining or expanding the output of the capital goods branches of the

engineering industry. In western GerDBIlY, though the supplies of capital

equipm6nt for d~stic :markets expanded rapidly in 1950 and the first half'

of 1951, the proportion produced for export increased, especially in 1951.

In Belgium., some branches of' metal manufacturing expanded while others

contracted their output; in practically all, however, the proportion

produced for export increased in the second half' of' 1950 and the first

half' of' 1951. In France during this period, moat c§1pital goods

industries prOVided increased domestic supplies, though in most categories

the proportion C1f output exported also increased. In Italy, where the

aggregate level 'of' production changed only slightly, the trends in

production and exports among the various branches of' the engineering

industry were not lmif'orm..

Capacity for additional output was available in western European

countries in practically every mjor branch of industry producing

machinery and capital equipm6nt. There was substantial open capactty in

all branches of the engineering industry in Italy and in the railway

equipm6nt industry in practically all the producing countries, while

capacity in other branches was generally available in one or more

countries. Production of railway freight cars, which began to decline in

1948 and 1949 in all countries of western Europe except western Germany,

generally continued to fall during 1951, and even in western Germany, 1951



O-U:tntlt "WaS one-fourth that of 1950. output of locomotives

continued to rise in western Germa.ny and was sustained at a somewhat

level in France and the United Kingdom in 1951, though not by

domestic: d~l ~t;he first half of 1951, production of rolling-stock

in and equipment in Belgium. had declined to less than

one-fourth of the 1948 level.

Among the major producting countries, only western Germany recorded

e.:t:PWJBion of output in the first half of 1951 in all the cJassifications

of machinery and capitacl equipment (other than railway equipment) for

which production data are availa.ble. Thus, in the United Kingdom, where

electric power was rationed and power generating capacity was reported

l5 per cent peak d.eJlland even after the largest post-war add.i tion

to capacity had. been brought into service in 1950, output of power

generating equipment declined in. the second hali' of 1950 ani again in the

first half of 1951 Though exports also declined, they accounted in

the latter period for practically the entire output of hydraulic turbines

and almost half that of steam turbo-generators. Production of mining

mach:lneiry dropped in 1951, both for the domestic market and, more sharply,

for export. Af'ter mid-1950 , the output of civil engineering materials

and of tractors fell SUbstantially in France, and Bupplies for the

domestic market drop-ped more than one-fifth. Although exports of

in"t;eI'Dal combustion tripled and there was a marked expansion in

the exports of steam engine and turbines, production of these items

U-tll"./-IlUt'll. in the second half of 1950 and was only slightly higher in the

first half of 1951 in first half of 1950. In Belgium,

production fell after mid-1950 in a number of classifications, including

mechanical equipment, textile machinery and equipment, and

machine tools and only in the last two classifications did output in the

first half of :!'each a level above the corresponding of 1950.

this the rate of production was leas than

"""'J"~"'u..",,,:> for the domestic market were almost

one-fourth below the co:rr~9s1~oIlding of 1950.

amount
commission in 1951
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of new
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been removed.

in western

1950 ,

Romania and Bulgaria had risen much to pre-war levela -

than either the world or the European average. In CZI6C!LOB.lO'!1all:1a l;;,!J.1:1Uoel7l

the index of output was world 1t 'Was well above the

average for Europe as a whole (exclusive of the USSR). Industry e:x:paJ:ded

rapidly in 1949 and 1950 in all these countries, and alBo in eastern.

GeI"1llaDY where.. however .. total output in 1950 was still BOIJ'lSWhat below

the pre-war leveL Available information for 1951 indicates a general

Blackening in the rate of expansion, but increases in output continued at

rates at least as high as in western European countries and the world as a

whole (see tables 1 and 2).~

~ Construction of tankers aleo increased in the first half of 1951..
but not so much as total ship construction. Deficiencies in
petroleum supplies in South ]Rst Asia and Oceania after the middle
of 1951 were attributed to the shortage of tankers.

'J:§J Aggregate industrial production 'in 1951 exceeded planned objectives
in the Soviet Union, Poland.. eastern Ger.l:llaDy.. Hungary and Bulgaria and
was within a fraction of one per cent of the plan for Czechoslovakia.
In all these countries except the Soviet Union.. the targets for 1951
had been raised substantially" above those originally" eet. For a
discussion of revisions of planned targets and of the fulfilment of
the USSR plan for the five years end::Jng 31 December 1950 .. eee World
Econam1c Report, 1950 -51", chapter 2, "Cent.ra1ly Planned Econam1eetii •
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Table 9. World Shipbuilding~ 1949 to 1951
(Thousands of gross registered tons)

First
1942

Second First
1950

Second First
1951

Country and statu8 Second
half half half half half half

World total:
Commenced••••••••• 1~598.3 1~593.9 1,787.2 1,692.8 2,046.7 2,043.3
Under construction 4,446.1 4,394.8 4,549.9 4,819.0 5,331.0 5,494.1

Belgiwn:
Commenced•••••••••.• 23.3 26.6 49.0 29.6 30.8 32.1
Under construction... 72.1 65.9 87.7 89.3 81.7 86.6

Denmark:
Commenced .. e •••••••• 49.7 56.13 43.1 74.4 42.1 57.3
Under construction •• 119.9 132.1 121.9 133.0 116.0 lOS.7

France:
Commenced .•••••••••• 72.3 76.0 141.7 69.7 66.6 125.8
Under construction•• 398.5 422.0 491.2 457.0 439.0 472.6

Germany, western:
Commenced•.••••••••• !I !I !I 97.1 280.1 230.6
Under construction•• 198.0 388.0 429.5

Italy:
Commenced••••••• e ••• 95.9 14.4 52.7 103.2 53.2 52.1
UDder construction •• 217.4 214.4 241.4 314.0 311.0 275.5

Netherlands:
Commenced ..•••.••••• 129.5 115.5 99.4 99.9 121.1 154.1
Under construction •• 286•.3 .301.5 307.7 307.0 295.0 321.2

Norway:
Commenced•••••...•.• 29.5 21.2 73.3 26.6 27.7 52.8
Under construction•• 91.8 82.8 117.3 123.6 122.3 139.0

Spain:
Commenced .••••••••.• 24.9 19.5 4.8 14.5 6.2 7.2
Under construction•• 102.5 109.3 102.2 106.0 108.0 90.3

Sweden:
Commenced••..•.••••• 136.9 205.4 183.1 189.2 181.2 212.6
Under construction•• 227.1 297.3 301.9 305.0 316.0 312.4

United Kingdom:
Commenced••••••••••• 561.6 650.6 640.8 777.2 699.4 784.9
Under construction •• 2,043.0 1~994.1 1,937.2 2,045.0 2,114.0 2,209.0

Western Europe:
Commenced••••••••• 1,123.6 1,186.0 1,287.9 1,481.4 1,510.6 1,709.5
Under construction 3,558.6 3,619.4 3,708.5 4,077.9 4,291.0 4,444.8

Japan:
Commenced••••••••••• 87.2 48.5 302.8 38.8 349.9 20.7
Under construction•• 116.7 120.4 372.1 231.0 521.0 294.8

United States:
Commenced.eGGG ••• @ee 354.2 108.8 126.9 105.9 263.2
Under construction•• 594.7 512.8 .326.0 340.0 334.0 562.5

L'loyd I s Register Shipbuilding Returns (London). for ships under
refer to end of period.

Shipbuilding in western Germany was limited under the occupation statute to small
coast-wise vessels of under 1,500 gross registered tons. Figures for second half'
of 1950 may not be
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The for heavy industries to expand more than industries

noted above wi th respect to United Statee and western European co·un:t.r::l

has been much more pronounced in the case of the Uhion and

eastern European countries. .Apart from the Soviet Czechoslovakia

and, to a lesser extent, Poland and eastern German;y have well established

and diversified metallurgical, engineerl:og and basic chemical industries.

other eastern European countries are developing -and expanding such

industries.

In ..the eastern EuroPean countries, steel production in the first half

of 1951 was at an annual rate of 9.3 million metric tons, com:pared with

6.4 million in 1938. Poland t s pre-war steel industry, produced

almost 1,,5 million tons a year, was augmented after the war by steel

capacity in acquired territor,y" Output in the first half of 1951 in the

territory held after the war, at an annual rate exceeding 2.7 million

tons, compares 'With 1.9 million tons in this area in 1938. Czechoslovakia

e.xpanded its poat-war output in greatar degree, from slightly under 1.9

million tons in 1938 to an annual rate of 3.25 million tons in the first

half of 1951.W In both countries, the rate of production in the

first half of 1951 was about 8 per cent above the 1950 average. In eastern

Ge~, steel production increased more than three-fifths in 1950,

comPared 'With 1949, and by a further one-third over the 1950 average in

the first half of 1951, though the annual rate of output was still

the pre-war level. Output of more than one million tons in Hunga:ry in

1950 comPares 'With 0.65 million in 1938, while production of 0.56 million

tons in Romania in 1950 was twice the pre-war level.

Eastern European levels of production relative to 1938 were :much

higber for engineering products than for textiles, as table 10 indicates

with respect to Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland. Textile output

in Hungary did not regain the pre-war level until 1949; in Czechoslovakia,

a large exporter of textiles as as well as shoes before the war, text:Ue

production was still more than 10 per cent below the pre-war level in 1950;

'gj Czechoslovak steel production in 1951 1s reported to have been sho!'t
of the year-a planned target.



'fable 10. Indices ot Industrial, Engineering and Textile Production
in Certain Eastern European Countries, 1948 to 1951

(1938 :: 100)

Count;ry and item 1948 1949 1950 1951 !/

Czechoslovakia:

Industrial production..••. 108 126 146 158
Engimeringe . ill. e • e \lII" ... it e •• 120 131 156 180 ~.1
Textiles y ............... 17 81 89

IIunga.ry:

Industrial production••••• 107 153 206 256
Eng1:neering. ". e ••• III .... Ii •• It 141 212 301
TeX'tiles e lit <II ...... <I ill • e ...... 9 88 .111

Poland: !I
Industrial production.•••. 143 114 228 219
Engineering .•.•.••••.•••.. 193 240 298
TeX't11es . e • '•• is • e •• 13 • 4> ill e e 0 e 114 133 153 166 t..!

Source: United Nations, Economic Survey of Europe in 1951 (Geneva, 1952).

!I Nine months only.

E./1931 III 100.
First quarter only.

Including :ready-made clothing.

Post-WI" production comJ;l8.:red with 1938 production in pre-war area.

First half only.



in on the other had been a of m.ore than per cent

over in 1950,

was about three times as as the 'War in H~y and

in it was more than 50 per in

1950, 80 per cent higher in the first of 1951. The L-""_'-= IJL

clll~~s in and in the of and shoes, as as

of' tartiles and are shown in table II for eastern

~ in addition to Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Although

e.:x:pansion in the output of some of these consumer goods was accelerated

in 1951, the relative increase in engineering production generally continued

to be higher.

In Czechoslovakia, the greatest relative increase in 1950 'WaS

recorded in heavy and general engineering production, but in the first

half of 1951, the advance in motor vehicle and aircraft production 'WaS

larger. In eastern Ge~, the greatest relative increase 'Was shown

by the steel metallurgy index in 1950, and by the output of precision

and optical instruments in the first half of 1951. In 1950, in Hunga:ry

and Poland, the highest percentage increase occurred in the output of

motor lorries (including m.otor buses in Hungary), wile production of

railway rolling-stock rose only slightly. In both countries, the

production of tractors - and of electric sw1teh apparatus and metal

'Working and. 'Wood-vorking :machines in Poland, and lathes, diesel engines

and electric rotating and sewing :machines in Hu.nga.ry - also expanded more

than the average.

While aggregate indices are not available for the less developed

engineering and textile industries of :Bu.J.se.ria. and Ro:man1a., reports on

the output of specti'ic products show that increases in the production

of various types of equipment 'Were generally very much .larger than the

expansion of textile goods in 1950 and1 in the case of Romania., 'Were

also greater than the increase in footwear. Romania. reparted a 90 per

cent increase in the production of hemp and fl.a.% textiles, and. increases

ranging betwe~n 25 and. 40 per cent in cotton and woollen textiles and

footwear. E:q>an.sion of the output of transformers and electric bulbs

_was aom.ewhat leaa, but production of tractors, electric rotating



Table ll. Selected Indices of Industrial :Production in Certain
Eastern European Countries, 1950 and 1951

(Corresponding period of preceding year'" 100)

Country and item

Czechoslovakia:

Steel metallurgy•.•.•..•..
All engineering branches .•

Heavy engineering ......•
Motor vehicles aDd
airc~ft .. e e 1& e $ I/iI 1& 41 • e .. e e

Mechanical engineering .•
Gemml engineering.••..

Textiles e $ • (> e .. I) ... iii III • I/iI (II • e 1& •

Leat'.ber and shoes ..•.••.••

Germanz, eastern: 'E.I
Steel metallu:rgy • • • • • • • • • •
All engimering branches ..

Mechanical engineering ..
Electrical goods and

ap];lEl.mtus .....••.•....
Precision and optical

instruments ••.••.•....
Textiles'. e. Ii) III e 121 G It ... 0 9 l!I 0 G " "

Leather aDd shoes ...•....•

Hungary:

Steel metallurgy ....•.....
Engineering .•.•••...••....
Tertiles (II G • (jl " S e , e €I e 0» l!il e lIiI .. e lit

Leather and shoes .....••..

Poland:

Steel metallurgy ..•..•.•..
Heavy industry c/ .
Textiles .. G .. e e ee-: • e e \\I $0 eo e e

Leather and shoes ....••..•

Year
1950

109 f!:l
122
127

112
120
127
109
99

165
139
138

143

129
144
139

120
142
116
147

109
124
loB
102

First

109 '!:/
122
122

132
109
126

164
136
142

104

172
121
122

118
147
113
145

108
119
109

1951 quarters
Second

111 al
120
120

130
103
126

158
136
134

128

181
126
131

116
149
130
138

III
121
118
117

Third

107
108 bl
104 [I

109 E.I
99 bj

l l 911

153
123
123

llO

168
119

120
149
llO
120

108
117
105
144

Source: United Nations, Economic Survey of Europe in 1951.

All metallurgy, but non-ferrous metals were of minor importance.

Estimates, based on relation between percentage increases foreseen In the
and announced percentages of over- or under-fulfl1ll1ent, on assumption

that announced for yearly or hall-yearly periods implied a constant
rate of increase in production throughout the constituent quarters.

Production under tho Ministry for Heavy Industry, including :metallurgy.
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machines, internal combusion engines, cement mixers and ltl9,chine tools

increased :much more, the last two fourfold and ninefold, respect!vely.

In :Bulgaria, production of various types of textiles i:ncreased by 20

to 40 per cent and of footwear, by 300 per cent. .tunone the engineering

goods produced in Bulgaria, there was hardly a:n::r i:ncrease in the output

of food processing :machinery, but the output of electric motors, power

equipment, internal combustion engines, electric bulbs ani various types

of agricultural equipment rose substantially, the last mentioned to

two or three times the 1949 level. In add! tioD. to these increases in

production in 1950 and 1951 in the eastern European countries as a whole,

domestic supplies of machinery and. equiPment were supplemented by net

1m.ports:f'ram the Soviet Union.

Table 12 shows percentage increases over the preceding yea;r in 1950

and 1951 output in the Soviet Union of products for which a 1951 index is

available. The 1951 increasel:i in the output of food processing iniustries,

ra.ng1ng from less than 10 per cent to more than 40 per cent, were

generally amalier than those of 1950. Expansion in the output of textile

products in 1951; ranging from about one-tenth to one-third of the previous

year-s.output, was, on the other hand, generally larger than in 1950. The

1951 increases in the output of the duxable consumer goods listed 'Were

considerably higher than the average increase in imustrial production

aDd, in several cases, much greater 'than the 1950 increases. The e:xpaJ::lBlon

in the output of fuel and power and. of basic metals, however, was sOIll6What

less tha:n in total industrial production. The highest rates of increase

'Were generally recorded for capital goods, though output of agricult'QrS.l

machinery and equipment in 1951 increased bY' only about the same percentage

as the imustrial average, following a very :much larger axpa.naion in 1950.

Total engineering production increased 21 per cent in 1951, co~ed with a

16 per cent increase for all industry.

As in the case of other countries, production for armament pu:rpOSes

is not separable in the total industrial production index of the Soviet

Union. Expeniituxea under the direct defence budget in 1951 vere about
18/

15 per cent higher than in 1950;::::1 the total was so.m.ewhat more tha:n

'!§j In current prices; prices Vere lower in 1951 than in 1950.



Table ]2. Selected Indices of Industrial Production in the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 1950 and 1951

(Preceding year .. 100)

Item 1950 1951 Item 1950 1951

Total industrial production

Fuel and power:

Electric pwer .. @ I!I 0 • " • ~ (leG" " e f!I " I' G e @Io

Coa.l a • e €I 1\1 ...... III e e !II Iii! G 0 G G " <!!l €! 0 <Ill e e •• <I 1& e •

Dill!! III '" e e 0 41 0 e @ Ii '" lit 1\1 <it GIl • 0 Qt e 'IJ e III 1II • e <I " e eo e

Nattrral gas '1i e (I. (I e iii e " e " It llt e e e III e 0 e ... III &

Petrol (gasoline) •••••••.•••••••••
Kerosene 0 IJ 0 e •• e jj • G $ e 19 " • 41 e 0 lit e 1/1 • (II ., €I e

Diesa1 rue1 e e e Go e e ••• III e " .. e e • III e 0 e e flI e

Non-ferrous metals:

Copper l!lI e e III e e (9 flo e e e .. It " 0 iii e e e III It • e III • IS e e

Lead (& iii III Ill, 0 e e 0 III III e e 6\ G QI ill' e II) 'II e e " ••• e IIIl e e Ell

Zinc III III e e' e e " e G ... III e e • e • e e ••• e • e .. Gl f/i • GI •

Iron and steel:

Pig-iron. G " e $ e It e e " e e e e e e " (II " e e • tD eo .'. e

atee1 e (10 €I <II e e III e e €I e e e e e III e 0 e OIl €I e e e (0 • e e lit

Rolled m"ta.l e €I e oS III Gee" '" e' (II e til • e e e e e e lit

IrOll piping e llil e e • 4> e e e !II e e e e e e e e II @ " .. OIl

Engineering products:

Large hydro-turbines ••••••••••••••
Turbo~generatorSe.ee0eO@Q$e.e@.6e&

BJrdro-generatorSo1l@eeee01lt011l<ll00000GG
electrical machinery ••••••••

Electric motors, •.•.•••••.••••••••

Heavy and s~~cjlal ma1chjLnery •••••••
Excavators e e e e @ e III OIl lit e e e e $ e eo e $ e e @ III e it

Ball-bearings III e e (!l III e 'I) 0 ... 1<1 " 0 .. 'ill e @I 0 til ill e e

Agricultural •••••.•••.••
Tractor-drawn sowers •••••••••••.••
Tractor-drawn cultivators •••.•••••

Electric locomotives ••••..••••••••
Motor buses" lit CI 0 0 ." ... e .. G 0 e €I e B e 0 ell e f/J> @ '" It

Motorcycles ••...••.....••..•.•••••
:B1cyclet a .. <II <9 e .. e .. $ " e 0 0 (II • (I Oil .. e .. 0 $ e Q <II e 0

Chemical equipment .••..•...•.•••••
Calculating machines •...•..•••.•.•
S'6wing machines .• , .•.•.• ,.... . •.
Watches",oeo .,e&0?<!il 0000/l1I11GGe., ee00

Ca..mfJI""da ~, II> B III 0 oS .. <1/ .. 6 e (!l liil 0 e @ III $ e iii <lI '" III III

Radios 0 0 €I <JI III /ill 0 0 e ., III {> III (II G '" @ ~. $ G e $ 0 0

116
111
113
107
117
108
158

110
]24
117

117
117
116
116

190

]20

]28
135

185
169
159
]24
113
134

116
122
127
156
]22
108

116

114
108
112
108
]20
103
145

114
125
115

114
115
115
114

110
245
211
193
137
124

III
105
130

115
115
117
115
111
134
102
178
138 
201
133
127
137
116
]24

BUilding materials:

Ce:I':I:!Bnt ......... & III om e • " III " Q e 126
Bricks e e .. III • "" ' e <II .. II> e • • .. ]24
Roofing felt ••••.•.•.•.•• , 118
Roofing slate ••••.•••.. eo. 121
Lum.ber, dressed ~I ~ ... .... 105
Prefabricated houses...... 119

Chemicals:

Calcined soda •.••.••.•.•.• 117
Caustic soda ••••••••..•••• 115
Dyes" .. " Eo • " III 0' ...... e III €I .. '" .. • .. • .. .. 10.9
Mineral fertilizers..... • . 119
Insecticides and pesticides
Synthetic rubber ••••..•.•• 118

Textiles and footwear:

Cotton fibre ••••• , •••••••. 116
Cotton fabrics •.••• ,. .• • • • 108
Linen fabrics •••••...••••• 125
Silk fabrics •••••..•.••••• ]23
Woollen fabrics ••••.•••••. 103
Hosiery- ... III ..... l!I G lit " G ....... III .... Q 126
Leather footwear.......... 124
Rubber footwear..... • • • • • • 118

Food products:

Meat .... III " e ... iii e til III III • l/I 8' e .. e l/I <ll .. III 135
Sausages. • • • • . • • • . • . • . • • • . 140
Vegetable oils •.•••.•••••• 114
Butter. e ee <& .. III liiI e e <II (I .. 0 .. e " '" lil • 101
Condensed milk ..••..••.••.
Cheese 0 III $ oil e .. '" • ill .... '" ...... 'I< e 1lI .. .. 128
Sll.gar .. III e& ..... e e III e .. 0 0 .. 0 " c:> • III " 123
confectionery ...•.•.•...•. ]23
Alcohol. . • • • • • • • . . • • . • . . • • 106
Beer. • . • . • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • • . 133
Champagne ••••••••.•.....•. 138
Wine. . • . • • • . • • •• • . • . . • . . • . 177
Tea <& ~ eo .. " III '" .. iii .. <Ii (I e e 0 e e .. <Ii .... \I> 122
Canned goods ..••...•...••• 133

Miscellaneous goods:

Paper. , .. , •.•• , • . . • . . . • . . • ]20
Electric bulbs • • • . . . • . • • • . ]28
Matches e ••••••••••••••••••

Cigarettes. • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • 116

119
]20
113
]27
117
116

109
108
115
107
185
120

133
]22
III
134
113
126
117
III

112
117
112
106
144
]20
118
116
III
116
121
124
131
118

121
112
120
106
113



three-fourths as large as the for in the

economy. The direct defence budget includes am. e111Jsi.Bten.c~e

while conatruction of militar;y installations and armam.ent foms

part of gross investment. The figures, therefore, do not indicate the

magnitudes· of total expenditure or production for defence pu.:rposes,

in comparison with investment in non-military facill ties.

of govermnent investment in the conatruction of and was

12 per cent higher in 1951 than in 1950. The increase was 1.1\., ...

same - 12 per cent - in the coal and oil iDdustries and. in '''' " ...

manufacture; investment rose 20 per cent in the :metallurgical iDdustries

aDd 40 per cent in power stations:l while the increase in machine and

tractor stations and govermnent far.ma was 6 'per cent and in transport,

3 per cent. Investment in the building matertal iDdustry lDiCrl~lEloo.

35 per cent in 1951, and. the supplies of machinery and equipment

to the construotion industry were also much larger than in 1950.

Table 13 shows the output of certain products for which quantitative

data are available for both pre-war and reoent years. In interpreting

the figures it should be borne in miDd that between 1937 and 1940 there

was a marked shift in USSR production to :meet millta.ry needs. Fuel and.

power output increased considerably, aDd textile and. ehoe production

a:x:,pa.nded. Iron and. steel output, on the other band, c.b.aDged only slightly

between 1937 and. 1940, and Part of it was diverted from c1villanto military

requirements; output of several types of machinery aDd equipment remained

constant or was reduced. In comparison With these pre-war data, the

increased output in the period from 1949 to 1951 reflects a substantial

post-war e:x:Pan8ion in productive capacity }::2J

!2/ In regard to supply - as distinguished from. output - the figures
probably understate the increase in respect of consumer goods and.
overstate the increase in respect of producer goods. In' the case
of co:naumer goods, pre-war supplies were reduced by withdrawals for
stock,pile while post-war supplies have been a.ugmented by net
imports from eastern European countries. Conversely, post-war
supplies of capital goods have been reduced by increased net
e::x;ports, both to eastern European countries and to the main1.aJ:ld
of Chim.



Table 13. Production of Selected Industrial Goods in the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

1937, 1940 and 1949 to 1951

(Millions of specified unit)

Commodlty and unit 1937 1940 1949 1950 1951

Coal and lignite (:metric ton) ..••••.•• 128 166 234 260 281
Crude petro1e.um. (metric ton) ....••.•.• 29 31 34 38 42
Electric power (kilowatt-hour) !t..... 36 48 78 90 103

Pig-iron (metric ton) •.•••••.•••• eo ••• 14.5 15.0 16.6 19.4 22.1
Crude steel (metric ton) ••.•••..••••.• 17·7 18.3 23.3 27·3 31.4
BoIled steel products (ootric ton) .... 13 13 18 21 24
Steel mill equipment (metric ton) b/ ~ • 32 28 120 134
Copper (metric ton) i/............7 ... 98 161 235 255 291

Tractors (15 horse-powr)b/.•.....•.. 79 150 ~j 180 c/ 137 c/
Harvesting combines i/....: ........... 22 13 29 46 - 54-

Mineral fenilizers (mtric ton) b/.•• 2,608 4,285 5,100 5,457
Synthetic dyes (metric ton) i/" .:.... 35 35 48 fl/ 52

Cement (metric ton) .••..••.•.•..•...•• 5·5 5.8 8.1 10.2 12.2
S]A"te (shea t) . e e e e 0 " I) e e e 0 0- 011 e e " II .. @ 0 10 e Q e 187 205 370 440
Window glass (square metre) ..•..••..•. 60 44 80 84
Industrial timber (cubic metre) 111 119 154- 162

(metric ton) EJ................. 831 812 995 1,194
Cotton fabrics (metre) ................ 3,4J.I.2 3,886 3,532 3,815 4,654
Woollen fabrics (metre) .•..•••.•••.••• 105 120 162 167 189
Silk: fabrics (metre) .................. 58 70 102 125 168
Leather ( ];6.1r) QI e III •• e " e e e • El G ... e e e $ 164 205 165 205 240

Source: United# Nations, Economic Survey of Eur0P!"' in 1951; Pravda, 29 January 1952.

thousand millions specified unit.

thousands of specified unit.

Tractors to ag:ric:ul'tul:'e

EBtimted.



By of and shoes had been above

pre-war Production of cotton fabrics was one-fifth

higher tllaI'l. in 1950, and the increase in the output of 'Woollen am
silk fabrics was even greater - though their weight in totaJ. textile

production remained small. Production of leath~r was one-fourth larger

in 1951 than in 1940. Fuel and power output increased by very much

larger proportioIlB, as did the production of metals and metal products.

The largest expansions over pre-war levels 'Were in the production of

machinery and equipment. The total output of the engineering industry
20 1

in 1951 was more than two and. three-quarters times the 1940 level.::.:::!

Under-developed Areas

Among the under-developed areas of Asia and the Far East, the Middle

East, Africa and I.atln America, comprehensive data on industrial production

are available for relatively few countries. In some part, the paucity of

such data reflects inadequacies of statistical reporting, but in much larger

J:Ileasure it may be attributed to the fact that in 1ll!'mY cOlmtries in these

areas such industrial activities as exist are limited mainly to mining;

manufacturing frequently represents handicraft and. hom.e indlWtry rather

than factory production. Available data, however, are adequate to

indicate that industrial production in these areas, in contrast with

industrialized countries, has made 11tUe progress during the post-war

years am in a number of under-developed countries has, in fact, suffered

intermittent setbacks.

As a result of war-time expansion of industry in the areas outside the

sphere of combat,~ under-developed countries emerged in 1946 with

industrial production substantially higher than before. In the early post

war years, same war-induced production of raw materials was discontinued or

curtailed, and the re-emergence of competing e:x;ports from industrialized

countries resulted in reduced output of same manufactures, notably textiles,

?EJ Production for defence establishmenta as well as the civilian economy
ia included in the total in both pre-war and post-war years.



for domestic or 'Won @ Although the trend varied among

different countries, in the the of in

the under-developed areas very In contrast to this

the output of AustraJ.ia, and the United StateB, all

s1m1larly above pre-war levels, continued to that of the

Soviet Union and of countries of western Europe

recovered quickJ..y to pre-war levels and several of them far exceeded it@

In Asia and the Far East, output was than pre-war in the

war-combat areas and was relatively above in India

it remained than the 1941 subsequent war-time In many

of the other under..developed countries, however, production

in 1948 was at or above the world average, relative to 1937, and on the

whole, the index of total industrial production in und..er-developoo. areas

was probably about as high as the 'World average. By 1950 and

it was clear that industrial output in the under-developed countries had

not risen as :m.t'I.Ch above pre-war levels as had the 'World average.

Over-all industrial prod]lction indices for five under-

developed countries for which indices 'Were at least up to the

end of 1950 are included in table above. only one of T.n~~RA coun:tr:l

Argentina, was the index (on a 1937 than the 'il'orld avert.:l.p;e

of 156 in 1950.~ In Argentina, manufacturing as as total industrial

output declined in 1949, and though there was a modera.te recovery in the

second half of 1950, output for the year was below 1948 level@ In

Chile and India, a decline in as as in total 11'l1'im'lb·1,eLl

production, 'Which be8ID. in 1949, continued half of 1950

in and during the first three in In Mexico industrial

production was almost as high as the relative to 1937,

and continued to advance. In none of these countries did output

in over the year as :much as the world of

cent. The average increase of to per cent in world :manu:ra(~ttlrlng

between the half' of and the cOl:':reapClDd.:lng of

index for Guatemala is on a
pre-war

no



industrial

mill at

toteJ.

as a consequence of the

of th1 a add!t:1onal steel nrOOJllC 11".1

OU't;pUlt in were at about

and then

we:lgtlt1ng a.D''''.l.e9-''<::.... to steel n",f-"""'T" of :1 ts new

manufacturing and

level in the two

Among countries which are not in the

are that industrial production in Turkey in 1950 was than the world

average, relative to 1931, as a result of declines in :ma:n:u.::ra(~t1)1r1ng

it fell below the 1949 the Union of South LIon",.,!"""

production was almost u;p to the world average to

large~ because of the lag in gold-mining, the rate of advance was

while pc:rwer and. transport capac!ties were showing of In

Pakistan, almost 'Wholly agrarian in 1948, the development of consumer

industries had. begun, and. a significant volume of textile output was

obtained in 1951. On the other hand, inclustrial production remained

belov pre-war levels in Bu:rma, Indonesia and the Philippines. In BraZil,

after notable war-time advances - including the establishment of a

steel plant 'With a 1946 output of 343,000 tons - industrial production

failed. to expand in the ear~ post-war period , increaseQ. SUbstantially

in 1948 and. slowly thereafter, though no further progress was recorded

in the first half of 1951. Although the industrial base remained very

narrow, manuf'acturing output increased over pre-war levels in both the

Belgian Congo and. Southern Rhodesia, providing the mines wi th some of

their basic requirements and consumers 'With certain prepared foodstuffs

and textiles • Available info:r:mation suggests that industrial production

in other countries of Asia and the Far East, the Middle East, Africa

and Latin America has not advanced as rapidly as in the industrialized

countries as a whole.

Although the increase in total industrial output in under

developed areas did not keep pace with advances in industrialized

countries or the 'World as a whole, mining production - generally a

major and in same cases the preponderant component of total industrial

output - increased at a faster rate than in industrialized countries, as
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table 14 indica:tes. 22/ In 1950, minerel output was below that of 1937 in

western Europe and had not regained the 1948 level in 't,he United States. In

Latin An:erica. and Africa, on the other hand, mine output continued to

increase, and the 1950 index for these areas liaS well above the indices for

the world and for the United States and western Europe. Notwithstanding the

in mimrel production in Asia and the Far East, the combined index for

the under-developed areas liaS probably almost twice the 1937 level, largely

because of a fourfold increase in petroleum output in the Middle East.

Two statistical factors account for the fact that the increase in

mining production liaS greater, relative to p:r'e-wr, while the rise in total

industrial production was less in the under-developed areas than in the

industrialized countries. First, repid post-wr expansion in petroleum

output reised total mineral production in under-developed areas substantially;

and, second, production of other minerels expanded less than mnu1'acturing.

The under-developed countries which provided most of the :post-war increase

in petroleum output were Venezuela and the countries of the Middle East,

which have little other industry. In the countries producing

other minerallll, mjn:l'ng is generally a large, and in some cases the largest,

component. In contrast, mining is generally a smll component

in the total iD.dustrial production of economically developed countries.

The of expansion of total industrial production in undero.developed

areas behiD.d that in industrialized countries even though

faster in former am though mnufactur1De

production more rapidly than mineral production in under-

V"'dbVj,""'''' and iIJdustrialized countries.

This between the trends in mining aDd in total industrial

production in uDder-developed and iIJdustrialized countries is sisnificant,

since it the dependence areas on

raw for and their lack of an base

See table



Table Area, and

( III

£!Asia. and the Middle East: Petroleum.....••....•..

1949 1950

123 135

138 153

324 398

91 94

165 182

125 137

totalE.1

Africa,

Area

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. The index for Asia
and the Middle East covers only petroleum and tin output in all countries,
plus total mineral production in Japan and cool production in India.. Since
the output of the excluded minerals ia low, in relation to pre-war levels,
their omission tends to raise the index. On the other hand, limitations
of product coverage elsewhere are likely to have the reverse effect, since
the omissions are more like~ to represent recent mining developments and
minerals with newly discovered and rapidly expanding uses. In particular,
there is evidence that the limited coverage of the Federal Reserve Boord
index, which was used for the United states, results in a downward bias.
The world index i6 believed to understate production relative to 1937.

al Excluding gold and silver.

pj Prelimina.ry .

£! Excluding China, India, Japan and the Soviet Union; including Egypt.



.!'UI.Il;)Dg 'the countries significant ma:nu::rac~t1llr1ng

DJalllu:l~actu:I:'1IJg output the period, has geJ:leralJl,

beeIi relative than , it was

, :Mexico, aDd the Union of Sou'th , and a

Al'1gellltj.m • In India It was

J.~'iLUJl.J~~" to di,rersi:f:y

];lZ'lOOllC1.ng miDerals have no sJ.,glIl:l..::LJLCBlbll't. mnufacturing industries.

aDd in Latin

1fi,,·..n,'<Y and the Union Sou'th A:f'rica, bave a f'n'I]n:ia~~11"In

fabrication and Chemical production.

........LVA"""....Q aDd Peru, have a production,

VU,LV'''U''''''' and Peru have also mde some

China aDd India in

steel 'PZ'loolw1:;lon

aDd .... 1:>,.K.1Illi<~.II..

aDd Sotrthl"lI'lll Hl1()(1eISla

CelDaIllt production has become

ii"",,,, "",,,,,,,,,,.i'I , but small-scale pr'OCE~ss:lng and beverages and

textiles remain the most common ma:nu:ra<:t1JLri,ng activities under-developed

Available data on 'P!'C)(1uct:1

countries are shown in table

of various in UDl1e]:'..(1.e \l16 l.c:rpelll

the figUres

ind1cates that there was a in

AIrerica the Middle East. textile output , or

more, moat of these countries. Rayon production in

ewn in the fev that had a .........,'Y'....

nil"",-t,"?""tT before the by 1948 most of the countries shown in the

table rayon. In Asia and the Far Eas1;, there was no

el~::rpliraI:lt of 'the industry, aDd as as even the total

cotton textile output was the 1937 level. A:f'ter 1948 there was some
•

recovery in the , but production had not regaimd le\l1els

Pakistan the most, the

th('~~ total rayon

in somein

in UDJOOli:'-Clell'e

rise there vere

textile

In p;e:oel:'a!

in textile

",,,'1-."""'+ has continued



COtmtriE~ S ,the

cotmtries of Latin Amer:i.cfL

as in Asia and Far

The pressure of I!"'n'm"",,~+..1

a on cotton

severe .cOllltPE~tj.tl.on was

countries in controls in

cotmtries which on'

Brazil and A".IO'.L.l.\;'V

Tln!I:;"'··WR.r setbacks in cotton in

unleJr-d,eveli[)-peld areas arose from the fact that domestic demand did DOt keep

of of cotton textiles in

net

pTl'~bbl,e ""'ll'r-§.~.,.,1·.inn of de'peIldetnt territories,

In India,

the became a

unde:r ...ie'lre:loJ)6d areas, wi t.h the

had not the pre-war level

was at or below the pre -'War level,

and total as well as per domestic cotton

capita suppliescountries,

more.

"""'.I:'.I!Jb..l."'<> wre much less than the war. During the post-war

from domestic and net trade have

textile

, total I:> u,,!:,j,UI..1.'l:>' i:j G.l::.1." .1. ....'6

been below the

have been lower in

in so w.ny

TInI>lT•••W7i:r output significantly

ease with which the

The fact tlBt

under"'ileveloped countries, giving them a total

above the -war is evidence of the relative

textile industry can be Compared with heavy industry, textiles

require relatively little capital, labour is more easily trained and local

avaIlability of raw mteriaJ..s is leas essential to economic production

(as is evidenced the textile industries of most indu-strial1zed countries)

though indigenous cotton supplies Jm.y provide the necessary raw mterials

for textile production in under-developed cmmtries. Most of the under

developed cotton-graving countries that began or expanded textile

manufacturing significantly during the war and post-war periods, retain

more of their cotton output for domestic procp,ssing, exporting relatively

less as raw cotton. Thus, Argentina, B:razil, Egypt, Mexico, Peru a:pd



fibre and yarn

17.6
64

33·2
155.7

0.88
0.02

33
151

1
LO

·7
157 8

L21
3·2

32.2
173.8

L18
4



Table

item and unit 1937 1950

Lebanon:
cotton yarn (metric ton) ••••••.••••••••••• 1·4e1 6.0 5.0 2.0 2.2
Rayon fabric (ootre) $ & 1lI 121 til e G III $ e .. 0 e .. @ " (II @ It III e .. 500 450 750

~:
2.4 4.7cotton yarn (metric ton) •••.•••••••••••••• 0.6 3·7

cotton fabric (metre) '2.1 ...•....•.•.•.••.. 1.0 14.0 21.4 .. hi
Turkey:

Cotton yarn (metric ton) •••••••••••••••••• 16.1 29.4 29·7 30.2 28
Cotton fabric (:metric ton) .. 1ll • 1/01 e '1\1 • III III I!I !Ill u e 111 GI • 15.0 19.9 21.4 22·5
Wool yarn (metric ton) •••.•••.•••••••.•••. 3·2 7·5 7·9 7·5 6.6
Wool fabric (:I.DStric ton) /I) 19 !II €I •• OIl • @ 0 e • (I) €I " III G • 3.1 6.4 6.2 4.4
Rayon yarn and fibre (metric ton) @l .. " e It \) \It •• 0.29 0·30 0.28

Asia and the Far East

Ceylon:
Cotton yarn (:metric ton) •.•••.•••••••.•.••
Cotton fabric (metre) '2.1 ......•.•.......•.

India:
Cotton yarn (metric ton) •••.•.••..•.•.•... 526.5 669.1
Cotton fabric (metre) b/ 3,735.0 4,005.0

1/Philippines -
Cotton yarn (metric ton).................. 1.90j/ 0.01
Cotton fabric (yard) E./ .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•... 11.4J/ 7.3

0.8 0.7
7.4 6.9

585.8 534.3 570.4
3,519.0 3,379.0 3,702.0

0.02 0.03 (I

4.3 9.6 10.8

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations and national statistics.

Firat six months at annual rate.
In milliOns of specified unit.
Data for rayon yarn relate to Sao Paulo only.
Coverage incomplete ;figurea represent 53 per cent of production in 1948.
1940.
1938.
Output of principal producers.
More than 22 mill10c metres.
Production of National Development Compa,ny.
1941.
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Turkey a1.l k19pt :much more of their raw cotton output for domestic use in

1950 and 1951 than before the war. Of these, BraZil, Es;rpt and Peru

actually reduced their exports of raw cotton. The total amount of cotton

retained for domestic processing by India. and Pakistan was also increased,

and their combined exports reduced. Production of cotton has been

increased solely for export in relatively few undar-developed countries 

prinarily in the dependent territories of Africa.

Although imports of cotton textiles by under-devaloped countries have

been beloY pre-war levels throughout the post-war period, imports of all

textiles and clothing were higher than pre-war in. 1949 in all the under

developed areas. As exports of the industrialized countries to these areas

indicate, their imports declined in 1950, falling below the pre-war level

in Latin ADlerica and in. Asia and the Far East, except in the dependent

territories. In the first half of 1951, imports probably continued below

the pre-war level in IatinAmerica, though not in. Asia and the Far East.

In general, substantial continuing increase in the consumption of

textiles in under-developed countries is likely to be assoc1ated 'With

expanded domestic production rather than greater imports; textile imports

are morelikl9ly to continue to fluctuate in accordance 'With the foreign

exchange pcsition of the countries concerned. Te:mpQ.rary increases nay

recur, but substantial and sustained expansion of' imports is unlikely if'

there is economic developn:ent and, in the long run, even less likely if'

there is DO econo:mic development.



FOOD

The of crops (not those the was

3 per higher in 1950/51 than in the preceding year, regaining the level

1948/49. Meat increased 5 per cent in 1950, while the

catch rose about 10 cent. Food output in the Soviet Union also rose,

reaching a new post-Yar high.

Notwlt.hstaDdiDg these increases, 'World food output per person did not

reach pre-war levels. capita production outside the Soviet Union in

1950/51 was 4 cent be~o'W the 1934-38 in the case of food crops

aDd 1 per cent below the pre-war average in the case of :meat, while the fish

catch was only one per cent above. '!'his over..e,il comparison With pre-war

food supplies reflects the chronic deficiencies which have persisted in a

number of countries, partiCUlarly in the populous areas of Asia ap(!. the Far

East. Since these countries did DOt provide effective demnd for a large

scale expansion of imports, however, interna:tional mrk»ts were not

~ter1aily affected in 1950 or 1951 by the inadequacy supplies of any of

the important food products.

Although the Umted states grain harvest in the autumn of 1951 fell

below that of the previous year, the decli:oo 'WaS more than offset by abundant

canadian crops. In eastern Europe, the 1951 aut'Wlln harvests of both bread

and feed graim sholled substantial increases over 1950. In the Soviet Union,

however, although the wheat ha.rvest was larger, the total 1951 aut'Wlln harvest

of grains was smileI' than in the previous year. Declines in the wheat

harvest in Argentina, Australia, llestern Europe and the United states were more

than counterbalanced by a large increase in Camda a.nd smIleI' increases in

eastern Europe, Spain and Turkey. In the Middle East countries, exclusive of

Turkey, the 'Wheat harvest generally was only slightly larger or in some

actually vas less.

At tbe end ot 1951, the outlook tor the world's 1951/52 harvests

indicated little improTement over the preoodi:Dg crop. Aggregate output of
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potato crop in 1950/51
harvest.

bread grains in 1951/52 was expected to rise b7 about 2 per cent compared

with 1950/51, minI,. as a result of a larger wheat harvest, though rye output

was expected to fall oU. The coarse grain ~st DB estimated to be

3 per cent higher, all crops sharing in t.he increase. Since a reduction in

the wheat supplies of Argentina. and Australia was expected, it seemed likely

that an increase ip western European imports :from dolJAr sources would be

necessary to p:revent a decline in bread grain supplies.Y The output of

feed grains in western Europe, 00 the other hand, was expected to be higher.

Only a slight improve:ment in the wheat harvest in Asia and t.he Far East was

foreseen. The 1951/52 world output of rice aDd of food crops other than

grains and potatoes was expected to rise above the 1950/51 level, 'With.
advances ranging :from impressive gains in edible fats aDd oils to a relatively

slight increase in rice. An lncreas6d rice Ml"'rest was in prospect in China,

while in India even the low crop level of 1950/51 was not expected.

Indications were that the potato crop, particularly in Europe, 'Would again

be reduced, falling below the 1934-38 average. While earlier reports

suggested that the supply of :meat and dairy products 'Would increase morleJra1:;el:r

1951/52, too outlook at the end of 1951 was uncertain.

World production of breR.d greins in 1950/51 was 4 cent higher than

in the preceding year, and 10 per cent above '1Jl!"e as shown in table 16.

The increase 'WaS due ainly to larger 'Wheat crops; rye production is limited

to Europe and, though still below the pre-war level, it declined

in 1950/51. Be-introduction of acreage limitations in the United states

resulted in a saller wheat crop, and the A118tJralian harvest decllDed one-

sixth in 1950/51. This , however, was mom than by higher output

elseWhere, p:l.rtlcularly in Canada and Europe.

Augmenting the supply of b:read grains,

was 12 per cent above 1949/50, though short of the

In western, ,
countries in which the wheat """.t-.,...,,+

increase. In all other countries
and was to U'l:1II.#.l.JI..utl

the
ot an
in "Ii'....,._•• _



Table 16. Harvest of Selected Foods

1934-38, 1949/50 and 1950 /51

(Millions of metric tons)

Crop 1934-38 1949/50

Wb.ea.t <D • CI 111 0 • 0 I» IlIl 1/1 !!l III G e III) <3' e • B e 128.6 139.3 146.0

Rye .. IIIl .... e iii .... e e G <D • II • lit 0 e .... Go 21.0 19.8 19.3

Total bread grains 149.6 159.1 165.3

. Barley 13 " e G •• & II ... (II 'II ... 1/11 /I) •• A 41.0 42.5 46.4

Oats .• III • • • •• IiII •• m e e • III • iii e II> • 45. 0 47.3 5°.1

~ize. III III • III • .a • lit €I " • 0 • " ., •• e • 110.2 138.1 133.4

Total cOarse grains 196.2 227.9 229.9

Po-tatoes e •• e'lI1 ••• ,. ... '" " " • III • 159.4 145.9 163.5

Ric6 ... 1II0 ........ e •• o. e ••• 149.3 151.0 153.8

S1.1g8.I' ..... eo. III e III ... " " .. l1li •• e • 26.4 31.0 34.3

Vegetable fats and oi1s£l 21.0 21.1 21.3

Source: Food and. Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Food and Agricultural Statistics.

~ Excluding the Soviet Union.

£I In oil equivalenta; including aome inedible oils.



1norease WB aooounted for by wbstantieJ.ly larger orops in F:ra:nce and

Germany. Fodder output was slightly higher dsspite the drop lnvorld maize

production. Larger Canadian and United States ha.:i:'Tests accounted for almost

all the net increase in the world output of barley and oats. The 1950/51

mize harvest was smaller in. Africa, Asia, :krope and the United States, but

ws larger in Lattn Amar1ca, with the :result that the net loss in world

suppl1.es was more than the dscl1.ne in Un1. ted States production.

Sugar output rose" reaching a new post-war high, mainly as a result of

increases in EUropean sugar-beet production•

.......,....... production of rice tncreassd slightly in 1950/51, and total

eupplies pre-_r levels. In As1.a and the Far East, where rice

serves as the basic food element, ou tput remained below pre-war, however"

thOUgh it constituted more than 90 per cent of the world total, local

def1.ci ts have normally been met by extensive intra-regional trade, but

output 1n two of the most important exporting countries in the Far East,

:Burma and Indo-China, was substantially beloW' the pre-war level, with the

... "',"....&." that exports were cut sharply, and shipments to the world's leading

importi,ng cOlmtrlee, India and Japan, were adversely affected. The

in India was particularly grave stncethe decline in imports in 1950

to less than one -fifth the pre -war coincided with serIous crop

in various of the country. Japan, on the other hand,

ma1lntalIu~d rice prodl.1ction 1.n. 1950/51 and total 1m;ports

over the preceding year $

The production or and fats and roee

slightly 1n 1950 and exceeded the 1934-48 average by 1 1/2 per cent. Total

reported meat output increased 5 per cent during 1950, surpassing the

J.'1.j.q.··jO level by about 6 per cent.. The moat strlldng gain occurred in

where output roBe more than 15 per cent,; there were increases ln

countries and an especially large one in Germany. Latin

~<:>rlL'''''''''''' 'P'ro<l!lcrtlon was because drought-

Argell1t1~na was a in demand due to

of meat rose "'JI. ...~ .... " ....1trade •

V""'''''''''~Ll.a and AuatJI:'8.J.1a:n e:latlp:h.te:rltl@: '" "'''''.in



in the , since

a continued in most or
....",,'........,."" 1n the IIWI.bli!lr of'

ni"'ll"a....+ by l:D(~rEliI!l.SEIS

States was more

.n.uu"'rJ_L>"" was the pre-war .I.'CPW'CJ~I..

sheep in North Europe was not

elsewhere. The number of cattle and hoge tn

one-fourth above pre-war,; tho\lgh. the number of hoge

-'-... 'w'"'-"-'" in ~rope, the number of was ..JI..I.~L.Llo.&.J

the time in poet-war years e

On the other the trend 1n the a vere.ge was not

favourable.. Compared with pre-war years, significant been

registered by Canada. and the Un!ted Ste.tee, bu.t in Pllrope pep 'hA,r'! t.l'l'I'"A

generally have remained lower than in pre-war in the

case of potatoes, Latin American output per hectare has not changed

materially" In Asia, for the -most part, have lese

than. even the low pre-war figures ... the decline being

in the case of rice - and :no significant improvements bave been made to.

crop yields 1.n Africa, which remain among the lowest in the world..

Compared 'With the preceding year, 1950/51 food crops were larger in

regions except 00ean:1a.. Although world production of food crops eXl~eElded

the pre-war level by 9 per cent, per capita supplies were almost 4 per cent

lower. '!he increase in world output, compared 'With pre-war years, was

acoounted for principally by a 50 per centr1se in Canadian. and United

States harvests and, to a lesser extent, by an expansion of one-fifth in

Latin American production" In. Europe and in Asia and the Far ]hst, on

the other band, food harvests 1n 1951 did not reach the average of' 1934-38.

While total European production was lower than. pre-wI', output of' food

crops tn western mn.-ope ws at least up to the pre -war level in the

aggregate, though not on a per capita basis. .In. eastern llllrope, a la:rge

net exporter before the war, output remained below the 1934...38 ,average.

If the shift of food resulting from. international trade is tamn into

account, relative supplies in the different regions are similar to those

of' pre -war years. As may be seen in table 17, the largest increases over
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Table 17. Indices of Production and Supplies of Food crops,~ by Area,
1948/49 to 1950 /51

(1934-38 :: 100)

1948/49 1949/50 1950/51
Pro- Pro- Pro- Population,
duc- duc- duc- 1950

Region tion Supp.4r tion Supp.4r tion Supply (1936 ::: 100)

World. (exclud-
ing USSR) ..•.• 109 109 106 106 109 109 113

Asia and the
Far East .••.•• 98 105 95 102 98 104 111

Australia and
New Zealand••• 110 120 152 108 105 119

Canada and
Uni ted States. 161 140 150 133 151 133 119

Europe,EJ(ex-
cluding USSR) • 92 93 91 92 95 97 1°7

Latin America .•• 114 132 109 132 120 145 131

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Food and
Agricultural Statistics.

Including wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, rice, potatoes, sugar and
fats and oils. Available 6upplies consist of production p1u8 imports
minus exports; no account is taken of changes in stocks.

EJ Information from. official national sources suggests that production
in eastern Europe was higher in the post-war years than ia implied in
these indices.



thecrops of' CWOOCU!. j

the

occurred in thepre-war

'tban in nre)Qn,oti

per cent above increase

been surpassedin crop in ,IIdQ'J.u;Jl ........."r'_L.<OI.

increase in so the.t per

8 per cent below

and the retention of a lA:lrgelr nrO'lOOl·Uon

the SU][;lp]Lie,e of crops per person were more 'than 10 per cent

than in 1934-38" main of the in per

in and ZeaJ.and in was ablBOlobed

thlilr!!i,Wl'ta from. stocks, and the from. these countries

were maintained wi thout of "

Europe, per person in 1950/51 were below the pre-war aVI!lI'l!lae

by almost 10 per cent. In and the Far lIhat, the decline _s almost as

large; this region, a food BU'rPlua area before the war, has been a. net

1m;porter since the war, retaining more of the reduced food output while

increasing the import of' wheat" Statistics for countries of Africa and

Middle East are scant, but aggregate per capita. supplies in the few

countries for which data are a-vailable were apparently slightly higher in

1950/51 than in pre-war years. The 11m1ted information a-vailable for other

countries in these areas suggests that the increases in their per capita

supplies were as alight as those in the reporting countries and may, in

same cases, have been less.

A-va'1J.able world supplies of' food in 1950/51 increased alightly compared

with 1949/50, but there was little change in regional disparities in the

quantity and composttion of food consumed. Supplies in Australia and

New Zea.J.and in 1950/51 represented an average calorie w.lue of' 3,300 per

person, while in Canada and the United States the average calorie -value was

3,220,; in both regions supplies were higher than they had been before the

war.. Food supplies in Latin America increased over pre-war levels by a

'Wider :margin, rialIlg to 2,475 calories per person. This ave~, howver,



Table 18. Estimated Dai~ Energy aDd Protein Content of' Per Capita Food SUpplies in Selected Countries

Pre-"W.I' and 1948/49 to 1950/51

Calories Total proteins (~e8) Animal proteins (grammes)
Region aDd Pre-"W.I' 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 Pre-war 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51Pre-"W.I' 1948/49 1949~950/51

Africa:

Union of' South
Africa@ .... liI \II 0" e 0 0 e III Ql 9 2,300 2,570 2,580 2,580 68 70 71 70 23 25 26 25

Asia and. the Far East

IIllillille"'eeeeoeee 2,190 1,920 ~,010 2,050 55 43 44 44 16 11 11 11
China. e " e e IIil '" e (iI 0 e • 0 ...... 2,23~ 2,170 2,020 2,222

~~
66 62 68

~ 5 5 5
India a e 1Il G .. 0 e " 0" e e " e e 1,97 1,620 1,700 1,598 42 43 41 6 6 6
Indochlria •••.•••••• 1,860 1,460 1,560 1,560 45 35 37 37 8 5 5 5
Indonesia •.•••.•••• 2,040 1,760 1,880 1,936 46 41 42 43 5 5 5 5

~Japan" €I G ~ l!! 0 <II I) .. '" e e (II lit 2,180 2,050 2,100 2,142 64 50 53 54 10 8 8 9
Philippines .•• '••••• 1,920 1,980 1,970 2,049 45 45 45 48 11 10 10 10 8

Europe:

Austria I!I e Q e e 111 • e e '" 1& e 2,990 2,640 2,610 2,690 85 76 76 77 39 25 30 32
Belg1um-Luxambourg. 2,820 2,730 2,890 2,910 84 81 85 85 34 36 41 40
Dem:na..rk e l1li e e e -0 .. 0 e /ill !II €I 3,410 3,060 3,180 3,300 91 102 103 100 57 57 59 58
Finland e e e @ e e e " G • It (II 3,000 3,070 3,020 95 99 96 44 44 51
lrra.n.ce 1& $' 011 e €I Gee" " •• e 2,830 2,690 2,680 2,7°0 93 98 91 91 39 39 41 41
Ge:rman;y:

]}aate::rn. 61 e • e l1li .. Ii/} I) 2,960 2,410 2,460 83 68 72 40 14 14
Wast~ooeee.eee0 2,960 2,530 2,690 2,800 83 81 79 78 40 27 33 35

Greece.eeee.e.oe ••• 2,600 2,470 2,490 2,510 84 74 77 79 23 14 19 19
Ir-elB.D.d. •• e e • G .... e e " • 3,390 3,350 3,450 3,460 99 98 96 97 48 49 47 49
I"ta.ly'it e It e e e e e e II) e • e e 2,510 2,350 2,370 2,440 82 75 75 78 20 19 20 21
Netherlands •••••••• 2,920 2,880 2,970 3,020 87 83 81 81 44 40 39 39
Norway 4> " e •• e e • 0 e 0 €I (\I 3,220 2,970 3,140 3,180 91 101 102 104 51 52 56 58
Slre<ien" III .. @ e G e €II • €I • 1\1 d!l 3,120 3,070 3,200 3,160 95 95 94 92 59 59 60 59
SWitzerland •••••••• 3,110 3,100 3,190 3,300 95 94 98 101 54 50 52 53
United K1ngiam••••• 3,120 3,040 3,090 3,080 83 89 91 90 46 43 46 46



Table 18 (continued)

Calories Total proteins (graJlJm8S) Animal proteins (grammes)
Region and Count.!'y Pre-war 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 Pre-war 1948149 1949/50 1950/51 Pre-war 1948749 1949/50 1950/51

Latin America:

Argentina •..•.•••• 2,730 3,190 3,170 3,138 98 102 103 102 62 66 67 66
Bre.zil ........ lit .......... 2,150 2,340 2,440 2,489 68 63 65 67 32 25 25 26
Chile., ...................... 2,240 2,470 2,340 2,434 69 75 70 74 21 23 22 23
Colombia .••.•.•••. 1,860 2,280 2,330 2,237 47 56 57 59 20 26 26 26
CUba .............. ..; ... GO II'" .. 2,610 2,730 2,820 2,933 62 67 68 69 23 25 25 25
Mexico .• :It .... Co ......... .- 2,050 2,0.50 2,091 56 56 57 16 16 16
Peru ........................ 1,870 2,230 2,280 2,257 56 63 64 63 14 13 13 13
Uruguay .•..••.••.• 2,380 2,580 2,620 2,646 90 94 94 95 61 62 62 63
Venezuela ••••••••• 2,030 2,210 2,254 56 63 66 18 28 28

Middle East:

~t .............. It ....... 2,450 2,460 2,360 2,431 74 72 70 71 9 10 10 10 I
\)1

Turkey .................. 2,560 2,500 2,340 2,504 78 80 74 80 12 18 18 \0
I

North America:

Cana.a..a,.. • .. .. .. .. .. .. iii • .. .. 3,070 3,060 3,130 3,193 85 92 93 94 48 56 56 57
United States.", ••• 3,150 3,130 3,170 3,233 89 90 91 92 50 60 60 61

Oceania:

Australia .............. ., .. 3,300 3,210 3,210 3,274 103 97 98 98 67 66 67 68
New ZealaDd ••••••• 3,260 3,150 3,400 3,400 96 94 101 101 64 63 66 66

Source: Food- and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Food and Agricultural Statistics.

!I Including Paldstan.
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was below the average of 2,805 calories in Europe, though per capita

supplies in many countries of Europe remain below the pre-liar figures. In

Asia and the Far Fast, supplies represented an average of only 1,950

calories per person in 1950/51 - below the pre-war average in practically

every country - and less .than 1,600 calories in India and Indo-China.

Similarly, the qual1 ty of diet, as reflected in per captta protein supplies,

improved in the high consu:m;pt1on countries, Canada, New Zealand and the

Un! ted Statee, and. also in most of Latin America, but among the countries of

western l!h:rope, the changes were varied, and relat1ve to pre-war averages, per

capi ta supplies were more often lower than higher (Bee table 18). Per

capt ta protein supplies, as well as total food supplies, declined in Asia

and the Far East; total proteins averaged 54 grammes per day, compared with

69 gre.DD.es in Latin America, 86 in Europe, 92 in the Un1ted Statea and

Canada, and 99 in Australia and New Zealand.



3

FUEL AND POWER

a in demand in in the United Statea

aclcolmt;s for 42 per cent of 'World output of the various sources of

energr recovered in 19 shows. In first of

1950 combined index for gas and n.VCI..I'O-eJLeC

power 'WaS at a new peak. the accelerated' increase in output thereafter,

1950 J;lCt'oduction was per cent above that of 1949; and in first half of

1951 output roee to 12 per cent above the corresponding period in 1950.

Production of electric power, both hydro and thermal, has been

increasing steadily, reflecting the growing use of electric!ty for lighting

and.. for :me.DJ' household purposes as 'Well as for industrial power. By the

first half of 1950, electric power 'WaS being J;lCt'oduced at IOOre than double the

1931 rate. Electric power faclli ties had been expanded SUbstantially above

the pre-war level in all areas of the 'World. In the under-developed areas,

however, output remained very emall, as indicated- by the production figures

in table 20 for Africa, Asia and Latin America. lJ.he rate of growth of

electric power production in these areas after 1948 was lese than in North

America and in Europe, not for lack of demand but because of inadequate

capacity.

The increase in total use of all fuels and power in 1950 and the first

half of 1951 was also less in the UDder-developed countries than in

industrialiZed countries. During this period, total output increased in all

areas of the 'World, as ahown in table 21. Apart from. Oceania,Y however,

the increases 'Were smallest in Asia and the Far »:l.st and in Africa.

Moreover, most of the increases in these areas 'Were accounted for bY' Japan

and the Union of South Afrioa. In Latin America and the Middle aet, the

expa:n.sion of total output was substantial both in 1950 and in the first half

Y Output in Austra.1i.a and New Zealand, com.bined, declined in the first
half of .1951, as a result of a decline in Australian coal production.



Table 19. Indices of World Fuel and Power Production, by
Major Sources. 1948 to 1951

(1937 =100)

Source of energy

World total:

Coal (a.n.d coal equivalent
of lignite) ••••••••••••

Petroleum, crud.e !I .
Natural gas ••••••••••••••
Hydroelectric power••••••

Total, above sources
of energy £I •.•••••••
Total electric power

1950 1951
1948 1949 1950 1951 First Second First Second

haJ.f half half half

liO 105 ll4 .. • • •• .. ..
164 163 182 •• ... ... •• • •
222 234 270 ... .... ... .. .. .. ..
159 168 187 ... ... .... .. . • •

130 127 140 •• .. .. •• e • .. ..
178 189 212 •• ... ... ... ...

Total excluding tESR:

Coal (and. coal equivalent
of lignite) ••• """ •• "••• 106 98 106 III 10'2 109 no III

Petroleum., crude !I ...... 173 171 191 216 177 204 213 219
Natural gas ••• "........... 218 230 265 .... 279 252 330 ••
Hydroelectric power 'Ei... 160 171 187 ... 188 186 206 ••

Total, above Bources
of energy £I ••••••••. ~9 124 137 ... 132 141 148 ••
Total electric power 178 188 210 233 ~01 217 229 237

Source: Baaed. on data from the Statistical Of'f'ice of the United .i.'U:1.1'1.0l:ul

Including natural gasoline.

£I Based on kilowatt-hour eqUivalents of petroleum and natural gas.

including China.



Area 1937 1949 1950

total 449 799 850 951

Canada and the United States $'" 178 385 397 444 499

!I 249 266 299 336Europe ••••••••••••••••••••••

Western Europe ••••••••••••••••• 143 210 222 250 280

tESR............................" 36 66 78 90 104

Africa••••• o ••••••••••••••••••• 6 12 12 14 16

!!lEi 42 56 63 68 64Asia ... fI •••••••••••••••••

Latin America •••••••••••••.•••• 10 19 21 22 24

Ooeania •••••••••••••.•••••••••• 5 12 13 14 15

Hydroelectricity•••••••••••

Thermal electricity .

184

265

293

506

309

541

...

Sou:roe: Statistical Office of the United Nations, and United Nations,
Economic Survey of Europe in 1951.
!!I Not including the Sov1et Union.

Ei Estimated.
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Table 21.. Indices of Fuel and Power Production, by A::rea,
1948 to 1951

(1937 =100)

1951
Area 1948 1949 1950 First

Canada and the United States .... 150 128 144 160

!Y 93 99 104 111Europe e (J f! lII' 0 til til •• ... \9 til .. " .. It " • 6' " •

Western Europe ••••••••••••••• 85 91 95 101

lESR e .. e • It 0 0 19 \9 • " • tit ..... ., " • 19 • Ell • It /ill • 146 166 185 ...

Africa •••• e •••••••••••••••••••• 159 169 178 179

Asia and the Far East .............. 88 102 110 115

Australia and New Zealand .......... 136 134 149 140

America•••••••••••••••••• 211 218 243 264

Middle East .......................... 337 412 503 560

Source: :Based. on data :from the Statistical Office of the
United Natlone.

!y Not including the Soviet Union.



of

of

but almost all of it was accounted for

and the increase in these areas did not compare vi th

in the industrialized countries.

The of total heat and motive power obtained from tletr<)l.emm.

fuels and has tended to increase the for.m.er

in years and the latter the inter-war as welL In

the UD.ited Statea, the increase was in use of

which accounted for per cent of gross energy in

1929 and DO less than cent in 1949. Of the energy consu:m.ed in Eu:r-Otle

(exclUding the USSR) in about 13 per cent came from nycU"o-e.l..t:lc

and 8 per cent from , vith 10 per cent and

3 per respectively, years earlier. sources

provided the bulk of the power used in So number of European cO'un:tr:lLes

in almost every country in Europe, it was the use of petroleum

had eXPanded most, compared with pre-war.

AJ.though coal remains the world's major source of enerrg:{,

for 57 per cent of the total supply in 1950 comPared with 70 per cent in

1937, it is thus being increasingly displaced by oil in transport, in space

heating and as an industrial fuel. Reductions in the demand for have

therefore tended to affect the prqduction of more than that

of fuels whose use is eXPanding. This is illustrated the marked I.I.I::I'v.LJb.I.J.l;l

in coal production and the accumuJ.ation of surplus inventories of coal in

the United States in the first half of 1949 and in certain countries of

Europe sOlllSWhat later, while world petroleum output changed very and

world output of electric power continued to eXPand. In further contrast to

petroleum, 93 perr cent of the 1950 world supply of coal was produced in the

industrialized countries, and relatively BIllall proportions were exported.

Moreover, as the use of petroleum. has grown, coal exports and cOnBUIIq)tionin

ships' bunkers ha.ve tended to decrease. Nevertheless, trade in coal is still

im;portant in distributing supplies among the countries of Eltr'ope and, m.ore

particularly, the supplies of coking coal needed for steel production. With

industrial demand sharply increased, the problem. of adequate coal supplies
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Table 22. Production of

1937 and 1948 to

(Millions of metric tons)

Area 1937 1948 1949 1951 half half half half

World total •••••••.•• ,••• 1,399 1,550 1,605 691
World total,

1,34?.8 651.3excluding USSR 1,270 .9 .1 .8

Africa ~ e Cl ... lSI 9 & 0 e lSI $ fll 0 III 0 • 0 •• & @ 17.1 .0 28 .3 .6 1 2
EJ ll5 106.2 122.0 .9 .1 9Asia . 0 • lit 0 lSI • 0 ., ••• \1D 10 It 0 e Ii e $ • @

Canada and the United states 462.6 609 536 9 .1
F;urop~•.•••••••..••••••.•• 653.8 584.6 630 .1 .7 .7

Eastern Europe ••.••••••• 115.2 153.2 162.2 .9 .7 .8
Western Europe ••••••••.• 538.6 431 468.6 7

Latin Amer1ca e • e ••••••• e ••• e 4.5 6.2 6 6.3 6 3.2 3
Middle Eas&,..••...•.•••••. 2 4.5 4.8 4.9 5.1 4 2. 2 At

Oc ea.n.ia. " ej' •• It • lID Q 0 •• ., (l • 0 So 0 0 (I • (I 14.8 18.9 18.4 20 21.8 9 6 12

V 128 2°7 234USffi <llGO)efteeoelll;)$IQoeO@OO<!llOO

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, and United ill"""n..,,,,

in 1951.

Including coal equivalent of brown coal and ligrrlte.

Excluding the Middle East and the Soviet Union.

Excluding the Soviet Union.

Turkey o~; very emall amounts are produced in Iran and !\:ft::~trls

Coal and llgnite •



ship:o.ents of coke to other 'Western European countries, western Ger.man;;r, the

source af supply, increased its shipments by a much greater amount.

However, from Poland, small in 1950" were sharply reduc ed, and

imports frOIll. the Un!ted KinsiOIll., which accounted for one-sixth of total

continental imports in 1950, fell off to scarcely one-third of the 1950

average. Compared 'Wi th the year 1950, therefore, total im;ports of coke by

the cont1nantalcountries of western Europe in the first half of 1951 were

at a somewhat reduced rate. In the Un!ted KingdOIll., coke manufacture was

3 per cent higher in the first half of 1951 than in the corresponding period

of 1950, while steel production declined. by 2 per cent, difficulties in

obtaining adequate supplies of scrap and high-grede ore having increased the

rate of coke consumption per ton of steel ..

Petroleum

Since pre-war years, output' of crude petroleum. has increased at an

a vera-ge annual rate of 5 to 6 per cent l' supported by the growing use,

tJ:rl:'OlJg}:WUlt the world, of petrol (gasoline) in motor vehicles and aircraft

and of other oils in agricultural :machinery, marine and rail transport,

and industry. Production in the first half of 1951 was at more than double

the 1937 rate, and 20 per cent above that of the correspon:ling period of

1950 • As may be seen from table 23, the recovery of production in the first

half of 1950 frOIll. the slightly raduced level of 1949 was relatively slow,

eX:!?aIlS1.on of output in the second half-year was rapid, reflecting the

large-scale military requirements 'Which, a£ter the middle of 1950, augmented

the long-term upward trend in demand. As a rresult, production in the Y'ea:t.'

1950 was 12 per cent above 1949, and the annual rate of output in the first

of 1951 was 12 per cent ,above tha.t of 1950.

1950 about per cent of the "World· s supply of petroleum, not

.I. ......j ~ .1.~ that of Soviet was provided countries af Latin

Al.W"' ~ and the East. of output was produced for AT1nnT'T.

i£:l.!:KJU-\J 90 per cent of the oil mst being AY-no1"'+.~~

outside the not to western but to the Far East

as crude oil or refined or as bunker the



Table 23. World Production of' Crude Petroleum, by Area

1937 and 1948 to 1951

(Millions of' metric tons)

1950 1951
Firat SOO0nd First Second

Area 1937 1948 19};.9 1950 1951 half hal:f half

World total ............• 285.2 470 .6 468.6 524.3 594.1

World. total,
256.2 441.2excluding USSR 435.1 486.5 , 551.8 225.9 260 .1 .7

Asia and the Far :East ~ ..... 9.7 7.6 10.2 11.6 .6 5 6.1 6.9 8.7

Canada and the United. States 178.0 278.3 255.1 .9 313.6 126.6 .2 .9 I
0\

~
\0

.E1.lJ;ope lil eo \1/ •• e • e • -. e $ I» G Ii ID " •• 8.3 7.1 8.2 10.2 12.6 4,,8 5 6 6.6 !

Western Europe •••••••••• 0.6 2.2 2.8 3.5 4.3 1.1 1.9 2 2.3

Latin ~ca••••••••• 0 ••••• 44.4 90.5 90.6 102.3' .3

Middle ~st" e G •• III liI ••••• e • *' •• 15.8 51.7 71.0 88 95.3 .9
USSB." ••••• _••••••• 41.0E10 ••••• 29.0 29.4 33 .3 ..

Source: Statistical Off'ice of the United. Nations, and United. Nations, ~~~~~~
of Europe in 1951.

~ Not iDeluding tlre Soviet Union.



middle of 1951, er.l?orts from Iran stopped; these had in to

6.6 million tons of crude oil and about 21 million tons of fuel products, .

exported or loaded in ship bunkers - a total crude oil equivalent of about

30 million tons. By the third quarter of 1951, this crude oil equivalent

was almost made up by increased output elsewhere • Saudi Arabia and K'l1Wai t

alone, the two largest producers in the Middle :East after increased

crude production by more than 3.3 million tons over the second quarter.

Adding the increase of output in the United States, which had been importing

crude oil from the Middle East as well as from Latin America, and

Venezuela, far the largest Latin American producer and a total

increase of about 6 miLlion tons was provided during this quarter, while

sma.ller producers in the Middle :East, Latin America and the Far :East also

increased production. There 1s no reason to doubt that crude oil production

can be expanded further to meet all refinery demands.

Loss of the petroleum products exported from the Abadan refinery in

Iran was also SUbstantially offset by increased output elsewhere,

principally in Europe and in the United S'tates, whose oversea shipments

increased considerably in 195L Without the Abadan refinery, however,

refinery capacity was barely able to meet the growing demand for certain oil

particularly aviation gasoline, which requires special refining.

United states supply is under atrict export control; western Europe could not

replace the large Abadan output of aviation gasoline, and shortages

resulted. 'lhe proportions of gasoline, other oil products and residual

heavy that are obtained from the refining of a given quantity of

crude petroleum depend, to a considerable extent, on the relative demand for

products, and with demand. for the lighter fractions high and rising, the

supply of heavy fuel oils is reported to have become tight in the Eastern

per cent of

raised

Alth()up;h estimates of total refining capacity vary, in 1950 average

ca'pa<~it;y U.i:J\::lJ:<:tl,J..I.Ig outside the Soviet Union may be at between 550 and

and the total of crude petroleum at about

Add! tional which came into operation

about 30 tons. In order to refine
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more than 45 million tons. in 1950, a rise of 14 per cent over

1949. Most of 29 was accounted for by the

Un! ted States, but within the countries of western Europe the rate of

ex;pa.nsion - 18 per cent - was actually gt"eater. Regional data on consumption

and supply in 1950 axe shown in table 24. It will be Been that, although

the bulk of refinery production is in imustriallzed areas of North

America and Europe, output exceeded cOIl.Bumption only in the Middle East and

Latin .A:m.erica; the surplus in these two axeas counterbalanced deficits in

all other axeas. Since western Eur.ope bas little crude oil, its refinery

operations axe supported mainly by imports. The Umted States also imports

substantial quantities of crude petroleum, and since the autumn of 1949 has

been a net importer of refined petroleum products. Its increase in

consumption in 1950 outstripped the eX];>aIl.Bion of production by more than

9 million tons, accounting for :much of the deficit shown for North America.

In 1950 the consumption of refined petroleum products in European

countries (excluding the USSR) exceeded the output of their refineries by

more than 16 million tons, and since the countries of eastern Europe axe

estimated to have produced almost 1.5 million tons more than they consumed,

the deficit in western Europe was about 17.5 million tons. Mo~t of this



'PA"I~'I"ole'IJoo "Plr>oonc1t;e ,~j by Area, 1937 and 1950

of tons)

Area Supply
or

deficit (-)

1950 bj
Refinery InJand Total j Supp~

production consumption conerumption£ surplus
or deficit

( -)

East .••• , •• + 6.3

Latin America.. , + 15.2 + 31.2

+ 23.8

- 17.0

- 16.3
- 17.5

- 7.8

40.5

16.1

279·5

56.6
51.5

8.5

30.5

8.0

269.2

49.9
44.9

5.0

71.7

39

262

40.3
.0

- 3

- 0.2North America

" ... c~..!.. .."a and
New Zealand, • , •• - 2

Asia - 0.8

of above - 2.9

0.6

10.2

425.9

6.0

379·3

7.0

11.8

420.0

- 6

- 1.6

+ 5·9

statistical Office of the United Nations.

excluding lUbricants, asphalt, waxes, etc.
Regional production less the Bum of inland consumption and bunker

• The data for consumption a small quantity of
nr4:xitli~t~B•

(other than shipping use) plus bunker COl1J3urmp"ticm
.LU,......~uing natural gasoline. Area comprises chiefly Canada and the
United statea; Mexico is included in Latin A:merica.
AAlv.Ll~ing the Soviet Union.
Excluding Egypt.
Excluding the Soviet Union the East.



it was met from East, the Abadan in Iran

shipping 10 million tons of to Europe. In the

to capac 1951 ( the ... ~"",,,,_y

which came into operation late in the year) were about equal to

countryt e share in Abadan exports, and further additions in 1952 make

the increase in refining much greater than the 1950 of

imports from Abadan. Similar expansion on the continent, in

Belgium, France, western and Italy, was to increase average

refinery capacity in western Europe as a whole by almost 12 tone in

1951; as the construction programme was accelerated, the increase :may have

been greater. A further expansion of about 15 million tons scheduled for

1952 not only should offset completely the loss of imports from Abadan but

should peImit a substantial reduction in 1:IIq;l0rts of refined products from

other sources as well as an increase in consumption and gross exports.

In Latin America, average refining capacity in 1951 was more than

5 million tons greater than-in 1950 and Is scheduled to expand by a further

2 million tons in 1952. Much of the expansion will probably serve increased

domestic or regional consumption" but th.e expansion in Venezuela, estimated

at about 2 million tons in each of the years 1951 and 1952, should provide

Bubstantial exports to other areas.

In 1950, about 3 million tons of Abadanta refined products were shipped

to Asia and the Far East: two million to India and the remainder mainly to

Bu'I"lE., Ceylon and Pakistan. Shipments to Africa totalled about 1.5 million

tons, and ·to Australia and New Zealand about 650,000 tons" Most of these

countries are wholly dependent on imports. There were no significant

additions to capacity in the Far East in 1951 and only a small expansion is

scheduled in Indonesia in 1952" India has contracted for two new refineries

and is expected to arrange for a third, but these cannot come into

production before 1953 or be fully operative before 1954.. A new refinery

being established in the UniOn of South Africa is not scheduled for

completion until 1953 or 1954, and a large coal hydrogenation :project now

under construction will not begin to produce until 1954 or later.. Two new

refineries are being bu.ilt in Australia but will not be in operation until

1954_and 1956.
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Chapter 4

MATERIALSY

•
Responding to increased demand and higher prices, world output of'

practlcalJ.y all ra:M' materials rose to a post-war peak in 1950 and continued

to expand in 1951, as shown. in table 25 $ An important exception is cotton,

United States production of which was Bubstantlally reduced in 1950 in

accordance with government policy, following a 1949 post-war high in both

United States and world output, which coincided with a sharp reduction in

world demand and the first la~e post-war acc])mU1ation of stooke in the

United States. In 1951, however, the United States again had a large cotton

crop, and world production reached a new post-war high. The 1950 oU1:;put of

most of the other commodities listed in the table was above both pre-war and

earlier post-war leveleD

.Among the quantitatively important non-ferrous metals, prima:r.r

production of zinc and copper exceeded the pre-war level in 1950, lead

production recovered almost to the pre-war level, and only tin production

was much Technological changes - some of them. stimulated by the war -

and the development of Bubstttute materialS, notably aluminitmJ., as well as

economies of use, have all tended to hold down. the demand for these and

aome of the other non-ferrous metals. In addition, part of the demand is met

by secondary production from. scrap, and, since such secondary production has

at a somewhat higher level in the post-war period than before the war,

, too, has held back the demand for newly mined ores and the sm.eltel'

production of primary metals.. As a consequence, in 1948 it was pbsaible to

achieve over-all industrial production fully one-third higher than pre-war,

and an even greater increase in heavy industry output, although primary

ISmelter production of copper, lead and was lese than the

zinc output was 4 per cent By primary (smelter)
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Table 25. World Production of Selected Raw Materials 1937, Peak War Year and 1948 to 1950

(Thousands of metric tons)

COllillodity!l Annual production
1937 War peak 1948 1949 1950

Metals:
Copper, ore s ~ ~ 0" S " .. " .. " .. " " .. " " " .. , " " 2,190 2,550 b/ 2,100 2,000 '2,250
Copper, primary•••••••••...•••••• 2,230 2,620 Y 2,120 2,070 2,290

Zinc, ore"o." ,pc ........... .. ". 0"" D"""""" 1,755 2,100 !21 1,625 1,675 1,850
Zinc, primary.................... 1,550 1,760 'E/ 1,610 1,730 1,860

Lead, ore ........... """0"0 ".,,0 .0 •• ""00 1,635 1,700 !y. 1,300 1,400 1,500
Lead, primary .................... 1,610 1,650 :v 1,300 1,460 1,600

Tin in concentrates .. "."." ... "... "0" 210 250 !I 154 164 170
Tin.............................. 205 230 :v 160 171 175

Bauxite .......................... 2,700 13,100 !y. 7,500 7,700 7,500
Aluminium........................ 450 1,880 ~ 1,120 1,130 1,300

Antimony ore"""D 0"" 0 D."" .. ".......... 42 50 21 41 35 38
Cadmium (metal) lj.. ............. 2,979 4,589 fj 4,282 4,539 5,015
Chrome ore (crp3) ............... 489 600 Y. 670 730 800
Cobalt Y ........................ 3,200 4,700 ~ 6,100 5,900 7,100

Manganese ore •• 0 0 .... "" •• """" .. " ..... " 1,510 1,375 !21 1,095 1,420 1,509 !I
Molybdenum ore ... "• "• ".. " , .. " .. " ... " .. 0 15 31~ 13 11 14
Nickel ore"." .. 0 •• " " .. " " .. " .. " ......... 112 152 Y. 123 121 119
Tungsten ore (W03)······· .. •••• .. 12 30 ~ 11 9!1 10 !I

Other minerals and chemicals,
Pyrites .......................... 4,215 3,500 !21 3,400 3,850 4,200
Sulphur, native .................. 3,425 4,000 Y. 5,250 5,150 5,670
Sulphuric acid (100%) •••..••••••• 14,600 15,500 ~ 20,100 21,200 23,600

Nitrogen ......................... 2,549 .J./ 3,311 !y 3,605 Y. 3,966 !y
Phosphoric acid (p2°5) ........... 3;411 ..v 5,130 y. 5,455 fj 5,634 !y
Potash ........................... 2,800 l' 3,257 Y 3,835 Y 4,312 "ff:J

Rubber:
Na'tUral•••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 1,226 1,623 !I. 1,549 1,514 1,M5

Synthetic........................ 3 915 ~ 541 447 543

Fibres:
Cotton.... 00 D." 0" ...... "" ...... " ......... 6,432 E.! 6,320 !y 6,845 l! 6,001 !y
Rayon .... 0 ... "" .... " 0 ••• " ... " .... 00" ."0 827 1,113 1,225 1,585
Wool (clean basis) ............... 934 2.1 976 !y 997l! 1,036 !y
Hemp............................. 250 E! 250 260 200
Jute" ....•.•.•...•....•..•. ".. """ 1,880 21. 1,390 1,420 1,560
Other hard fibres ................ 53421 500 480 530

Forest products:
Lumber £7........................200,000 193,000 197,000 224,500
Newsprint........................ 7,850 7,120 7,490 8,150
Wood-pulp........................ 25,000 25,870 26,130 30,360

Commodity !I First Second
half half

Sami-annual production
1950

First Second
half half

1951
First Second sf
half half

Copper, primary.................... 1,070
Zinc, primary...................... 870
Lead, primary...................... 730
Tin................................ 85
Aluminium. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .. 590

Rubber, natural.................... 712
Rubber, synthetic.................. 239
Sulphur...... ••••••••••••• 2,575

Rayon !/...... • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 595
Wood-pulp!/ 12,934

1,000
860
730

87
550

802
208

2,575

630
13,196

1,110
910
780

87
610

841
230

2,778

751·
14,694

1,180
950
820
88

690

1,044
313

2,892

834
15,666

1,200
980
800

86
740
988
430

2,834

901
16,751

1,208
960
734

81
820

905
494

For mineral ores, IJ:I.etal content; y Tons"
~

1948/49.
for metals, smelter production"

~
1944.

~
1949/50.

1943. 1945. 1950/51.
1942. Y Based on output of y 1938/39.
1940. major producers • 21 1934-38.
1941. .J.! 1938.

Source, Statistical Office of the United Nations;· for cadmium, 1950 yearbook of the American
Bu;:;;auQf Metal Statistical for cobalt, yearbook of the United States Bureau of Minss; for cotton,
Common.....lth Economic Committee and the International Cotton Advisory Committeej for wool, Wool
Intelligence; for fertilizers, flax, forest products, hard fibres, hemp and jute, the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Except for cotton and wool, data do not include
the Soviet Union and also exclude the following, for ..ntimony, Korea and Spain; for copper, Spain;
for lead, China, Poland and Portugal; for pyrites, China, eastern Europe and a few minor producers;
for sulphuric acid, Algeria and Argentina, and, for post-war years, eastern Germany; for tungsten,
China; for zinc, China, Poland and South West Africa. nata for ne"sprint and "oad-pulp based on
countries reporting to FAO.

!o/

!y.

¥Jf;
F! Thousands of cubic metres of sawnwoodj including hard and soft woods. Figure for 1950 estimated

from data covering 64 per·cent of total.
s! Preliminary•
!J Semi-annual totals based upon a,tual reports for countries accounting for 83 per cent of rayon

production ..nd 88 per cent of wood-pulp production.
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production of' zinc exceeded thewar-t1me peak, copper production, though

still somewhat ahort of the war-t1:me peak, exceeded the pre-war level, whUe

lead production, haVing dropped back to 1949 rates in the second half of the

year, was still elightly below war-t1:me and pre-war levels. In the case of

tin, economies in plating make it unlikely that the demand will recover to

the pre-war level in the immediate future.

The United States is the largest single producer of~ raw materials.

Its 1950 cotton crop, even though lesa than the ten-year average, accounted

for more than. 40 per cent of' the world's supply (not including that of the

U3SR), while it also produced more than. 40 per cent of the sawn lumber and

wood-pulp, and 33 per cent of the rl:V0n.. Among the minerals, the 'United

States accounted for more than 90 per cent of world production of natural

sulphur and molybdenum; of cadmium, 81 per cent; aluminium, 50 per cent;

copper ores, 37 per cent; zinc orea, 31 per cent; lead oree, 26 per cent;

tungsten, 20 per cent; and antimony, 6 per cent.. In general, United States

production has accounted for a larger proportion of the total output of raw

materials throughout the poet-war period than. in pre-war years.. Its

increased in 1950 and 1951, and further expansion is under wl:V ..

Nevertheless, except for cotton, sawn softwood, eulphur and molybdenum,

induetrial processing of raw materials for domestic and export markets

generally requires more than the supplies produced internally; the country

relies entirely or largely on imports for its supply of tin, natural rubber

a.nd • United States demand for imports of raw materials is thus an

important factor and, in many cases, a decisive factor in world markets.Y
The course of demand for raw materials between 1949 and 1951 is

reflected in the indices of pr1ces in table 26. In 1949 there was a decline

in the consumption of raw materials and a liquidation of' stocke in the
•

United States. Even before the end of the year, however, there were signe of

re(~mre:r'V in United States demand, although in January 1950 pr1cee of all raw

mateJr1su.e were still at or the average 1949 level.. Increased

For a 11118cl18a110n of the of United States
markets see World Economic Rep'ort, 1950-51,
on Trade of the Raw Material BOom" ..
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The occasion for this price boom in raw material markets was the war

scare and the rearmament the outbreak of in

Korea" Market demand for materials originatiIJg largely in the Far East,

notably rubber and tin, also for wool, increased very greatly, and

prices soared" More generally, the unfolding of the defence plans of

United States and then of the United Kingdom and other :members of the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization gave rise to anticipatory buying of both

producer and consumer goode in ma..IJy parte of the world, particularly in the

Un!ted States and western Europe. In this development, purchases of raw

materials for inventory far outstripped all others.. Traders and producers

did not vait for rearmament orders. Expectations of such orders and of

increased consumer demand resulted in purchases to increase inventories, and

rising prices as well as expanding production induced further inventory

accumuJ.ation in anticipation of still higher prices" At the same time

purchases for strategic stockpiles continued to increase, accentuating the

rising trend in prices arid straining necessarily limited current supplies"

United States expenditures for stockpiling, which had declined substantially

in the first half of 1950, rose to the new high figure of $256 million in

the second half I and to $396 million in the first half of 1951.. New contract

commitments were al.most four times as high in the first half of 1951 as in

the preceding half-year"

These factors dominated the market until the end of the first quarter of

1951.. Then the free market quotations of most raw materials levelled off,

some (notably wool, tin and rubber) turning down immediately, others

(notably cotton and jute, lead and zinc) turning down somewhat later,

indicating that the speculative influences had run their course or overshot
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Table 26. Indices of Average Wholesale Prices of Selected commodities,~1949 to 1951

(1948 =: 100)

Commodity and 1950 quarters 1951 quarters
specification 1949 1950 1951 First Second Third Fourth First Second Third FOu.i'th

Copper:
Electrolytic, New York. 87 96 liO 83 91 102 liO liO liO liD liD
Electrolytic, London••• 100 134 166 li4 129 143 151 151 169 173 169
Wire barS, Italy••••••• 95 115 221 94 97 116 154 216 216 214 237 EJ

Zinc:
-prime western, New York 90 103 132 75 93 115 128 128 128 129 143

G.O.B., London••.••.••. liO 151 216 109 134 169 189 189 200 238 238

Lead:
-pfg, New york .••••••••• 85 73 97 64 63 74 92 94 94 94 105

Soft foreign, London ••• 108 liO 17° 98 95 III 139 142 161 181 182
Sheets, Netherlands •••• 95 96 163 79 14 106 126 168 161 158 165

Tin:
Grade A, New york•••••• 100 96 129 16 18 98 133 168 136 105 104

Standard, London••••••• liO 135 195 109 108 135 189 243 201 163 116
Refined, Belgium. 2./'.' . 100 109 148 83 81 110 155 186 150 123 134 ry

Aluminium:
Virgin ingot, New York. 108 112 120 108 109 III 120 120 120 120 120

Antimony:
106 120 EJJ:aI'tedo $ lil- Go " ill Ii III to 0 • lIP OIl .q, <II If e .. 19 119 18 10 16 91 114 120 120

Cadmium.:
Bars, New york •.••••••• 109 119 139. 109 III 120 135 139 139 139 139

Cobalt:
United States ••••••.••• 109 109 132 109 109 109 109 121 127 121 145

Nickel:
Electrolytic, US •••••.• 114 128 154 li4 123 131 138 144 150 161 161 EJ

Tungsten:
Ore, New york ••.•••.••• 85 101 251 15 14 99 155 266 248 246 246
Ore J Empire 65%, UK ~. 100 315 54 64 108 115 334 301 309 312 EJ

SuJ.phur:
Crude, US .••.•..•••.••• 100 105 100 100 100 120 111 li7 117 li7 EJ

SuJ.phuric acid:
United States •••••.••.• 109 li6 109 li4 114 121 129 129 129 129
Uni ted Kingdom••••• 96 104 94 105 105 113 li3 135 136 153



Table 26, continued

Commodi tyand

Rubber:
Natural RSS, New York •.
Synthetic GaS, US ••••••
No.1 RSS, UK•.•••.••••

80 187 277 87
100103 134 100

92 254 123

125 222
100 100
177 308

313
111
423

332
132
500

302 236 236
132 132 141
385 354 331

Abaca:
Manila fibres, New York 100 95 96 89 93 123 121 li2 100

Cotton:
Middling, US........... 93 107 123 94
American middling,

Liverpool............ 108 154 197 133

98 114

137 160

123

187

132

206

134 .108 119

224 185

Jute:
United King[om•••••••••
Pakistan £/ .

Rayon:
Viscose staple fibre ,US

105 119
100 76

99 100

119
129 78

111 97

121
82

97

115
75

101

118
70

106

173
106

111

237
179 118 li3

111 III III

Wool:
Greasy, Boston lj .
Scoured , London••....••

99 133 192 101
III 199 267 142

III 141 179
164 216 £/ 279

269
420

219 145 135
291 177 181

Wood-pulp:
Canadian, US .
Imported, UK•••••••••••

95
84

94 107
89 178

90
76

90
85

95
89

101
107

107
121

107 107 107
168 209 215 p./

Newsprint:
New york............... 102 103 113 102 102 102 106 108 108 118 li8

Source: United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics; United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Average Wholesale Prices and Index Numbers of Individ.ual Commodities. For some
yearly figures: Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics and Commodity Yearbook.
Prices in the United Kingiom for, non-ferrous metals are based on Ministry of Supply
quotations. Figures for cobalt taken from Iron Age, .for cadmium and tungsten (New York)
from American Metal Market and for tungsten (United K:1ng[om) from Records and Statistics,
Supplement to the Economist.

f!:.I In comparing early 1950 with average 1949 price quotations in the United Kingdom and other
European countries, it is necessary to take account of the fact that the p~ces of a
number of comm.odities were adjusted upward in national currency after the devaluationa of
September 1949.

E.I. Two months i average.
~ 1949" 100.
Y. One month i 13 average.
"f/. 1950:: 100.
fJ August to December 1948 ::: 100.
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their mark. The data on prices in the United States contained in table 26,

showing a levelling off in quotations by the first quarter of 1951, reflect

the price controle introduced in January 1951 and the inauguration of

centralized buying of rubber and tin.3J On the free market several prices

continued to weaken, but by the end of the year the prices of most raw

materials had become relatively stable.

Purchases for inventory purposes continued to support demand.

United States stockpiling also continued, although it was reduced or even

temporarily suspended for some items for which the supply situation remained

espec tally stringent. The United Kingdom, which had reduced its inventories

very considerably during 1950, had to replenish them in 1951~ It also began

to build up a strategic stockpile, expenditure on which in the fiscal year

1951/52 SUbstantially exceeded the budgeted figure of about $400 million.

Demand throughout 1951 thus continued to include inventory accumulation and

stockpiling, though it approached more closely actual immediate reqUirements

for increased processing than in the second half of 1950..!JJ
Although the price increases of 1950 and early 1951 promoted increased

production of' raw materials, the combination of demands ineVitably caused a

real stringency in supplies, with government, traders and processors of

various countries competing for contracts and deliveries. This resulted in

justifiable concern about the adequacy of supplies for anna.ment and civilian

3/ The Reconstruction Finance Corporation was given exclusive authority in
December 1950 to purchase rubber and in March 1951 to purchase tin. The
price of rubber continued to rise until February 1951 but the price of
tin declined rapidly, from $1.83 to $1.03 per pound. The policy of
centralized buying was undOUbtedly important in eliminating speculation
and consequently in giving effect to the united States price policy. An
order issued in February 1952 broUght to an end the agency's exclusive
purchasing authority in respect of the market to
traders over the period of a fe\-, months.

!±I Cf. table 4, shows the r1se in United States manufacturers!
inventories of goods in process.



production, as as about the consequence in the

United stater;;2/ and. western Europe.

Thi8 concern, on the of western European countrie

was the main motivation for the e of the International Materials

Conference early in 1951, with the function of studying the supply and. use

of materials and, the situation warranted., recommend.lng allocations

and. methods of conservation. In addition to a central group, the following

seven commodity committees were established between the end of February and

the end of April 1951, in the sequence ind.lcated: copper, lead and Zinc;

sulph:ur; cotton and cotton linters; tungsten and mol3'bdenum; manganese)l

nickel and cobalt; wool; pulp and. paper@ The countries participating in

the International Materl.ala Conference at the end of 1951 are shown in

table 27 e Of the materials coming under the terms of reference of these

seven groupe, allocationa by the end of 1951 had been recommended for the 6
follonng: copper, zinc, sulphur, nickel, cobalt, tungsten and. mOl3'bdenum,.§}

'21 In general, Un:!ted states policy wa 8 de signed to hold the price line on
imports as well as on domestic supplies. Because of their inability to
import raw materials at the controlled prices, United states producers
are reported to have increased their imports of fabricated metals from
Europe, despite the fact that European producers were paying more for
the raw materials. NotW:ithstanding this general price policY)l however,
certain increases in raw material prices were authorized in order to
reduce the losses of importers d.ue to higher world market prices, and
the production and import of materials in particularly tight supply
were encoumged by the offer of premium prices and long-term contracts.
At the same time, consideration of supply stringencies and. market
conditions again became a criterion in stockpiling policy. This was
reflected. in the selective red.uctiona in atockpile purchasing referred
to abOTe.

§! During the year several emergency allocations were recommended for
newsprint, and a technical report ws issued on the "utilization of
manganese, nickel, cobalt, tungsten and molybdenum",. Normal trade
arrangements were respected and., except in the case of tungsten, where
upper and. lower limits were agreed upon, no recommendations concerning
prices were made.



Table Materials Conference: Committee Membership

Central Copper- Cotton- Manganese- Pulp- Tungsten- Wool
Country !!:.! group Zinc- Cotton Nickel- Paper Sulphur Molyb-

Lead Linters Cobalt denum

Argentina••••••••• x
Australia •••• e 0 $ @ @ X X X X x
Austriaee.e.oQeae@ x
Belgium••••••••••• x x x x x x
Bolivia@@eeee0@@@@@ x

Brazil@ III @ @ e III I!!I e lID 0 eo @ @ X X X X X x
Canada"o <0 " /II III • e G • til e • e X X X X X X x
Chile.oeeeo.ee@ •••• x x
Cuba$0003ee@00ee@oo x
France.e.G.eeeoee@0 x x x x x x x x

Germany, x x x x x x x.
India CI 0 • 41 G It e eo • e @ @ • e X X X x
Italye ~ @ '* III It e e @ G llt (j) @ @ x x x x x x
Japan.eoso@0e@00@@@ x x
Mexico@&ellleeeeeeee. x x x

Netherlands•••••••• x
New Zealand•••••••• x x

@I e e • X X X x
Pero" ~ @ III <II G oll ... ·.. x x
Po .. !lI.~ 0 It 0 Gi> X

.. O@@l@/lIlI3@@@1E/ X

Sweden. ~ e II;'! . 41 III 0 e &> X X x
Sw.'itzerland•• x. O@\t'<9Ge0/B1@ X

Union of South Africa x x x
United Kingdom•• x x x x x x x x
United States ••.• . x x x x x x x x·.. x

of
.American States•• x

for
Economic

Co~operation. ·.. x

Total 10 12 13 11 14 16 13 11

Countries of organization total thirty.
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goods, rather than controls, appears, however, to have been the deciding

factor in the 1951 decrease in consumption, particuJ..a,rly in the Un!ted

statea, although the restrictive regulations undoubtedly eonserred

significant supplies of the more critical materials by shifting demand and

UBe to substitutes.. In general, the effect of the various national controls,

centralized purchasing and international allocat~on recommendations on the

supply and price of the materials concerned has tended to offset the preseure

from armament and stockpiling demands)!

Summary of Supply S1tuation

The available statistics show that, with few exceptions, rising

production of raw materials in 1950 proVided supplies approximately in

balance With or exceeding consumption, although consumption of most

materials had increased relatively much more sharply than their production.

In 1951, raw material production continued to expand and, in general,

appears to have outstripped consumption, even in the case of materials for

which 1950 output had been less than consumption.. Furthermore, the 1951

volume of consumption of some of the major materials was either about the

same as in 1950 or actually somewhat smaller.. The important callmodit1es in

which consumption exceeded output in 1950 were cotton, wool, sawn lumber and

pulp.;wood ..

Following the reaccumulat10n of inventories, cotton acreage in the

United states was reduced in 1950, and world output of cotton was far below

11 Among the commodities included in table 25, all the non-ferrous metals 
but none of the other minerals - were on the United states stockpile

at in 1951, as were natural rubber, extra long-staple cotton, and the
cordage fibres, abaca and sisaL Wool had been added to the list towards
the end of 1950, but its stockpiling ws suspended early in 1951.. Among
the stockpile items, wool and cotton were not affected by any of the
national restrictions, and the cordage fibres were affected only by
regulations to assure delivery of stockpile quotas. Among the metals,
all manganese chromite came under some national
restrictions. Natural rubber ws also subject to restrictions as to
use, which were relaxed at the end of April 1952. By the end of 1951,
only tho se raw that were stockpiled had come under any
national controls.
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the level of the precedi~ ;year@ Consumption of cotton in the ;year

to June 1951 increased substantially, the for the

first time and reducing stocks to a post-war low. of a shortage were

overcome, however, by the record post-war crop of 1951/52, along with a

forecast of reduced confmmption.

Although wool production has been rising since 1947/48, consumption

remained consistently higher than production until 1951, when a drop in

consumption permitted inventories to be replenished for the first time

since the end of the 'Wore 'While there has been a continuous decline in

wool consumption since the beginning of 1951, wool production is expected

to rise again in 1951/52.

Production of sawn lumber and pulp-wood, outside the Soviet Union, rose

sharply in 1950. The increase in lumber supplies supported a large expansion

of construction in the United states; in a number of European countries

residential construction w.s also expanded, while in others it was well

maintained. Lumber inventories vere drawn down in the United states, and

also in western Europe, particularly in the United. K~dom. Output continued

to expand in 1951, and inventories 'Were replenished in Europe as well as in

the United States.

The increased output of 'Wood-pulp permitted a large expansion of

consumption in 1950 and again in 1951, particularly in the United state8.

Inventories 'Were reduced in 1950 in the United Kingdom and in the United

states, but in 1951 supply exceeded consumption in the latter countr,y and.

also in Europe.

Production of natural rubber increased. rapid.ly in 1950, to more than

one and one-half times the p:re-w.r level. With production of synthetic

rubber added, the total supply 'WoS almost tWice the pre-war leveL During

the post-war years, production of natural rubber has exceeded conaumption,

prOViding the margin for large withdrawals to stockpiles. Output of natural

rubber continued to increase in 1951, notwithstand.ing a decline in

consumption and an exceptionally large increase in the output of synthetic

robber. Demand for nattl.l'al robber "to BUpport the high levels of output

attained in 1950 and 1951 is thus dependent UpO"l BUstained stockpiling.
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in the

western Europe @

also of a number

to ri se dU:t"1Ilg

various countries

in

to

the United ~:l1ngalom

of all the ml'l. 't,A11"'! a

inventories

United SmtEl

Bank and Economic

in the United states, where tax

contracts, direct loans /i.l
have provided effective

means purchase contracts, Export-Import

Administration the United states

of others is

amortization

loon s and gninc.B

is alao of raw material production in countries

pr,ochlci.ng for • A number European and British Commonwealth

countries bave also both at home and in oversea

in European countries is likely

in general to only quantities. Additional capacity

for increasing supplies of these raw materials is therefore assured, and

drive for expansion continues@

The inducements proVided by the United states Government have been

effective more immediately and to a much larger extent 1n expanding domestic

supplies than in expanding other countries' supplies for export, although

purchase contracts have also been placed for the latter" some extent

this may reflect the effectiveness of the tax &lortization proVisions which

apply to domestic investment" 'Development of capacity of production 1s,

nevertheless, also under way 1n a number of other countries, more especia~

in Africa, where it ia being promoted by the metropolitan countries

concerned, assisted in a number of cases by the Economic Cooperation

Administration.

The efforts to expand -prod.uction of raw materials are 1n line with the

purpose of maintaining or, in so far as feasible, increasing civilian SIlpp11.es

Up te the end of 1951, United states government loons for defence
production totalled $2,877 million, 24 per cent for aluminium expansion,
19 per cent for rubber, 9 per cent for copper, 31 cent
tools and ~7 per cent for other production fac11:1ties$



in the industrialized countries, 'Wh:l1e assu;ring f'ult'ilment of armament goals.

From the point of view of countries concerned With arrangements for expanding

their production for export, however, the long-term market prospects are a

serious limiting consideration and the risks involved are not eas1lJ'" overcome.

The countries engaged in supplying minerals and metals for export are,

generally, the under-developed countries whose domestic use of these materials

is negligible. Howver optimistieallJ'" their prospects may be vieved for

increasing the use of the minerals in home industries in the 1mmediately

foreseeable future, it unlikelJ'" that they can raise their total domestic

use to a substantial proportion of their current output. Their econadc

interest in expanding production of the materials lies, therefore, not in

increasing the supplies as such, but in increasing their meane of financing

imports of goods useful for improving domestic living standards or developing

domestic industries. The striking expansion under way in the United states

for a number of the raw materials foreahadows a further increase in the

proportion of United States output to the total output. Stockpiling,

necessarily temporary in character, has been providing substantial support

of the demand for many of these materials. Though distinguiahable from the

involuntary accumulation of stocks in the pre-war period, in the longer :ron

it nevertheless represents a supply which may reappear on the market. Nor

does rearmament provide assurance of continued increase in demand. The

hazards of a decline both in the volume of demand and in price IS are not

easily set aside for the materials in que since they have been

/ notoriously subject to fluctuations in the past. Moreover, the

of a in is not evenly distributed, but often bears

........"'\.'1 .... on particular sources of supp~ imports uau.ally being more

reduced than domestic

in 1949, although total production of copper declined relatively
, Chilean production of copper wa s and production in

..,"'..l.5.......... C01lQQ also copper in
NQrtJ'le:l"l"l Rhodesia increased case of output

as a re of in reR~,,,'r"I""'D

in production ....",,"'.J. ......."" ....
and a the C011Ul1~ri

leeser extent in ~,~v..~aia.
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World procluetion copper are and of copper rose above the pre-

war level for first time in 1950, increa per cent or more over

1949. The United states increased its output of per cent

over 1949, accotmting for 135,000 tone of the 000 increase in world

au.pplies. Northern Rhodesia and the Congo - now more

producers of copper before the war - with and Cal:l8cla

whose 1950 output of copper also exceeded the 1)l"l:l-1irar

contributed the significant over Chile is

still the second largest producer, proViding about one-sixth

its output rema.ined below the pre-war level and did not increase in 1950,

despite a Tery substan:tia1 rise in the second of the yea.r"

At the beginning of 1950, copper inventories were ,

in the Un!ted State/i!l were to l"l:lduce their s'tloclrs.

the scramble for

may be seen in table total

increased output, became ex,ceedl~~1JI

metals :bl t.b.e second half of year",
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Table 28@ Worl~ Supply and Consumption of Selected Non-ferrous Metals, 1950 and 1951

(Thousands of metric tons)

1950 1951, first half
Supply 1iI Consump- Apparent Supply bl Consump- Apparent

tion £I decrease (-) - tion £I decrease (-)
or increase or increase
in stocks in stocks

Copper:
World total••••••• 2,537 2,539 - 2 1,308 1,275 33

United States@ ••••••••• 1,391 1,248 143 631 609 22
Other countries •••••••• 1,146 1,291 -145 677 666 11

Zinc:
World total ••••••• 820 1,850 - 30 951 899 52

United States•••••••••• 960 920 4D 454 431 23
Other countries •••••••• 860 930 - 70 497 468 29

Lead:
World total ••••••• 1,674 1,560 114 786 776 10

United states•••••••••• 920 790 130 322 354 - 32
Other countries •••••••• 754 770 - 16 464 422 42

Tin:
World total ••••••• 175 155 20 85 71 14

United States •.•••••••• 115 40 36 .30 6
Other countries •••••••• 60 00 -20 49 41 8

Source: For copper, lead and zinc, 1950 data from Economic Cooperation Administration,
Non-ferrous Metals Branch, World Production and Consum tion Data on Aluminum Co er Lead
and Zinc, 1948, 1949 and 11950 Washington, D.C., March 1951 ; estimates for. 951 on basis
of data from American Bureau of Metal Statistics, British Bureau of Non-ferrous Metal
Statistics and United States Bureau of Mines; for tin, data from International Tin Study
Group and United States census.

Not including the Soviet Union, eastern Europe and China.
Total production. The figure for the United States comprises production plus net
imports; for "other countries ll it comprises residual production. World supply figures
differ from production figures in table 25 in two ways: (1) the exclusion of eastern
Europe as well as the Soviet Union; and (2) the compiling of production figures on a
basis designed to be comparable with the consumption figures for each country, thereby
including certain amounts of production from scrap or secondary production in some
countries. The latter is most important in the case of the copper figures for the
United States.
Generally on the basis of deliveries to consuming industries; the figures therefore
include net changes in consumers I inventories of purchased materials and goods in
process.
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Elsewhere, new declined in

behind more

primarily a measure of the stringency western European coun'tr:iei3.

where inventories of refined copper vere sharply reduced, concern

not only over rising prices but over the adequacy of supplies for essential

production.

With armament demands increasing, copper remained in tight in

1951, occasioning progressive limitations on civilian use in the United

states, the United Kingdom and countries of western Europe. Each of the major

sources - the Belgian Congo, Canada, Chile, Northern Rhodesia and the

Unlted state J;EJ - produced more copper in 1951 than in 1950 @ The aggregate

increase, however, was only 5 per cent, compared. with the 10 per cent

increase in 1950, and it would appear that substantial advances can no

longer be achieved without expanding facilities. In Chile, for example,

the surface deposita of oxide ores are being depleted, the deeper oJride

ores are of poor quality,and a sustained. substantial increase in output,

111 WeStern European countries rely on secondary production for a large
proportion of their supplies of copper and other non-ferrous metals.
Most of the countries produce some secondary copper from scrap, and
a number of them produce substantial quantities, notably the United
KlngdOIll and Belgium, which receive the primary copper output of Northern
Rhodesia and the Belgian Congo for fabrication and, as a consequence
of the processing obtain large quantities of scrap for secondary
production of refined copper.

W In the summer of 1951, output of primary copper was reduced by a
strike for higher pay in the ameltera and refineries.. Releases from
stockpile to consumers totalling about 50,000 metric tons of refined
copper, were authorized during the second half of the year.



a conB1derable shift to sulphide ONS,

of plant for treatment.

O:'''''l:'.I:'..II....''''S .of

second half of

than the output of

in process of tlrod111cil;iclU

in the first half of

the average 1950

in the vu......""'u. states was actually slightlJr 1eeein 1951

the reduced output of consu:mer du.rablee

the decline in 81though the total output of metal products

in(~rE~at:lln(:t, aa a reault of increased armament production. As inventories

consuming industries had risen sharplJr ~n the

new a of metal could much more

products .'13./ Moreover, the curtai1.ment of stockpiling

pre ssure on supplies. Refiner,r stocke in the United

states in the first half of 1951, and by the end of October exceeded

the level at the beginning of 1948. There we also a net addition to

s outside the United States, with stocks replenished in the

vU.1. ,",o'u. !\..~ne~om and 8 of continential Eu:roJ;le

SUbstantial increase in the co:pper 113 expected in 1952 and 1953

cOlat:lmtlIlIg O .....1:"".u~,...uu of capac in United states,

where contracts and tax amortization privileges authorized

up to the end of the third of 1951 were expected to re in new

s an annual addition of more than 125,000 metric tons of

on 8 on c use of cop:per were in effect
the first half of 1951, and in some part to the

decline in In the fourth of 1951, use of copper
in consumer in the United. States was limited. to 54 per cent
of the 1950 level. In the United Kingd..om, it 'WaS similarly limited.
to certain percentages of the high level in the first half of 1950,
from 85 per cent downward., in accordance With a classification
e use. Toward.s the end of' the the members O'f the
Organization for European Economic Co-operation adopted a uniform
list of' 200 8 for which use of copper (or copper
containing per cent or more of co:pper) was J:!... vu.... u .... '-",,\.L.,

to in case of or pr,odl1c1:;j



states "'ll.Jf:J.l:J.lL.!.'=lS were further l::Hl"'LU~'C'U. for

27 cents per cents above the

United states to

United states of 80 per cent of the of" the mines.

was set 'With the object of indue an of OU"t-P1.,.t.

The United Kingdom has in

ex~ected to raise annual output 75,000 tons

Congo a further increa se of 000 tons is

a new smelter is to raise New

copper ore deposits are aloo

Zinc-
output of primary zinc exceeded pre-war increased

considerably in 1949, when demand exceeded the

war peak. Ore output increased more than 10 per cent in over

and metal output by 8 per cent. The of in

1951, though at a slower rate, because of a in the of

Mexican ores following a new attained in 1950.

Zinc mining is more Widespread than copper mining among ind..ustrlalized

countries. Secondary production - from scrap and waste - also proVides

SUbstantial quantities of zinc in industrialized countries. The United..

states, which accounts for more than 40 per cent of "World output

zinc (not including that of the USSR) is also the largest importer.

the under-developed countries, the Belgian Congo, Mexico

significant amounts of ore, while MeXico, and to a lesser extent Nnrt.l'lfll""rl

Rhodesia, prOVide primary zinc. Practically all the prod..ucing

countries Shared in the 1950 expansion of zinc output, though the increase

"WaS particularly striking in western Germany and Japan.

Production of primary zinc outstripped consumption in 1948, and ~,~~u

in 1949 by the very substantial margin of about 200,000 metric

resulting in corresponding inventory accumulation at "Works.

Inventories of consuming industries also increased, in the

United States. In 1950, however, the expanded output fell Short of

consumption, as indicated in table 28. The state for
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70 ,000

inventorie B fell

increased OU11:;])Ult and net

more

to stocks. There were,

wl·thcl!'l!l~wl.a for st(~c]rpj.l.e,

in the Unite,d

about vas

J.aJ:,ge'r than the accumulation in 1949, 80 that zinc vas

in a number of European countries. In the United Kingdom, although

and consumption of zinc increased in 1950, and

of' the rise in

to a net

sub

B at vorks vere

tons - to less than tons - vhile

an even thus

states. Elsewhere, the on

COlt'l.Simllltlon of .......·1 ..."'......,. zinc ws stocks of ...."..~_'.'l"V zinc declined.

weretoSince

of vas above the average 1950

about half the increase going into

Co:nB1Iml]~t:l~on waa more than 25,000 tons

as a result of a in United states

over

of z inc in the

rate rather more than 4 per

states

from the 1950

reliuc:ed from the the new supply was adequate to replenish

commercial stocks somewhat. In the first half of 1951, there vas a small

increase in stocks at works in the United states, and further

additions were mad-e dUring the summer. United- Kingdom stockl!'! continued to

decline in the first half of 1951 but began to rise again in the summer months.

case the reflects the
decline in the for and of consumer durables. The
United States moved progre from allocation of a minimum

of to defence ordera, to a 70 per cent
limitation on use of high-grade zinc in non-defence consumption,

additional restrictions on end uses, and
allocations under the Plan. In

the United Kl·ng(10Dl. civilian after October was
on the average, to 80 per cent of the zinc

the nine of while in Nfff',,,,,,r,,,,,,. 1951 1ts
use was 'Proh:1b:Lteld in a number of items.
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to result in new will

of zinc per per cent of the

cOl1ni~r:i.ea have that are able

J1.LPl::l.Ill6l.on pr,oglmJltlll:le B under

in the next

level of ou4t;pu.t

zinc

amortization authorizl~tj

the

another 000 tons to the their 1"1"1,...1".'''''''''
contributions are expected from we

where a new zinc is scheduled to come into n:l:'iodl!1c1~:i in

Greece ana Sweaen.

Rhod.e aia but the

in "T\''''"""'l'!"o i

Smaller but significant additions are in France,

The Unitea Kingaom is expanaing ore prod.uct:1on in

aad.itional capacity for refining la not schedulea to

the end. of 1953.

Secondary proauction plays a larger role in proViding lead supplies than

it aoes in the case of the other major non-ferrous metals, ana, in the post

'War perloa, the proportion of the total BO proaucea -has increased. Moreover,

the demand for primary lead in post-war years has been held back more than

that for cop:per or Zinc, apparently by the availability of substitutes,

particularly for pigments.

Output of primary leaa, outsid.e the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

first approached the pre-war level in 1950 and continued at about the same

rate in the first ;half of 1951, but dropped by about 9 per cent to the 1949

level in the second half of the year. The United States stockpile gained

from the e:x.cesa of production over consumption during 191£ and 1949 - in

the latter year the surplus was no lese than 325,000 tons - and althOUgh

the lead stockpile objective was increased on several occasions it lias

achieved each time. In 1950 commercial inventories indicated. a substantial

surplus in the United States, and an ample supply in other countries.

Although consumption increa sed sharply in 1950, the output of lead exceeded

it by more than 100,000 tons. Transfers to the United. States stockpile,

a:pparently less than in 1949, were nevertheless large enough to result in

reduced commercial inventories. ElseWhere there was also a small net
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countries are, for the most
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The United states 113 the largest producer, accounting in 1950

more than one-fourth of the total of ore outside the Soviet Union,

and one-third of the metal The countries of

per cent of the ore and more than one-we stern Eu:roJ;le

fifth Australia about

one-fourth of the total ore and a lesser proportion of the metal,

countries in America and contributed

of the ore and one-fifth of the somewhat larger
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While Peru
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, it 'WaS
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one or the few items in the in which

have been Nevertheless, purchase and tax

amortization privileges have been authorized in the United states, and the

resultant facilities are expected to yield an additional 32,000 metric tons

or lead per . A number of European cO'lmtries have indicated ability to

expand output several thousand tons, and western Ge~ substantially

more. United Kingdom has reported measures to develop 'DrC)Quc't:l

from a new deposit in Nigeria, to yield about 15,000 tons a year after 1953.

Tin

Tinproouction has not regained the 1937 level and, as already noted,

technological develo~nts have seriously reduced demnd. In 1950, when

ore production reached a poet-war peak, Malaya and Indonesia, accounting

for more than half the vorld total, produced leee than the high 1937 output,

though more than in succeeding pre-var years. BoliVia, the next largest

producer, provided more than its pre-var output, and the Belgian Congo

contributed almost two-thirds more than in 1937. Nigeria, Thailand and a

number of ema.ller producers, however, contributed much lees tban before

the var.

Tin :metal output aleo reached its post-var peak in 1950. The expansion

in Malaya, the only large producer of ore that also produces the primry

metal, vas offset by a decline in the United states and the United Kingdom.,

the next largest producers. In 1951, the production or ore and matal

dec lined to below the 1949 leve1.

Since 1947, annual output of tin has exceeded consumption by between

10 and 40 per cent, and in spite of substantial withdravals for stockpiling,

commercial stocks exceeded 100,000 tons at the beginning of 1951, about

65,000 tons being in the hands of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and

consuners in the United statea. Even the reduced productioh in the first

half of 1951 vas running further ahead or consumption than in 1950 since

consumption had been sharply curtailed in the United states and had only

slightly increased elsewhere. In the second half of the year, production



was in surplus though it bad declined ra.ther more than. consumption.

Although Uhited states stockpiling continued until November 1951,

tin imports, bad risen steadi1J" from. lese than 5,000 tons a month

in 1941 to more than 9,000 tons a month in 1950, dropped back below the

5,000-ton level in 1951 and to" less than 3,000 tons in the last two months

of' the

In marked contra.st to those of other non-ferrous metals, poet-war.
production and use of aluminium been wry much larger than pre-war.

In 1950, world output ofpriJm..ry aluminium (not including tbat of' the

USSR) reached a post-.w.r record of almost 1.3 :million metric tons, more

than twice the pre-war lewl, tl1ougb. Bubstant~lly below the war-tima peak.

The Uhited states, though reSPonsible for moet of the increase and

producing fully the 1950 output, bas also been a net importer of

and with net imports exceeding 234,000 tons, absorbed over

of the amount produced in 1950. Canada, accounting for 28

per cent of' the 1950 production, is the major source of aluminium.

exports, 15 per of its output. Production of'

aluminium in western Europe was less than. 20 per cent of the

world total in 1950, and, though rising, was below the pre-war lewl;

larger secondary output, however, ra.ised total supplies above the

pre -war leve1.

The large war-tima of aluminium capac!ty in the Un!ted States

and in Canada was occasioned by the demands of the Allied :military a!rcra.ft

programmes. demand was lower, but was maintained well

above pre-war and bas been rising reason of' the increasing production of'

both and aircraft the expanded use of alum1rtium. in a

"""' ..."'1"'........ of' civilian in the states. the

.. 11'!!'A"',+. or aircm.ft dema.nd has again

first remain above

pre-war

countries most d.i:rec~tlY ",-.p-l",,,,,,-I',,,,I"I

and the Kingdom, the two

a:rma.ment for have



restrictions on oivilian co:nS1iIMl)t:'l.on

continues to be Bul)st;!tuu~a for other metals in the uses

United states has been more conce:rned about ::l.mmediate

than about long-range import plana, placing its reliance upon expansion of

domestic capacity - already well under way - to meet .lO:wr'-rfLD&re

requirements. At the end of 1950 operating capacity was rated at ",.OJ<J .......

750,000 :metric tons per year, and plans had been announced for an additional

678,000 tons (including the reactivation of plants regarded as

sub-economic). This allow for a considerable increase in consumption

over the 731,000 metric tons of priJn9.ry metal (820,000 tons gross) recorded

in 1950. Nevertheless, plana for expansion of industry

had grown to such an extent that by the third quarter of 1951 it was being

suggested that a further increase in capacity (of 250,000 tons)

was likely to be authorized. The target specified by the Director of

Defense Mobilization in his second report, in July 1951, was linearly one

and a half million tons a yea:r ••. roughly double the capacity at the

beginning of the defence programme". The industry was granted top priority

for structural steel and by the third quarter of 1952 United states output

is expected "to be adequate for both defence and civilian requirements II •

Meantime, the stockpiling progra.mme for aluminium. has been curtailed.

British domestic refining capacity is only 30,000 metric tons, whereas

consumption has been running at 250,000 tons to 300,000 tons. In 1949

gross production (including secondary) was about 107,000 tons, but with

the post-WI' supplies of alWllin1um so:rap steadily diminishing, output has

tended to decline. In December 1950 restrictions were introduced to limit

consumption, and at the sa.:me time a contract was concluded with Canad:lAn

producers, assuring the delivery in 1951 of 220,000 tons and of a somewhat

121 Representatives of the United statea copper industry have opposed.
gove:rn:ment promotion of aluminium. as a substitute for copper in
wire cable and other products, claiming that, as a result of the
expansion of copper supply under way, copper is likely to be more
plentiful than aluminium. by 1954.
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lArger volume in subsequent years. 16/ Another source of aluminium available

to the Umted Kingdom. is Norway, which has been supplying about 15,000

tons a year, an amount tbat is not liImly to increase until 1954, 'When a DeW

40,000-ton ref1.nery is scheduled to come into operation.

The major aluminium-producing countries, the United states and Canada,

aDd also the United Kingdom, depend upon external sources of supply for most

or all of their bauxite requirements. World output of bauD.te in 1950, at

about 7.5 million metric to:cs, was twice the pre-war leTel, but little more

than half the war..time peak. The very large increases in output contributed

by UIlder-developed countries, ];larticularly Surinam, British Guiana aDd

Indonesia, raised their total output to almost 'two-thirds of the 'World total

(not including the USSR) compared to one -fourth before the war. 'The Un! ted

States accounted for the remainder of the increase over pre-war. :Bauxite is

stockpiled in the United States, but is not subject to a~ controls. World

supply is lArge and capable of fairly rapid expansion, the latest deposits

to be eXploited being in Jamica and Sarawak.

All of the other metals included in table 25 are stockpiled in the

United States. In March 1951 a committee of the International Materials

Conference was established to cons ider allocations for manganese, nicIml

and cobalt, and another for tungsten and molybdenum. Each of these metals

has specific preferred uses, but substitution is possible for various uses

among the metals in each group and betwen these metals and others, some of

which are not included in the table.

Manganese is used in practically all steel, the proportion being varied

to give greater strength, hardness, toughness or ductility. Demand is

enhanced miltary requirements for high mangamsesteels. Since 1948,

J aIl1ual7 1952, part of this was bartered with the United States
United Kingdom agreement 'With Canada involved the
the ;years 1951 to 1953 of a1uminium offered

to the United States, the financing of a new 100,000-ton in
Columbia designed to producing in 1954 and

expansion.



the Soviet has been in 1949, it

exceeded the war and in 1950 it regained the pre -war level of 1937. The

expansion of output has been largest in India and the Union of South Africa,

but other iraportant producers, the Gold Coos t, :Brazil and French Morocco,

have also contributed. Reduction of exports from the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics affected the United States in partiCUlar, but the loss

has been more than offset by United States imports from other sources. No

international allocation recommendations have been made for :manganese, nor

is it nationally restricted as to inventories or use.

In several countries, nickal is subject to limitations on inventory and

to restrictions as to use, as is cobalt, though not to the saJIIe extent.

Columbite and tantalite, two lesser alloys used in heat-resistant steel, are

stockpiled in the United States and are subject to the sane restrictions as

cobalt. Neither chromium nor cadmium, on the other hand, Is allocated

internationally or restricted as to use.

Nickal and cobalt have many p:J;"operties in common and are used for the

production of heat-resistant'steel, which is in heavy demnd for jet aircraft

in the United States and the United Kingdom. Cobalt is also used for

production of mgnetic steel, for which there is expanding demnd in the

elect:-onics field. Chromium, like nickal, is used in heat-resistant steel

and for plating, and cadmium has come into increasing use for plating.

Outside the Soviet Union about 95 1l6r cent of world supply of nickel was

provided by Canada in 1950. More than 90 per cent of nickel deliveries

were consURed in canada, the United Kingdom and the United states. Almost

all the rest of the Dicml supply is produced in New Caledonia. Total output

has changed 11ttle since 1948; in 1950 it 'WaS somewhat higher than pre -war

though well below the war-tine 1l6ak. Canadian deliveries increased sharply

in 1950, howver, and Canadian production, at 112,000 metric tons in 1950, is

expected to have increased by 5 per cent in 1951 and to 150,000 tons by 1953.

The only other large source for augnenting nickel supply is Cuba, where

production recommenced early in 1952, to add about 10 per cent to the world

supply. The New caledonia mines are eX1l6cted to increase output considerably

during 1952, regaining the :P8ak war-time rete of 10,000 tons a year. Slight
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increases are provided the United States and Norway also.

The and use of cobalt have been eXplnding rapidly during the

period, supported by the ez:pa.nsion of mining in Africa, aided

the Economic Cooperation Administration. Total output in 1950,

at 7 metric tons, 'Was 20 per cent higher than in 1949, more than double

the pre-'War and very much larger than the wa.r peak. An increasing

has been the Belgian Congo, which accounted for three-

fourths total production in 1950. The United States, producing less than

5 per cent of the about 25 per cent in the early post-'War

years, am in 1950 more than per cent, the total. mrwo new mines are

cted to increase the ISmll United States output d:xfo1d in 1952. Western

Europe has very litt1e ooOOli:; of i t8 own but is a Dei:; exporter as a consequence

the supply by the Belgian i 1:;s are expected to

increase as a result of the considerable expansion of production planned in

the Belgian Congo. Smaller increases are expected in the output of Northern

Rhodesia and French Morocco.

Production of chromium surpassed the 'War peak in 1948 and has since been

the output of 800,000 :IlBtric tons in 1950 was one-third higher

than the war The increases were contributed the mjor producers,

Southern Rhodesia, and the Union of South Africa, with SO:llB increase

also from Yugoslavia in 1950. The indications are that production in the

first of 1951 was about the sam as in the second half of 1950, higher

than the average rate in 1950. An Economic Cooperation Administration loon

to in is designed to facilitate further

increase in there •

World production of cadm:l.um has been climbing and, at more than 5,000

:IlBtric tons in 1950, was above the war and two-thirds above pre-war.

Unlike the other" mtals with which it my be grouped as sUbstitutes, cadmium

is almost in countries, since it is a

zinc • As a result of te , the

amount of cadmium recovered has been increas faster than the amount of

zinc slIelted @ United States has been aided further an increase

in the cadm:l.om content of the zinc ores smelted. In 1950, the United States

accounted for per cent of the total cadmium , wi th less

than half of the zinc. Production of however has also been



in

to be

in a number of' countries

'"'v,.......... Africa, a new source

tons in

to ne1:thelr ll:ltermLtiiom.l

of' its

above war-time though not 1nICrE~f;iI:ig, is also AT11ln1M".l'Ild

Antimony is used in , in which it may be a "'l1·h""I-.i~r.n+·.<'ll

or lead. It is itself' other substitutss, and TlnII'lT•••Wl'll:1'"

loss

1nc:re,a,s:l.ng in a nWIl.be:r

production nas been below pre-war ...."" .• "" .....

amount f'or:merly exported China,

remained below earlier Bolivia's

1950 .. 8,800 II:I8trlc tons - than in , it COlltinuE~d

producer. However, the of' t:b.&- Union

supply in post-w.r , rose to 8,300 'l!IIO>'1':'I"1'I"

double that of' the preceding • Antillll::my

allocation nor restrictions on inventories or use.

Although vam.dium is used extensively in tool it

is SUbject neither to intermLtioIlal allocation nor to restrictions as to

use. 'rungsten and molybdenum. likewise are of in produciI:ig

high-speed cutting tools. The use of molybdenum w.s established before the

Second World War, am SUbstantially expanded duriI:ig the war &1:1 now,

tungsten supplies from the China mainland were not available the Un!ted

States and to western Europe. China is by far the largest producer of

tungsten; in 1948, its output of ore ws more than 10 per cent of the total

output recorded in table 25 (which does not include Ch1m). The output of

other countries has remained somefwhat below the pre-war level and less

half the war peak. 'rhe second largest producer, the United states, has

maintained production at about 2,300 metric tons, am Portugal in 1950
increased its output to almost the same level. There is no single large

source of tungsten supplies outs~de the mainland of . Accordingly, in

view of the marked shortage, every promising source even of relatively small

additional quantities is being explored. The output of tungsten in the United

States is expected to be increased by the exploitation of deposits in Montam,

and the production of additional supplies is being promoted the United

States, by means of purchase contracts and by Export-Import Bank loans or

Economic Cooperation Administration aid in Argentim, Bolivia, Peru, Portugal,
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S-pain and Thailand. France and the United Kingdom also expect to increase

output at home and in their oversea territories. The Ma:wchi mine in Burma

is expected to resume production.

Output of molybdenum, which had declined a.fter 1947, rose to a new

post-war high in 1950, exceeding 14,000 metric tons. United States production

in 1950, accounting for over 90 per cent of the world total, was more than

one -fourth higher than. in 1949. output in that country has exceeded

consumption throughout the post-war period, while net exports were increasing

and w.r-time stocks were being gradually reduced. By the end of 1950,

producen t stocJm in the United states bad been reduced to little more than

4,000 tons, apparently as a result of large withdrawals for stockpiling. In

the first half of 1951, production increased further, by 18 per cent over the

average 1950 rate, and exports "Ware reduced somewhat, production ba.lancing

with higher dOJmstic consumption and lower .net exports. Government supported

development to eXJ;li9.nd output by an additional 4,000 tons per year - about

one-fourth of the 1951 production rete - is designed to provide increased

domestic supplies and continued exports. Chile, the only other supplier of

significant quantities of molybdenum, also increased output in 1951.

Both tungsten and molybdenum are internationally allocated by a committee

of the International Materials Conference and nationally restricted as to use.

They are the only two minor metals allocated under the United States Controlled

Materials Plan. The allocation.and restriction on uses of molybdenum result

from the shortage tungsten. The expansion of supplies of both tungsten and

molybdenum was reflected in the somewhat larger IMC allocations recomm:u::tded

for the first 1952 compared with those of the third quarter

1951.

In

acid and of' the mterials for its mnuf'acture,

ex:pm1d:l..ng to DeW high levels in recent years.

.,. ...... .J::'A................ acid and the raw for



manufacture in countries

inl~1'E~a.t::ed 11 cent over the

eastern "fl:l]'M'I'lA and China,

about two-

thirds than in . A increase 'WaS indicated

increase in United states over overshadows all otlbel~S

of Canada, Japan, the

Un!ted RT.$'l.T",,~ and various of Europe - increased their output in

1950 with the sole exception of the United Kingdom, also in the first

half 1951. Only in western Germany 'WaS production still the -war

level.

the acid nanufactured the continental countries

of western Europe is produced from local writes. Italy's supply of native

"' ....Lj;AL....... is considerable in proportion to its output of pyritea, and .,Hl];lWl

which has become the world Ws 1a1"gest producer of pyritea, also produces

native sulphur. United States output of native sulphur, however, at 5,216,000

metric tons in 1950, accounted for more than 90 per cent of the supply.

United States supplies of sulphur far outrun domestic consumption, and exports,

which had been increasing in the post-war years l' ,exceeded 1.5 million tons in

1950. Because of the demands of the rearnament progra.'llll:Ve l' however, exports

in the first haJ.:r of 1951 fell to an annual rate not much more than 1.2 million

tons.

The sulphUric acid industry of the United Kingdom, unlike that of the rest

of Europe, is largely dependent on the use of native SUlphur, not pyrites.

Before the more than half of its sulphuric acid output had been

manufactured from pyrites, but during the war it became necessary to expand

plant facilities for processing native sulphur available from the United states.

The shift to native sulphur has apparently continued, production of sulphuric

acid from pyrites providing only one-sixth of the United Kingdom total in 1950,

little nora than half the pre -war volume. Accordingly, the United Kingdom

is dependent on United States supplies of native sulphur, and when its imports

of sulphur declined sharply in the second half of 1950, a rationing system was

instituted, effective in January 1951. The main result was to reduce output of

superphosphate fertilizer; production in the rayon industry and other consuming

industrias was not adversely affected as was at one time feared. During the

first six months of 1951, Un!ted Kingdom imports of sulphur from the Un!tad
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states were more than 240,000 tons, compared with a semi-annual average of

,000 tons in 1950, allowing stocks to be replenished. Import alloootions

the United Kingdom totalled 206,000 tons in the second half of 1951 and

188,000 tons in the first half of 1952.

United states to a number of other countries 'Were reduced in the

first of 1951, total exports declining by a.bout 20 per cent. The result

of this 'WaS a restriction of sulphuric acid and fertilizer production

in Argentina, ::BraZil, India and New zealand.ll! The im.port allocations

recoXllJOOnded by the International Materials Conference for the second half' of

1951 provided for a substantial increase in supplies to Brazil and India J

though far from sufficient to raise the year'lS total im.ports to the 1950 level.

RecoI!Jlllended allocations for the first half of 1952 showed a further increa.se.

United States commitments to maintain exports to recipients of'IMC

allotments resulted in an order limiting domestic use of SUlphur, effective

1 November 1951. Under this order the use of sulphur was limited to 90 per

cent of' the 1950 rate for consmmrs of SUlphuric acid ,W other than specified

essential users. Because exemptions, and the possibility of conservation

a.nd substitution, it is expected that production of' end products will not

be reduced below the 1950 level.

Large -scale expa.ns ion of sulphur mining 1s planned or under way in the

Uni ted States. Though some projects yielded increased supplies in 1951, most

of the new development is scheduled to come imo production in 1952 and 1953,

and the resulting increases in output my be partly offset by depletion of

older mines. On '9. much snaller scale, recovery of SUlphur from oilfields,

waste refinery gases, and copper 'Wastes, is being increa.sed in the United

states as well as in the United Kingdom and Ca.nad.a. In 1952 Mexico expects

Curtail1rent of rayon and insecticide production as a result of sulphur
shortages has been report.ed from Brazil. India's imports of SUlphur
fl'om all sources declined from a monthly average of 4 ,800 tons in 1950
to 11ttle more ttJ.8.l1 3,000 per month in the first half of 1951, wen
sulphuric acid output fell below the 1949 production rate and 11 per cent
below too 1950 rate.

Carbon bisulphide, important for tilE> production rayon and of cellulose
film, was included 112 the original order but 'WaS exempted 1n a modifying
order issued in December.
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of categories,

in years so that,

'."Jl-llLl'U, output
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whereas demand ran ahead of l:>M,kI.I:'JL.l.<::l

exceeded in the years

in the latter year at million tons (not that of the USSR and

was almost 8 cent preceding year I s and 60 per cent

above the pre -war leveL As my be Been from 29, Europe, the United

States, , Austl'alia and New Zealand account for 96 per cent. of

the output and 93 per cent the consumption of these fertilizers. Although

the under-developed countries of Asia and the Far East, Africa and Latin

America have doubled their consumption since before the war, they accounted

in 1950/51 for little :more than 400,000 of the almost 5 million ton

increase in consumption over pre-war and for only 41,000 of the 1.2 million

ton increase over 1949/50. Their producti~n in 1950/51 was only 17 per cent

above pre-lmr, providing about three-fifths of the amount they consumed.

According to estimates by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, the totalsuppl:Y of these fertilizers will increase again

in the year 1951/52, but the gain is likely to be smil, eXplnsion in

production of nitrogen and potash being offset by reduced supplies of

phosphates. United States output of phosphate fertilizers is expected to

drop, and smller Un!ted States erports of SUlphur are likely to reduce the

fertilizer supplies of countries relying largely on this type of fertilizer

and dependent upon imported sulphur for its production. The phosphate

supplies of BraZil, India, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, already

adversely affected, are expected by the Food and Agriculture Organization to

be further reduced in the year 1951/52. Australia and New Zealand depend upon

imported sulphur for their production of phosphates, which comprise al:most

all the commercial fertilizer:s~ used in these countries. A number of smaller

t!l/ July to Jure.
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Table 29. Production and Consumption of Commercial Fertilizers, by Region
1938, 1949/50 and 1950/51

(Thousands of metric tons)

1949/50 aj 1950/51 g1938
Region Pro- Con- Pro- Con- Pro- Con-

duction sumption duction sumption duction sumption

I'lorld total EJ•••• 8,764 8,782 12,896 12,494 13,912 13,691

EuroJ)e ~ .. t1 e " • l/lI • eo. II 111 " " (II @ 6,262 5,7S2 7,0134 6,413 7,847 6,932
~'!estern Europe ••••••. 4,221 4,047 5,611 5,181 6,140 5,569

United states and Canada 1,223 1,445 4,236 4,024 4,312 4,504
United States •••••••• 1,1413 1,378 3,977 3,1324 4,052 4,304

Asia. III & e • $ •••• flo ,. • § III .. @l 0 II 698 945 644 1,026 763 1,125
J apan. 9 • fJI .. e e .. G ... II II .. " • 562 6139 613 656 717 801

Australia and New Zealand 239 358 478 505 400 517

Latin America ••••••••••• 282 68 342 226 381 281

Africa.@ •• @.oe •••••••• ee 55 184 112 300 128 332

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Yearbook of Food and
Agricultural Statistics, 1950 and World Report on Production and Consumption of
Fertilizers, 15 Au~st 1951.

~/ Crop years, July to June.

~/ Not including the Soviet Union and China.
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are also expected to have supplies, but

DBy be increased production of orga:n1c

Consumption rubber has risen to more than double the pre-war level,

increasing in 1950 by more than ore -fifth over 1949. Nevertheless, produ~tion

continued to outrun consumption, and large quantities of natural rubber were

carried over into stocks, as table 30 shows. Throughout the post-war yean>,

the supply of natural rubber has been supplemented by a large output of

synthetic rubber in the Urn ted States, which increased in 1950 and again in

1951, when the year~s total equalled the 1944 high. Since the restoration

of production in ltIalaya and Indonesia, moreover, world output of naturel

rubber has been well above the pre-war level. In 1950 production increased

by one-fourth over 1949, exceeding by 50 per cent the pre -war level, and in

the firs't half of 1951 a newall-time high was attained.

Produc'tion in Malaya and in Indo:resia, about equal in volu:me in 1950,

accounted for allnost three-quarters of the total naturel rubber output. While

Malaya recorded an increase, expansion of Indonesian output by almost 60 per

cent in 1950 over 1949 contributed the greater part of the year's advance.

Other producers of significant quan'ti ties of natural rubber also contributed

to the 1950 expansion. Output continued to expand rapidly in Indonesia in

the first half of 1951, but this rise was partly offset by declines of more

than 10 per cent in Malaya, more than 30 per cent in Indo-China and substantial

proportions in Ceylon and Sarawak. The relatively small output of Africa and

Brazil continued to expand in 1950 and 1951.

United States consumption and :ret changes in inventories j including the

gove:rnment stockpile, absorbed almost half' the total output of natural rubber
20 1

in 1950. Allowing for its production of 90 par cen~ of the total synthetic

rubber output (not including that ·of the USSR) the United States received well

?E.I Canada producedtbe remlning 10 par cent.
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Table 30. World Production and Consumption of Rubber, 1948 to 1951

(Thousands of metric tons)

Item 1948 1949 1950 Tota:

Crude rubber:
Production ~/. ... ee@@eeOI90elllllJeillGdle* 1,549 1,514 1,8$5 9$$ 904 1,$9
Consumption" $ e e l!I IJj @ $ QI ~ 0 0 e e $ /l} I!J til 0 @ e Q e @ @ flj 1,445 1,461 1,732 $10 709 1,51'
Stocks, increase or decrease (-)., ... 104 53 153 17$ 195 37:

Synthetic rubber:
Production ~7c@eeeGe~@0oeeoe00@@ee@@e 541 447 543 430 493 92:
Con sumpt i on .. e ~ 0 e II' 0 e 0 e so 0 " G • e • III III e til 111 & IlII e 0 4$$ 457 5$9 401 471 $2,
Stocks,. increase or decrease (-) ..... 53 - 10 - 46 29 66 9:

Total:
P'roduction 2;,/13 0e e It Ell '" !llI 0' e ,_ 0 e • e @ e e G $ I!I " «I • 2,090 1,961 2,42$ 1,418 1,397 2,81~

Con sumption ""e e e @ 8 e e " .. fD e e e e El $0@0000. 1,933 1,918 2,321 1,211 1,136 2,34'
Stocks, increase or decrease (

@I " iii e e 157 43 107 207 261 461

United States:
Supplies of crude ru.bber e G e &I e @ 0 0 0 0 e @ e 740 665 00$ 375 369 74J
Consumption. 0 $ e '" e 0 " @ e 0 I!lI •• 6' e <!II @,€1 <ill e e Gee @ 637 584 732 244 218 46~

Stocks, increase or decrease (-)eo@o$ 103 $1 76 131 151 2~

Rest of world:
Supplips of crude rubber a/•.••••••• , $09 849 1,077 613 535 1,lM
Consumption E/•.••..•• ,..: ••••••...•• 808 $77 1,000 566 491 1,05,
Stocks, increase or decrease ( 9 e @ Ell @ - 1 - 28 77 47 44 9]

Source: International Rubber Study Group, Rubber Statistical Bulletin.

~/ Not including USSR production.

E/ Including exports to the Soviet Union, the mainland of China and eastern Europe.



over hall the world of and ruboor.

The annual excess natural over co:ns1ImlJpt:!

in recent years has boon absorbed transfers to stocks

In 1950, the excess increased to almost 150 ,000 :metric tons, but total

inventories, other than government stocks, increased 30 tons. In

the first half 1951, with the large increase in rubber

to 430,000 natric tons, consumption of natural rubber declined and the gap

increased strikingly, to 178,000 tons for the In the

of 1951 there was a further reduction in in the United states, as

as a reduction in the rest of the world so that, notwithstanding a

declire in production by almost 10 per cent compared the the

excess of production over consumption increased to 195,000 tons. Increased

Uni ted States stock]?iling took up most of the gap in 1950, and again in

though in the latter year about ore -sixth was taken into the governmmt stocks

of the United Kingdom and France. Inventories available to industry have

changed relatively little in recent years and, at the end of 1951, stood at

800,000 tons.

Further increases in the supply of synthetic ruboor are projected, with

e:xpa.nslon of capacity under way in the United states and Canada, and

production reco:mmencing in western Germ,ny.

Fibres

Total world production of the mjor fibres used principally for apparel

declimd in 1950 00 cause of the smller cotton crop in the United states,

although the output of wool and synthetic fibres continued to 'increase. With

production of wool and synthetic fibres further expanded in 1951 and the cotton

crop a"t a new post-war peak, the total supply of apparel fibres was at an

all-time high. The expansion of synthetic fibre output - particularly striking

in 1950 and again in 1951 - is reflected in the increasing proportion of rayon

in the total production of apparel fibres shown in table 31. The proportion

of cot"ton to the total has declined correspondingly, the proportion of 'Wool

production haVing changed relatively little. The growth of synthetic fibre

supplies has had a restraining influence on the demand for the natural
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Table 31. World Production of Apparel Fibre~/
1934-38 and 1948 to 1951

(Thousands of metric tons)

1948 or 1949 or 1950 or 1951 or
1934-38 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 1951/52

Fibre 'Gian- Per Quan- Per Quan- Per Quan- Per Quan- Pe
tity cent tity cent tity cent tHy cent tity cen

Cotton ••••• 6, 43y:./ 80 6,320 75 6,845 75 6,001 70 7,2fX) 7
c/ 934 12 976 12 997 II 1,036 12 1,061 11Wool- •••••

d/ 632 8 1,1l3 13 1,225 14 1,585 18 1,795!d 1:Rayon- ••• @

Total •••• 7,998 100 8,408 100 9,069 100 8,622 100 10,061 101

Source: Textile Economics Bureau, Rayon Organon; Commonwealth Economic Committee,
Wool Intelligence; International Cotton Adviso~ Committee, Monthly Review and Quarterly
Statistical Bulletin.

!!:./ Cotton crop year beginning 1 August, wool year beginning 1 July, rayon on
calendar year basis.

£/ 1938/39 ..
~/ Clean basis.

~/ Not including the Soviet Union.

~/ Preliminary•



used for mixt.ure wit.h both

has also been in recent. years increasing mixt.ure ot.her

fibres.:By re-used wool, synthetic fibres, cot.ton, silk and hair

Io'UlJJ.I.JJ• .I-D .... accounted for oDe-third the total weight of t.he

textile out.pu't of t.he producing countries. In 1951 the cons~tion of

wool de wile the quanti"ty of other f1bres mixed with

continued to increase, for 40 cent of the "total weigh"t of

"teniles •

Cotton

World cot."too output in the crop year 1950/51 fell 12 cent below tha"t

of the preceding year. The large United Sta"te!!l crop 1949 and the carry-

over of Bubs"tantial additions to inventories brought about curtailed plan"ting,

am the cot"ton harvest de clined from 16 million bales in 1949 to less t.han

10 million in 1950. Elsewhere, however, produc"tion of cotton increased by

15 per cent. Only Egypt, among the major producers other than the United

States, failed "to increase cotton output ~ the crop year 1950/51. The

expansion in the Soviet Union am t.he area of China controlled by t11e Central

People IS Gove::rmr.en"t was very substan"tia1. large increases were recorded by

Turlrey and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and by the smaller producers in the

Middle East. The output of all these Middle Eas"tern coun"tries, including

Turlrey, which in volume amounted "to little more "than half "the Egyptian crop

in the previous year, rose 1:;0 more tb.an "two-thirds in 1950/51. :Brazil, too,

showd a considerable increase, but the "total outpu"t of Lat.in American

countries and that of the smller producers in Africa was little changed.

There was a very sharp increase in the consump"tion of cotton in both the

Uni ted States and the rest of the world during the crop year 1950/51, as may

be seen from table 32. The total su~ssed the pre-war level for "the first

time and exceeded the crop by a considerable mrgin. ]n the United states,

which normally produces enough cotton to provide very large exports as well

as dOJOOstic requirements, the year's consumption exceeded production.

Although the Uni"ted states continued to export cotton, st.ocks declined out.side

the United states as well as in that coun:t:ry. Total world stocks fell below



Table 32. World Production and Consumption of Cotton
194e/49 to 1951/52

(Millions of bales)

Crop year2J
Total United States Rest of the world

Pro- Con- J:1 Pro- Con- E! Pro- Con- JY
duction sumption Stock duction sumption Stocks duction sumption Stock

1948/49•••• 28.9 28.8 14.7 14.6 7.9 3.1 14.3 20.9 11.6

1949/50•••• 31.3 29.5 14.8 16.0 8.8 5.3 15.3 20.7 9.5

1950/51. ••• 27.5 33.2 16.6 9.9 10.8 6.9 17.6 22.3 9.7

1951/5~/•• 34.1 10.9 15.2 .. 2.2 18.-9 .. 8.7

Source: International Cotton Advisory Committee, Monthly Review, August 1951 and
Quarterly Statistical Bulletin, March 1951 and June 1951.

~/ Beginning 1 August.

£1 Stocks at the beginning of the crop year.

£/ Preliminar,y.



million bales, while United States stocks ware

bales to the low of 2.2 million bales.

4 7 million

has overCOIn9 the drain on

, the DeW world is almos t one million

's At the end

in the crop year 1951/52 would be below that

year

at over

hi/:~her than the

indications were that co:nsl1Il1])t:l.

of the the DeW ample. The year's increase

in supply is accounted for by United states which was restored

almost to the , and by greater output in the Soviet Union and

the mainland of China. The aggregate for the rest of the differs

little from the previous year's output.

Wool

Production of wool has been increasing steadily, though slowly, during

the post-war years. The expansion of' output 'WaS widely distributed among

major producers in the crop year ending 30 June 1951, as wall as in the

production estinated for the 1951/52 crop year. Output remained below the

pre-war level only in the United Kingdom and the United States, both much

more important as wool narkats than as wool producers. The United States

output, less than 60 per cent of pre-war in 1950/51, .bas been declining because

of increasing slaughter of sheep for meat.

Although world output of wool in post-war years has been above pre-war

levels, consumption exceeded production by a large nargin until the crop year

1950/51. As nay be seen from table 33, reduction of' stocks contributed more

to the total consu:med than did the annual increase in output, while the large

carry-over of stocks accumulated by the Joint Organization (of the United

Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand. and. the Union of South Africa) was being

liquidated. By the em of 1950 the stocks accumulated during the war were

practically exhausted, and trade stocks were at a low level. During 1951,

however, denand for wool dropped sharply both in the Un!ted States - which

accounts for ODe-fourth of the total wool conswred - and in the rest of the'

world. Thus, for the first time in post-war years wool consumption was lower

tban production, and stocks increased. Estimates for the crop year 1951/52

indicate a further expansion of production, while no rise in wool consumption
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Table 33. World Production and Consumption of Wool, 1948/49 to 1951/52

(Thousands of metric tons; clean basis)

Crop year ~/ Production Consumption Supply 5:.7
Stocks b/
Trade Total

1948/49 •••.•••••••• 976 1,105 :Y 321 485 006

1949/50•••••••••••• 997 1,202 Y 232 445 677

1950/51•••••••••••• 1,036 957 Y 65 406 472

1951/52 ~/••••••••• 1,061 551

Source: Commonwealth Economic Committee, Wool Intelligence, June 1951 Supplement
and August 1951 issue: Wool Bureau, World Wool Digest (New York), 6 February 1952;
United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture Circular, 1 January 1951.

Beginning 1 July.

At beginning of crop year.

Stocks held by the Joint Organization and by the Governments of the
United States and the United Kingdom.

Calendar year 1949.,
Calendar year 1950.

Provisional; calendar year 1951.

Preliminary.
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Fibres such as and sisal and abaca, are used principally

in agriculture and industry as rope or binding or packaging :materials.

Supplies of these s outside the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

though they generally rose in 1950 to a total higher than in any previous

post-w.r year, were still considerably the pre-war level. Paper and

cotton have made substantial inroads into the use of jute for packaging and

steel wire is being used in place of bard fibres for :rope and binding

materials. Changes in harvesting techniques and the bulk handling of grain

in storage and loading have also reduced the use of jute and binding mterials.

India increased its Jute crop by roughly 10 per cent in 1950, following

a 50 per cent increase in 1949, and both India and Pakistan increased sowings

of jui:ein 1951. Expanded don:estic supplies, however, did not fully offset

the loss of imports f:rom Pakistan af'ter India devalued its currency in 1949.

As a result, while much of Pakistan's raw jute 'Was exported to the United

States and western European countries, India's jute manufactures, at a reduced

level in 1949, declined further in 1950 and again in the early months of 1951

even though demnd improved. rollowing the trade agreement between India and

Pakistan in February 1951, however, increased raw jute imports aided the

recovery of jute mnufactlli....ing in India to the average 1949 rate by the middle

of 1951. Three jute mills are being constructed in Pakistan, and by the end

of 1951, 50 or 60 looms' were in operation, wIth a further 150 scheduled to be

in use by mid -1952.

About 80 per cent of the hemp crop is grown in Europe, western and

eastern Europe generally producing approximately equal amounts. Output was

restored to the pre -war level in 1948 and exceeded it in 1949. A decline in

1950 is accounted for primarily by the sharp drought-induced decrease in

Yugoslavia's output. Aggregate production of other hard fibres - sisal,

henequen and abaca - exceeded pre -war levels for the first time in 1950, sisal

accounting for :tlX>re "than half the aggregate volume of these fibres and the

other two fibres about equal propor"tions of "the renainder. Production of

henequen, exclusively a Latin An:erlcan and. chiefly a IJ1exican product, remained



above pre-war levels in 1950 despite crop failures in Mexico. Af:t'ica IS

output of sisal has been eXIJiEl.nding, providing two-thirds of the world total

in 1950, most of its from Tanganyim. Post-war production bas been negligible

in Asia, but latin.A:merican insignificant before the war, has

increased and 1950 more sisal than did Asia before the

war. Total in 1950 was 10 per cent than in 1949 and more than

one than -war. Practically all the abaca was supplied by

the the war. production increased over 1949/50 by

more than in 1950/51, and for 90 par cent of

supplies, Philippine output was still far below the pre-war volume. Production

abaca in America, during the war on a relatively small

scale, has been declining. Sisal and abaca are stockpiled by the United States,

but none of the hard fibres is SUbject to allocation or restriction as to

inventories or use. High prices induced more plantings in 1951, and the 1952

supply of hard fibres is therefore expected exceed the pre -war level by

a substantial .wa..qSJLU.

Forest Products

large prime forest reserves are now lim!ted to northern Europe, the Union

of Soviet Socialist RepUblics, latin America. and central Africa. Neither of

tbB tvo areas, as yet produces or consumes much of the 'World I s

timber or • The area deficient

in domstic of' the 'Western European countries, other

than and the countries and from Finland,

the Soviet Union serve the other western E countries and

the United the years no exports

'Were available from the the United states, proVided

of lumber to western until, when the supply

became to the demnd. The United States itself is a

of WU<OU'-lJILLI:J.

lumber at million



cubic mtres in was 9 per CElnt than as a result of a

10 per increase in the United states and a cent increase in

Canada. In the United statea an upswing in and othe'r ~l"ll'l1':t·:rl]~+."on

raised consumption above the eX];6nded level of production net

In the rest of the , consumption of' lumber also exceeded currant

and stocks -were drawn on. In Europe, the United maintained the

level of housing construction, while continental

Italy and western Germany - expanded residential construction. Production

of lumber in 1950 was just about mintained at the 1949 in western Europe,

and imports from outside the area declined by 15 per CElnt. As a result

western European stocks of lumber ware reduced 23 per cent during the year

1950.

In t:he first half of 1951, production continued to rise in the United

states, in Canada and in Europe. In the United States, consumption declined,

hawver, and althOUgh :net imports also declined, reducing supplies below the

average level of 1950, inventories were restored to the level of early 1950.

The rate of consumption rose slightly in Europe but, with supplies considerably

expanded, the 1950 loss in inventories 'Was largely mde up. Western European

supplies were improved through increased imports, prin:arily from Canada am

the Soviet Union, am stocks were replenished, particularly in the United

Kingdom, where they had fallen to low levels.

'Wood-pulp

Output of wood-pulp (not including that of the USSR) at more than 30

million tons in 1950 was about one-sirth greater than in 1949, permitting

expanded production of synthetic fibres and paper, including newsprint. United

States output increased by 22 per cent to 13.5 million tons, and Canadian

output by 8 per cent to 7.5 million tons, together accounting for over two

thirds of the total. Consumption in the United States expanded even faster

than :production, and, though imports from the Scandinavian countries as well

as from Canada increased, inventories decliood. Consumption in the rest of the

world was little more than in 1949, but supplies were reduced by 1.3 :million

tons, that is, by about 8 per cent, 1950 imports into Europe being only about

half the 1949 level. Stocks were reduced in most continental countries of
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western Europe, and by 123,000 tons in the United Kingdom. In the exporting

countries, Norway and Sweden, stocks had increased substantially in 1949 and

were little changed by the. end. of 1950.

In the first half of 1951, supplies of wood-pl11p were again greatly

e:xpanded, by 16 per cent over the corresponding in the United

States and 13 per cent in Canada. Exports of the Scandimvian countries

increased so:mawhat. There was a increase in consumption in the United

States and also in the rest of the but in both cases were

greater than consumption, leaving small additIons to inventories.

in the United Kingdom, which continued to decline until the end April, had

been restored to the early 1950 level by the end of September.

Production of newsprint increased in 1950 to more than 8 :million tons,

or almost 9 per cent above 1949, and continued to rise in 1951, the Umted

States reporting an increase of 13 per cent over the first half of 1950 and

Canada 6 per cent. With United States consumption expanded to about two

thirds of the world211 total, and with world output just above the pre-wI'

level, however, newsprint IS continue to be tight in a number of

countries. The pulp-paper committee of the International Materials Conference

made no formal recommendations for newsprint allocations, but dur:tng 1951

a~d for the emersency distribution to a number of countries of some

27,500 tons, mostly through the diversion of United states

Not including the Union Soviet Socialist
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9, f·:eha I. 

DENMARK 
Einor Munksgoord, Ltd., Nlfl'regede 6, 
K•benhovn, K. 

DOMINICAN REPUILIC 
librerlo Dominicona, Mercedes 49, Ciu· 
dod Trujillo. 

ECUADOR 
Librerlo Cientffico, Box 362, Guoyequil. 

EGYPT 
Libroirie "Lo Renaissance d'Egypte," 9 
Sh. Adly Pasha, Cairo. 

EL SALVADOR 
Manuel Novas y Cfo., le Avenido sur 37, 
Son Solvodor. 

UHIOPIA 
Agence Ethiopienne de Publicitli, Box 
128, Addis-Ababa. 

FINLAND 
Akateeminen Kirjokeuppo, 2, Keskuskotu, 
Helsinki. 

FRANCE 
Editions A. Pedone, 13 rue Soufflot, Paris V. 

GREECE 
"Eleftheroudokis," Place de lo Constitu. 
tion, Athenes. 

GUATEMALA 
Gouboud & Cfo. Ltdo., 5 Avenido sur 28, 
Guote'molo. 

HAITI 
Librairie "A lo Corovelle," Boi+. postele 
111-B, Port-au-Prince. 

HONDURAS 
Librerfo Panoinericono, Colle de lo 
Fuente, Tegucigalpa. 

INDIA 
Oxford Book & Stationery Co., Scindio 
House, New Delhi. 
P. Varodochery & Co., B linghi Chetty 
St., Madras I.

INDONESIA 
Jojoson Pembongunon, Gunung Sohori 84, 
Djokorto. 

IRAN 
Ketob-Khoneh Danesh, 293' Soodi Ave· 
nue. Tehran. 

IRA9 
Mockenzie's Bookshop, Baghdad. 

IIELAND 
Hibernian General Agency Ltd., Com· 
merciol Buildings, Dome Street, Dublin. 

ISIAEL 
Blumstein's Bookstores, Ltd., 35 Allenby 
Rood. Tel Aviv. 

ITALY 
Colibri S.A., Vio Chiossetto 14, Milano. 

LEIANON 
Libroirie universelle, Beyrouth. 

LIIIIIA 
J. Momolu Komara, Monrovia. 

LUXEMIOURG 
Libroirie J. Schummer, Luxembourg. 

MDICO 
Editorial Hermes S.A., Ignacio Mariscal 
41, M6xico, D.F. 

NETHERLANDS 
N.rt. Mortinus Nijhoff, Longe Voorhout 9, 
·,.Grovenhoge. 

NEW ZEALAND 
U. N. Assn. of New Zealand, C.P.O. IOI I, 
Wellingtor, 

NICARAGUA 

Dr. Romiro Romfrez V., Managua, D.N. 

NORWAY 
Johon Gn111dt Tonum Forlog, Kr. Au· 
gustsgt. 7A. 'Oslo. 

PAKISTAN 
Thomas & Thomas, Fort Mansion, Frere 
Rood, Karachi, 3. 
Publishers United Ltd., 176 Anorloli, Lo· 
hore. 

PANAMA 
Jose M•nlindez, Plaza de Arango, Ponoml,. 

PERU 
librerfo Internacional del Per�. S.A, Ca. 
sillo 1417, Limo. 

PHILIPPINES 
D. P. Perez Co., 169 Riverside, Sen Juan. 

PORTUGAL
livrarie Rodrigues, 186 Rua Aurea, Lisboa. 

SWEDEN
C. E. Fritze's Kung!, Hovbokhondel A·B, 
Fredsgeton 2, Stockholm. 

SWITZEILANl) 
Libroirie Peyot S.A., Lausanne, Geneve. 
Hons Rounhordt, Kirchgosse, 17, Zurich I, 

SYRIA 
Libroirie Universelle, Domes. 

THAILAND 
Pramuon Mit Ltd., 55 Chokrowot Road, 
Wot Tuk, Bangkok. 

TURKEY 
Libroirie Hachette, 469 1,tiklel Coddesi, 
Beyoglu, Istanbul. 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

Von Scheik's Boohtore (Pty.). Ltd., Box 
724, Pretoria. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

H.M. Stationery Office, P.O. Box 569, 
London, S.E. I (and at H.M.S.O. Shops). 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
lnt'I Documents Service, Columbia Univ. 
Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27, N, Y. 

URUGUAY 
Representoci6n de Editorioles, Prof. H. 
D'Ello, Av. 18 de Julio 1333, Montevideo. 

VENEZUELA 
Di,tribuidoro Escolor S.A., Monduco o 
Ferrenquin 133, Caracas. 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Drzovno Predutece, Jugoslovensko Knjigo, 
Marsala Tito 23-11·, Beogrod. 

U. N. pul,fications con al,o "• el,talned 
from t•• following firms: 

IN AUSTRIA 
8. Wullerstorff. Wugplot,, 4, Salzburg. 
Gerold & Co .. I. Graben 31, Wion I. 

IN GERMANY 

Elwert & Meurer, Houptstruso IOI, Berlin
Schoneberg. 
W. E. Soorbach, Frankenstrosse 14, Koln
Junkersdorf. 
Alex. Horn, Spiegelgosse 9. Wi .. beden. 

IN JAPAN 

Moruzen Company, Ltd., 6 Tori-Nichomo 
Nihonboshi, Tokyo. 

IN SPAIN 

Librer(a Bosch, 11 Rondo Universidod, 
Borcelono. 
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Orders and Inquiries from countries where sales agents have not yet been appointed may be sent to: Sales and 
Circulation Section, United Nations, New York, U.S.A.; or Sales Section, United Nations Office, Palais des Nations, 
Geneva, Switzerland. 




